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ABSTRACT 
The GEOS-1 vertically-integrated 3-hr moisture flux reanalyses and hourly-gridded United 
States station precipitation plus a satellite-based, 6-hr global precipitation estimate were em­
ployed to investigate the impacts of nocturnal low-level jets (LLJs) on the regional hydrological 
cycle over the central United States (Part I) and the subtropical plains of South America (Part 
II). Research stressed the influences of upper-level synoptic-scale waves (i.e., synoptic-scale forc­
ings) upon the regional hydrologic processes, which were explored by the impacts associated 
with the occurrence of LLJ. Besides the conventional budget analysis, the adopted 'synoptic-
forcing approach' was proven illustrative in describing these impacts through the down-scaling 
process of LLJs. 
In Part I, the major findings include: 1) the seasonal-averaged hydrological cycle over the 
Great Plains is strongly affected by the occurrence of GPLLJ, 2) the synoptic-scale forcing 
provided by the upper-level propagating jet (ULJ) streams is essential in generating the large-
scale precipitation after the GPLLJ forms from the diurnal boundary layer process, 3) without 
the dynamic coupling between the ULJ and LLJ, the impact of LLJ on the hydrological cycle 
Is demonstrated to be less important, and 4) the importance of synoptic-scale forcings in 
preconditioning the setting of wet/dry seasons in the interannual variability of rainfall anomaly 
is further illustrated by examining the changes of intensity as well as the occurrence frequency 
between the different types of LLJ. 
In Part II of this study, it was found that the occurrence of Andean LLJ represents a 
transient episode that detours the climatic rainfall activity along the South Atlantic Convergent 
Zone (SACZ) to the subtropical plains (Brazilian Nordeste) in its southwestern (northeastern) 
flank. The appearance of a seesaw pattern in the rainfall and flux convergence anomalies along 
the southeastern portion of South America, which is spatially in quadrature with the seasonal 
mean circulation, reflects the synoptic-scale forcing generated by the upper-level propagating 
transient-scale waves. In this regard, the function of the Andean LU in providing a scale-
interaction mechanism that links the synoptic-scale setting with the localized rainfall event is 
the same as the GPLLJ. Due to the unique geographic background such as the narrow east-
XV 
west landmass extension and the relative orientation between the Andean LLJ and the ULJ, 
however, the enhanced rainfall activity over the subtropical plains in response to the perturbed 
flux convergence is smaller than the case in the GPLLJ. 
1 
1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Rainfall activity and its variability, particularly during warm seasons, are vital for human 
well-beings. Since the onset of the Agricultural Age, planting, as a rule of thumb, follows 
the arrival of seasonal rainfall. Meanwhile, a sufficient supply is always expected during the 
growing period. Over densely populated countries, such as India and China, failure or even a 
slight delay of summer monsoon rainfall can easily result in economic and societal disasters. 
Similar scenarios apply to highly-industralized countries such as the United States. For ex­
ample, the widespread and prolonged drought occurred in the 1930s (so-called the dust bowl 
era) compounded people's sufferings from the Great Depression. As we experience in daily 
life, rainfall activity also displays the short-term variability. Sometimes it can be very disas­
trous such as flooding. The recent case of the 1993 Midwest summer flooding was one of the 
most devastating flood events in recent decades, with damage estimates reaching $20 billion 
(NOAA, 1993). The importance in understanding the causes of rainfall anomalies and having 
an accurate prediction cannot be overemphasized. 
One of the motivations behind the current study, which deals with the impacts of low-level 
jet (LLJ) on the hydrological cycle of the central United States as well as the subtropical Plains 
of Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay over South America, is stimulated from observations by 
many studies that LLJs activities are linked to the deep convection over these areas. Cumulus 
convection is a major rainfall producer during warm seasons. For example, Maddox (1983) 
found that the occurrence of LLJ over the Great Plains (GPLLJ) of the United States is 
closely tied to the development of meso-scale convective complexes (MCC), which generates 
2 
a large amount of precipitation^. Similar linkage between LLJ and MCC activities was also 
demonstrated by Velasco and Fritsch (1987) over the eastern slope of the central Andes of South 
America. Over East Asia, the combination of the strong southwesterly monsoon flow and the 
incursion of the subtropical frontal system is speculated to be a major mechanism in triggering 
and maintaining a sequence of MCC events that resulted in the 1998 summer flooding over 
central China (Bell et al., 1999). A recent review paper by Stensrud (1996) summarized the 
geographic preference of LLJ and MCC activities around the world. Of particular interest is the 
large amount of water vapor transported by LLJ from the lower latitudes to the extratropical 
regions in the summer hemisphere. Therefore, the LLJ phenomenon potentially affects the 
regional water cycle (at least in its atmospheric branch) worldwide and can be viewed as a 
common climatic signature of lower tropospheric circulation in the globe during warm seasons. 
What was not emphasized in previous studies, however, is to accurately quantify the LLJ's 
Impact from a viewpoint of continental-scale water vapor budget. This shortage is mainly due 
to the inherent difficulties regarding the depiction of LLJ activity (see the following section of 
Data Requirements). 
Having the LLJ-laiden moisture transport, however, only constitutes the necessary condi­
tion in the formation of heavy rainfall. It requires the support from either the dynamic or me­
chanical forcing to lift the transported warm moisture and initiate the convective storms. The 
importance of dynamic coupling of LLJ with the upper-level synoptic-scale waves (synoptic-
scale forcing) in faciliating the occurrence of convective storms has been emphasized in the 
works of Petterssen (1956) and Newton (1967), among others. On the other hand, some pre­
vious studies (e.g., Pitchford and London, 1962) showed that the linkage between the LLJs 
and nocturnal thunderstorms can exist without the synoptic-scale forcing from the upper tro­
posphere. The dynamic aspects and the maintenances of different types of LLJ, which are 
classified in terms of the upper-level environment were recently investigated by Chen et al. 
(1999a) in the scope of continental scale. However, the impacts of different large-scale settings 
associated with the occurrence of LLJs on the regional hydroiogic processes have not been 
^Measurable rainfall. 
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explored yet. This is another motivation that promotes the current study. 
As stated in the beginning, seasonal rainfall, in some years, fails to supply the sufficient 
amount for planting. In other years, however, the excessive rainfall occurs that also causes the 
great loss in lives and properties. What is the role of LLJ in the occurrence of these extreme 
episodes? One of the scientific objectives for Pan-American Climate Studies Program (PACS, 
see NOAA, 1999) is to understand the variabilities of continental precipitation, mainly due to 
its profound economic impact. Previous studies have pointed out the importance of LLJ in 
transporting a large amount of moisture into the central United States. In this regard, the 
contribution of LLJ-related hydrologic cycle to the interannual variation of rainfall activity 
will be also an important component in the current study. 
Purpose of the Study 
The first goal of current study is to provide a comprehensive assessment of the impact 
of LLJ on the regional hydrological cycle. This will be illustrated by the conventional water 
vapor budget analysis (Chen, 1985). Two regions, the Great Plains of the central United States 
and of Argentina-Paraguay in the southern part of South America, which supply voluminous 
agricultural products, are examined during the corresponding warm seasons. Climatologically, 
these two areas share some similarities in geographic background and mean basic state of large-
scale circulation patterns in which LLJs are embedded. For instance, the formations of both 
GPLLJ and Andean LLJ are thought to be related to the sloping terrain bound by the mountain 
barriers to the west (the Rockies vs. Andes) and to the east (the Appalachian Mountains vs. 
Brazilian highland in the southeastern coast). In the lower troposphere, westward extension of 
North/South Atlantic subtropic high acts as the atmospheric version of the western boundary 
current (Wexler, 1961) in channeling moisture to the north and south, respectively. Nocturnal 
inversion boundary layer is thus assisted by the continental-scale moisture flux, forcing a jet-like 
flow seen in the low-level circulation pattern of the seasonal mean. 
During the springtime, GPLLJ and Andean LLJ are largely subjected to the influence of 
upper-level jet (ULJ) streaks that keep propagating from the southwest to the central plains. 
4 
Heavy rainfall occurs frequently over the region where the intersection of jets' axes expresses 
a large angle between the LLJ and ULJ. After summer monsoon onsets in early July (late 
December), however, the polar jet stream retrogrades to higher latitudes, GPLLJ (Andean 
LLJ) activity is affected by the upper-level anticyclonic circulation (Mexico vs. Bolivian high), 
which is mainly maintained by the latent heat released from the monsoonal environment. From 
spring to summer, changes of these dynamic and thermodynamic environments would affect the 
LLJ activity accordingly. For instance, the enhancement of the diurnal boundary layer forcing 
tends to facilitate the formation of LLJ during the warm seasons. Therefore, the second 
goal of this study is devoted to exploring how the changes of large-scale environment (i.e., 
synoptic-scale forcings) can either faciliate or suppress the local hydrologic processes through 
the down-scaling process of LLJ. This dynamic coupling was portrayed by the 'synoptic-forcing 
approach' (Chen and Kpaeyeh, 1993; Chen et al., 1996), which links the water vapor transport 
in the lower troposphere with the upper-level synoptic-scale forcing through the 3-D divergent 
circulation, in an attempt to visualize the associated impacts arising from changes of the 
large-scale environment to the regional water cycle once the LLJ forms. 
While the associated large-scale environment shares the resemblance, distinct features do 
exist between the GPLLJ and the Andean LLJ. Geographically, the moisture source of the 
former is mainly from the subtropical ocean-Gulf of Mexico. On the other hand, the moisture 
source of the latter is more tropical in origin-Amazon River Basin. Besides the different 
surface characteristics between land and ocean in response to the solar heating and thus the 
resulting diurnal circulation, the Amazon River Basin b directly under the influence of tropical 
circulations. It is well-known that the variability of tropical circulations holds a broad spectrum 
in time, ranging from the interannual, intraseasonal, even to the sub-day timescale. Extreme 
changes of the sea surface temperature (SST) over the tropical Pacific Ocean (El Niiio and 
La Niiia) coupled with the tropical circulation anomaly (the so-called Southern Oscillation) is 
a typical case of air-sea interaction in the interannual timescale. For the hydrologic aspect, 
the southern part of South America experiences enhanced rainfall activity during El Nino 
events. In contrast. Northeast Brazil-East Amazon regions face drought episodes during the 
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negative phase of Southern Oscillation. Apparently, interannual changes of regional hydrologic 
processes over the South American continent are closely tied to anomalous tropical circulations 
generated from the remote SST forcing. In this study, the interannual variations of the Andean 
LLJ activity and more importantly, its related hydrologic impacts, were examined during the 
austral summer, in an attempt to depict whether these can be related to the external forcing 
from remote areas. 
Data Requirements 
Two unique features of LLJ phenomenon make it difficult, if not impossible, to depict its 
occurrence and estimate accurately the associated moisture transport, based on the regular 
0000 and 1200 UTC (Universal Time Co-ordinated) launch times of the rawinsonde network 
(Bonner, 1968). The first is its preference as a nocturnal feature occurring in the gap of 
observed times, which is explained by the inertial oscillation mechanism (Blackadar, 1957). 
The other feature is its characteristic as a boundary layer current (below one kilometer in most 
cases) with pronounced spatial variabilities. In the past, data either from the field campaigns 
(e.g., Hoecker, 1963) or from the enhanced rawinsonde observations (e.g., Whiteman et al., 
1997) are widely used in the LLJ study. To obtain a complete picture of LLJ's impact on 
the regional hydrological cycle, however, long-term data with sufficient time sampling and 
vertical resolution inside the lower troposphere are required. One alternative is provided by the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Profiler Network. These profilers 
report wind measurements every 6 minutes at 250-meter vertical resolutions from 500 meters 
above ground level (AGL) to the lower stratosphere (Weber et al., 1993). The abilities and 
limitations of wind profiler data used in the LLJ study are documented in some recent studies 
(Mitchell et al., 1995; Arritt et al., 1997). 
While the detailed structure of the LLJ can be depicted by using the wind profiler network, 
information of the precipitable water are not provided correspondently. This is disadvantageous 
when investigating the impacts of the LLJ in the context of regional water vapor budget. The 
other alternative is to use the products provided by the Data AssimUation System (DAS). DAS 
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represents a serial procedure of ingesting meteorological observations, including satellite-based 
datasets into an atmospheric general circulation model such as the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) version 1 Goddard Earth Observation System (GEOS-1, see 
Schubert et al., 1993). The result is a comprehensive and dynamically consistent dataset that 
represents the best estimate of the state of the atmosphere at that point in time. In addition 
to the common 6-hr upper level wind fields, one unique advantage of NASA/DAS GEOS-
1 reanaJysis dataset comes from the availability of 3-hr hydrological fields, particularly the 
horizontal moisture transport field, which is crucial to the LLJ-related water budget analysis. 
Because of its uniformality generated by the fixed assimilation system and the promising 
results of some recent studies which demonstrated the data's credibility in many aspects (see 
the discussion of Schubert et al., 1998), GEOS-1 reanalysis data serve as the primary data 
source in the current study. 
However, the DAS fills data void regions with model predictions and therefore interpreta­
tions from the results must be taken with caution over data sparse domains. Of particular 
concern is the quality of precipitation estimate due to the model's unsatisfactory physical 
parameterization. In order to compensate for this difficulty, two independent precipitation 
datasets are used to replace GEOS-1 rainfall estimate. One is an hourly gridded precipitation 
(Higgins et al., 1996) over the continental United States. The other dataset is a global covered 
Goddard Precipitation Index (GPI, see Susskind et al., 1997) generated at the Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC), which has been successfully used in depicting either the low frequency 
variations of the global hydrological cycle (Chen et al., 1995) or the diurnally-varying moisture 
transport in the globe (Chen et al., 1999b). Higgins precipitation data are engaged in GPLLJ-
related rainfall activity (the first paper in Chapter 2), while GPI data are used in the study 
of Andean LLJ (the second paper in Chapter 3). Quality of water vapor transport in GEOS-1 
reanalysis data appear to be realistic however, due to the mutual compensation between the 
overestimated moisture content and underestimated boundary layer wind field. 
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Dissertation Organization 
The current study contains two papers in accordance with the following two chapters. The 
first paper (Chapter 2) presents the detailed analysis of various hydrologic aspects associated 
with GPLLJ activity during the warm seasons (April-September). Following the literature 
review in the Introduction and relevant methodology, impacts from different catogories of 
LLJ to the seasonal mean climate are discussed in terms of budget analysis and the synoptic-
forcing approach. The influence of large-scale anomalous circulations is then explored, based on 
sub-synoptic (i.e., daily average) and sub-day (i.e., diurnally varying) timescales. The effects 
of dynamic coupling between the ULJ and LLJ are examined to illustrate the interannual 
variabilities (i.e., wet vs. dry episode) of rainfall activity over the Great Plains. Finally, the 
conclusion and discussion follow. 
The second paper (Chapter 3) deals with the hydrologic impact of the Andean LLJ activity 
from September to February. After reviewing previous studies and discussing data sources, the 
climatic significance of the Andean LLJs is illustrated in terms of their impacts to shape the 
individual seasonal water vapor transport and precipitation in addition to the frequency of 
occurrence. This is assessed by quantifying relative contributions among different catogories of 
LLJ. The inter-relations among the Andean LLJs, synoptic-scale transient waves, and South 
Atlantic Convergence Zone (SACZ) activities are examined next, by virture of the synoptic-
forcing approach. Results of interannual variations of LLJ-related hydrologic processes and 
linkage with tropical ENSO cycle are analyzed, based on the composite approach and simple 
statistic estimate. Finally, some discussions concerning the different roles played by GPLLJ 
and Andean LLJ in the regional water cycle are given. 
Two appendices are attached after the General Conclusion in Chapter 4. Appendix A 
illustrates the criteria and procedures used to identify GPLLJs, their results, and classify 
different catogories. Appendix B gives the Andean LLJ in a similar way. 
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2 IMPACT OF GREAT-PLAINS LOW-LEVEL JETS ON THE WATER 
VAPOR TRANSPORT OVER THE CENTRAL UNITED STATES 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Climate 
Shu-Ping Weng and Tsing-Chang Chen 
Abstract 
Three-hour time interval of vertically integrated water vapor transport assimilated by 
GEOS-1 at NASA/DAO plus the hourly gridded United States station precipitation dataset 
were employed to investigate the impacts of nocturnal low-level jets (LLJs) on the Great Plains 
hydrological cycle during the warm seasons. Research stressed the effects of synoptic-scale dis­
turbances in the upper troposphere upon the regional hydrologic processes through the down-
scale process of the LLJs initiated inside the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The adopted 
'synoptic-forcing approach' was proven to be useful in illustrating the effects of synoptic-scale 
forcings in addition to the conventional water budget analysis. 
Climatologically, it was found from the budget analysis that 45% of the seasonal rainfall 
accumulation over the Great Plains is related to the LLJ activity although the occurrence 
frequency of jet event only has one-third of the total number of day. Furthermore, 75% (55%) 
of this amount is produced by those LLJ cases (C type) that couple with the approaching upper-
level jet (ULJ) streams during the spring (summer) season. Heavy rainfall, with a continental-
scale moisture flux convergence, occurs frequently over the region where the intersection of 
LLJ and ULJ takes place. Without the synoptic-scale forcing provided by the transient-scale 
waves aloft, however, only 10% (30%) of it is linked to the occurrence of the 'in-situ' type LLJs 
(A-type) that forms either from the terrsw forcing or from the nocturnal thermal process inside 
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the PBL during the springtime (summertime). The dominance of C-type LLJs over the A-type 
ones in generating the wide-ranging precipitation event is evident at the sub-day timescale as 
well, indicating that the hydrological impact of diurnally-varying wind oscillation beneath the 
PBL is further enhanced by the existence of upper-level transient disturbances. Compared 
with the magnitude in the daily-mean composite, however, the diurnally-varying amplitude of 
the precipitation caused by the occurrence of the C-type LLJ is less intensive although both 
have the same order of the converged moisture flux. It implies the tendency for the intensified 
rainfall occurring toward the synoptic timescale (i.e., day and night) in accordance with the 
upper-level propagating transient-scale waves. This observation reinforces the importance of 
dynamic coupling mechanism between the LLJ and ULJ in driving the regional hydrological 
cycle over the Great Plains. 
In the year-to-year rainfall variability, it was also found that the wet and dry seasons in the 
Midwest are closely tied to the variabilities in both intensity and occurrence frequency that are 
associated with the C-type LLJ activity. On the other hand, the variability associated with the 
A-type LLJ is less significant statistically. Therefore, it indicates that the regional hydrologic 
variability has been preconditioned by the interannual variation of large-scale atmospheric 
circulations, although the cause of the latter is not clear. Based on the budget analysis, only a 
modest 27% increase (29% decrease) of C-type LLJ activity is sufficient to trigger a wet (dry) 
spring (April-to-June) over the Great Plains. On the other hand, while a modest 33% decrease 
of C-type LLJ activity can result in a dry summer (July-to-September), an 83% increase of it 
is required in order to form a wet summer over the Great Plains. This is why the 1993 summer 
floods are such an unusual event. 
1. Introduction 
The nocturnal rainfall phenomenon over the Great Plains during the summer was first 
documented by Kincer (1916). A continental-scale rainfall pattern with the center over the 
Great Plains appearing around the local midnight (see Klncer's Figure 9) is remarkably similar 
to the result of the current study where a more comprehensive dataset is used (described later). 
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Three decades later, Means (1944) showed the existence of nocturnal thunderstorm activities 
over the Midwest, which has a similar diurnal evolution to the timing of precipitation from 
Kincer's work. Wallace (1975) described in detail that a regular diurnal oscillation of rainfall 
pattern does occur in the eastern two-thirds of the United States. Higgins et al. (1997) recently 
showed that in excess of 25% more precipitation falls during the nighttime hours than during 
the daytime over the Great Plains. 
Evidence concerning the moisture source was first noticed by Benton and Estoque (1954), 
who showed that the strong jet-like southerlies transport a large amount of moisture from 
Gulf of Mexico into the central United States. A detailed water vapor budget analysis was 
established by Rasmusson (1967, 1968) who pointed out the importance of southerly winds in 
maintaining the continental-scale hydrological cycle during the warm seasons. It is now well 
accepted by many researchers (e.g. Roads et al.,1994; Wang and Paegle, 1996, among others) 
that the low-level circulation over the central United States is strongly affected by the low-level 
jet (LLJ) which plays a leading role in supplying the moisture into this agricultural belt. 
Having the moisture transport only provides the necessary condition for rainfall occurrence, 
however. Some certain mechanisms are required to lift, converge the moisture, and initiate 
the convection. Newton (1967) presented a schematic diagram comprising favorable synoptic 
conditions for convective storms preferentially occurring at the intersection of the upper-level 
jet (ULJ) stream and GPLLJ. It was illustrated by Uccellini and Johnson (1979) that GPLLJ 
development tends to couple with the ULJ. This coupling is explained by the formation of a 
transverse circulation within the exit region of the ULJ. The meso-scale convective complexes 
(MCCs, see Maddox, 1980), which are responsible for many heavy rainfall events during the late 
spring and summer months, are shown to have a tendency to occur in the unstable environments 
characterized by the horizontal convergence associated with a GPLLJ in the vicinity of a quasi-
stationary surface frontal zone (Maddox, 1983). 
Nevertheless, Pitchford and London (1962) showed that the linkage between the moisture 
convergence associated with GPLLJs and nocturnal thunderstorm activity can exist without 
the approaching frontal systems. Augustine and Caracena (1994) examined the lower tro-
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pospheric precursors associated with nocturnal MCCs development over the central United 
States, and suggested that the GPLLJ alone can trigger the convective outbreaks. Uccellini 
(1980) further pointed out, after reviewing the synoptic-scale environments of 15 GPLLJ cases, 
that two basic types of LLJ corresponding to distinct upper-level circulation patterns exist. 
The synoptic-scale settings and maintenances associated with the different types of LLJ were 
comprehensively explored by Chen et al. (1999b) recently. The focus of that study, however, 
is to illustrate how the dynamic coupling mechanism is accomplished between the upper-level 
environments and the different types of LLJ, in terms of streamfunction budget analysis (Chen 
and Chen, 1990) and three-dimensional divergent circulation. Results showed that the up­
ward branch of the divergent circulation associated with coupled/decoupled LLJ (referred to 
as C-type/A-type, see Appendix A for their classification) is spatially in quadrature with the 
upper-level trough-ridge system. The associated vortex stretching/contraction thus intensi­
fies/suppresses the low-level meridional circulation when the upper-level synoptic-scale waves 
propagate eastward. The streamfunction budget analysis, an inverse Laplacian transformation 
of vorticity equation, shows the GPLLJs, originally forced by the boundary layer processes, 
can be either enhanced or suppressed in their occurrence frequency and diurnal amplitude. As 
a result, the dynamic linkage between LLJ and ULJ is established in the context of large-scale 
viewpoint. 
What is the impact of aforementioned LLJ classification to the hydrologic process over 
the Great Plains? - a question has not been emphasized in previous studies. Since the 
LLJ's classification is based on the upper-level synoptic-scale environment, the above question 
is equivalent to asking how the synoptic-scale forcings can affect the regional hydrological 
cycle through the down-scale process of LLJ. The question raised here implicitly builds the 
hypothesis of this work that different types of LLJs have distinctive impacts on the Great 
Plains hydrologic process. The first task in this paper, therefore, will assess the contributions 
of different types of LLJ by both the conventional water vapor budget analysis and the simple 
compositing technique applied to various hydrologic variables in order to demonstrate our 
hypothesis. 
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Low-frequency variations (beyond the annual cycle) of atmospheric circulation have a large 
impact on the regional climate. For example, Namias (1991) showed that the 1988 spring 
and summer drought of the United States was due to the deviation of storm systems from 
the North American continent and the blocking of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico caused 
by the anomalous anticyclonic circulation in the upper troposphere. Another example, the 
breakdown of the upper-level climatologic ridge over the western United States in the summer 
of 1993 faciliated the upper-level jet streams to form a duct for intense cyclones sequentially 
propagating into the Midwest and inducing MCC activity which resulted in the record-breaking 
floods (Mo et al., 1995). The activity of GPLLJ also has a significant interannual variation 
(Chen et al., 1999b). Obviously, it would be of interest to further examine the impacts of LLJ on 
the precipitation and associated anomalous moisture transport at the interannual timescale. 
This second task will be explored in terms of the changes of both intensity and occurrence 
frequency in the LLJ-related hydrologic process in the formation of wet and dry episodes over 
the Great Plains. It will also demonstrate that the effects of synoptic-scale forcing provided 
by the change of upper-level atmospheric circulation are more easier illustrated in the context 
of the regional hydrological cycle after different types of LLJs are separated. 
Since the moisture mainly exists within the lowest layer of the troposphere, data with 
the sufficient vertical resolution within the planetary boundary layer (PBL) are crucial to the 
accurate measurement of the moisture flux. Meanwhile, GPLLJs often occur within a few 
hours of local midnight, which cannot be accurately depicted by the conventional rawinsonde 
network. Therefore, sufficient time sampling is also important to estimate the impact of LLJ 
on the water vapor budget. Not until recently that the product of Four Dimensional Data 
Assimilation (4DDA) has been shown to have a reasonable estimation of water vapor flux 
over the North America. For example, Helfand and Schubert (1995) analyzed a springtime 
(May) simulation from the version 1 of the Goddard Earth Observation System (GEOS-1) 
and showed that the assimilated LLJs transport about one-third of the total moisture into 
the continental United States with two-thirds of this influx occurring during the nighttime. 
Higgins et al. (1996b) also found that when LU occurs, there is more than a 50% increase of 
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rainfall compared to the nocturnal seasonal mean value. The reliability of GEOS-1 and NCEP 
(National Center for Environmental Prediction) reanalyses in detecting the influence of GPLLJ 
on summertime precipitation and water vapor transport over the central United States were 
examined by Higgins et al. (1997). These studies demonstrate that the increase of vertical 
resolution inside the PBL and temporal resolution in the model make the data promising to 
quantify, to a certain degree, the impact of GPLLJ on the regional hydrological cycle. The 
point less stressed in previous studies, however, is the effect of upper-level synoptic-scale forcing 
down-scaled through the catalytic role of different type LLJs on the Great Plains hydrologic 
process at various timescales, including the diurnally-varying circulation. Results obtained in 
this study, therefore, will provide a different angle on the regional hydroclimatology related 
to the LLJ activity. This is performed by means of the long and uniform data in GEOS-1 
reanalysis. 
In the following sections, data and methodology are given in section 2. Section 3 is devoted 
to building the mean basic states, including the sub-day circulation, over the North American 
continent. This will serve as the reference for the subsequent sections. The impact of GPLLJ 
as well as other events (Appendix A) on the regional hydrological cycle is illustrated in section 
4. Beginning in section 5, impacts of different types of LLJ events are examined in terms 
of budget analysis (Chen, 1985) and 'synoptic-forcing approach' (Chen and Kpaeyeh, 1993). 
Interannual variations of hydrologic process associated with GPLLJs are evaluated in section 
6. Conclusion and discussion are provided in section 7. 
2. Data and Methodology 
a. Data sources 
Data assimilated by Data Assimilation System (DAS) of NASA/DAO GEOS-1 (Schubert 
et al., 1993) are employed in this study. A three-hour time interval of the vertically-integrated 
water vapor flux, centered at OOZ, 03Z,..., and 21Z (i.e., 03Z is the time averaged from OOZ to 
03Z, etc.), which is a unique feature of GEOS-1 from other reanalyzed datasets, will serve as the 
primary data source to implement this diagnostic study. The GEOS-1 reanalysis spanned the 
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period from February 1980 to November 1995. Two primary components of GEOS-1 DAS are 
the GEOS-1 AGCM and a three-dimensional, multivariate optimal interpolation (01) analysis 
scheme. The complete document of the former is described in Takacs et al. (1994), Takacs 
and Suarez (1996), and Molod et al. (1996), whereas the 01 analysis scheme is documented 
by Pfaendtner et al. (1995). 
A special technique is applied in the GEOS-1 AGCM, namely the introduction of an in­
cremental analysis update (lAU) procedure in the four-dimensional data assimilation (4DDA). 
The initial imbalances and spinup generated by the insertion of the observations are success­
fully reduced (Bloom et al., 1996). As a result, GEOS-1 reanaiysis has been proven to depict 
the GPLLJ signal with a vertical and temporal structure that mimics favorably observations 
(Helfand and Schubert, 1995). Moreover, the linkage between the upper-level synoptic-scale 
environment and GPLLJ can be explored further by utilizing the uniformity of reanaiysis data, 
which cannot be fully pursued by the conventional rawindonde network. 
Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that the diurnal cycle of rainfall activity depicted by 
GEOS-1 reanaiysis has model bias, due to the spinup problem (Helfand and Schubert, 1995). 
On the other hand, the diurnally-varying moisture flux is favorably right because of the more 
controlling role played by the wind field rather than the specific humidity (Min and Schubert, 
1997). To measure the rainfall amount, a gridded hourly United States station precipitation 
dataset (Higgins et al., 1996a), which covers the period from January 1963 to December 1995, 
is employed to replace the model precipitation. We note that, however, the analyzed values 
over the open ocean are suspicious, due to the existence of only a few stations and they have 
been excluded in advance. 
b. Water vapor budget analysis 
The quantitative measurement of the moisture budget of the LLJ activity over the target 
domain (see below) is accomplished by using the conventional budget analysis. This is obtained 
for both daily-mean and sub-day timescales. In short, the balance equation for vertically-
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integrated atmospheric moisture can be simplified and written as (Chen, 1985): 
dW ^
 +  T 7 Q  =  E - P .  ( 2 . 1 )  
Here, W is the total precipitable water defined as 
W  =  - r ' q d p ,  ( 2 . 2 )  
9 Jpu 
g is the gravity, q is the specific humidity, ps is the surface pressure, pu is usually taken as 
300-mb, E is the evaporation, P is the precipitation, and Q is the vertically-integrated vapor 
flux: 
Q = i r V q d p ,  ( 2 . 3 )  
9 Jpu 
where V is the horizontal total wind vector. In GEOS-1 reanalysis, Q is actually pre-computed 
in the model's coordinate. Hence, terrain-related bias can be prevented (Trenberth and Guille­
mot, 1995). Meanwhile, Q is accumulated on the fly^, in order to eliminate any potential time 
sampling problems (Min and Schubert, 1997). 
Three criteria were used on the gridded precipitation to decide the target domain over the 
Great Plains. For each gridded point inside this domain, 
1. its seasonal-mean value must exceed 1.5mm^/ay~^ 
2. its r.m.s. of interannual variation must exceed 0.5 mm day~^, and 
3. nighttime LLJ-related precipitation (accumulated from OOZ to 12Z) must exceed 40% of 
the amount of the total seasonal accumulation during this period. 
The purpose of item (3) is to cross-validate the importance of selected GPLLJs (Appendix A) 
in maintaining the regional water budget. The decided domain covers a near square region of 
the central United States (32°—48®iV, 105® —90® IV). The precipitation budget was computed 
by means of area-weighted integration. That is, 
m (2-4) 
' The vo/ue M niterately calcidated at every model timestep. 
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for each gridded box of area a,- with precipitation value Pi. On the other hand, the area 
integration of water vapor flux divergence was computed from the following form, which is 
often more precise for regional studies: 
where n denotes the unit vector directed outward, normal to the boundary of the domain. 
The inflow/outflow crossing the surrounding border was also benefitedly obtained during the 
process. To the mean basic state, E (evaporation) was acquired as the residual from Eq. (2.1) 
by assuming the tendency is close to zero at the seasonal timescale. 
c. Synoptic-forcing approach 
Although the quantitative measurement of LLJ-related water vapor transport can be esti­
mated based on the budget analysis, effects of the dynamic coupling between the ULJ and LLJ 
are better illustrated by the synoptic-forcing approach proposed by Chen and Kpaeyeh (1993), 
which has been utilized in the description of hydrologic process associated with cyclone sys­
tems (Chen et al., 1996). This is delineated by introducing the moisture flux streamfunction, 
^Q, and moisture flux potential, XQ ,O{Q to portray the non-divergent QR and divergent QD 
components of Q (Chen, 1985). Namely, 
Although the nondivergent component ijjQ is much larger than the divergent component XQ 
(Chen, 1985), only the latter directly participates in the hydrologic process. This argument 
suggests that quantitative linkage between the budget analysis and synoptic-scale forcing can 
be measured from the following diagnostic relation: 
(2.5) 
Q = QR-\-QD = K X VIPQ + VXQ- (2.6) 
After combining Eqs. (2.6) and (2.1), it follows that 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Equation (2.8) was solved after an expansion in spherical harmonics. A 31-wave triangular 
(T31) truncation was applied to solve the above Poisson equation over the entire globe. The 
results were then transformed from the spectral regime back to the physical space. Neverthe­
less, Q can aid in visualizing the transport pattern, changes of intensity, and more importantly 
the implication in the relative orientation between the rotational flow (represented by Q ) and 
the divergent circulation (portrayed by XQ ) that reflects the dynamic coupling between the 
lower-troposphere circulation and upper-level synoptic-scale forcings. 
Three components are presented in the following sections: (1) the mean basic state and 
climatic diurnal cycle; (2) the anomalies from the mean basic state associated with different 
types of GPLLJs, and (3) the night-to-day anomaly, represented by the nighttime and daytime 
difference from the climatic diurnal cycle. The first two procedures are applied to the LLJ, 
SSW (strong southerly wind, see Appendix A), and N-jet (the dates without LLJ and SSW 
occurring) events. Effects of synoptic-scale forcing by the upper-level transient-scale waves 
are illustrated by the second item. On the other hand, the question whether this coupling 
mechanism between ULJ and LLJ plays any role in modulating the regular diurnal variation 
of water vapor transport is pursued by the third procedure. 
3. Seasonal Averages of Daily-mean and Diurnal Cycle 
GPLLJs often occur during the warm seasons. Using data covering the 2-year period 
(January 1959 - December 1960), Bonner (1968) found that nearly 60% of all LLJ obser­
vations occurred in warm seasons (April - September) over the central United States. The 
climatological-mean atmospheric circulations over North America, however, have dramatic 
changes from spring (April - June) to summer (July - September). In particular, the upper-
level polar jet stream retreats poleward from 35° - 4QPN in the springtime to 50° — 55°AT 
after June. This is associated with the development of monsoonal circulation in early July 
with a continental-scale anticyclonic circulation developing at the upper level. Meanwhile, 
the Bermuda-North Atlantic subtropic high in the lower troposphere impinges westward into 
the Gulf of Mexico. It would be improper to treat all of the jet events as a whole without 
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considering the seasonality. Therefore, the period is further divided into spring and summer 
seasons to facilitate the following discussions. 
a. Great Plains hydroclimatology 
The notable nocturnal maxima of rainfall and thunderstorm activities are the climatic 
signature over the Midwest during the warm seasons (Kincer, 1916). Following the seasonal 
migration, the nighttime precipitation center, as well as MCC activity, shifts northward from 
the Oklahoma-Arkansas regions during the spring to the central Plains States in the summer 
(Maddox, 1980). Over these regions, nighttime rainfall can easily exceed the daytime value by 
more than 40-45% (not shown). In contrast, the late-afternoon rainfall prevails over the Gulf 
States-Southeastern regions, particularly in JAS. Although the amplitude is smaller, compared 
with that over the Southeast, a strong diurnally-varying precipitation signal appears over the 
Midwest (cf. Chen et al., 1999a). Numerous studies showed this is related to the occurrence 
of nocturnal GPLLJs, which bring in a large amount of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico 
(e.g., Schubert et al., 1998). Results of the climatic moisture budget over the Midwest are 
reasonably close to the previous studies, which either used a subset of the same data source 
(Chen et al., 1996) or a different one (Gutowski et al., 1997). The rainfall amount ([^mtu) 
reaches 2.5 mm • day~^ in AMJ and 2.2 mm- day~^ in JAS (cf. Figure 2.1). The calculated 
moisture flux divergences (< V-Q >mw)^ which display a -0.4mm day'^ amount in AMJ 
and a -1-0.9 mm • day~^ amount in JAS, indicate the Midwest is a moisture sink region during 
the springtime but becomes a moisture source region after summer. In the seasonal timescale, 
time rate of change of [PT] can be neglected in Elq. (2.1) when compared with the other terms. 
The is thus nearly balanced by the < >mw and evaporation During the 
springtime, the moisture flux converges toward the Great Plains, indicative of an excess of 
precipitation over evaporation. After summer, however, the appearance of net moisture flux 
divergence suggests the evaporation largely increases. 
The diurnally-varying rainfall rate over the Great Plains is given in Figure 2.1. The diurnal 
evolutions are similar between AMJ and JAS, although the former's amplitude is slightly 
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Figure 2.1 Seasonal-average of hourly precipitation over the Great Plains domain for AMJ 
(left) and JAS (right) seasons. The dark (light) shaded period represents the 
defined nighttime (daytime) hours. See text. 
larger than the latter's. The well-known feature of mid-night maximum vs. the mid-afternoon 
minimum of precipitation tendency is evident. Also shown in Figure 2.1 is an increased trend 
in the late-afternoon, probably reflects the contribution from the southernmost portion of the 
analyzed domain which is under the influence of daytime Seabreeze circulation. Using Figure 2.1 
as the index, we define the period from local 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. as the nighttime hours and the 
period from local 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. as the daytime hours. In the long-term average, this time 
evolution of rainfall activity is highly correlated with the diurnal phasing of LLJ occurrence 
(Appendix A). Interestingly, there exists a tendency for the rainfall activity reviving around 
the early morning. This is smoewhat consistent with Maddox's (1983) finding, who found 
that MCC systems are closely linked to the eastward propagating short-wave trough in the 
middle troposphere. These MCCs usually reach their maximal extent and intensity between 
early morning and sunrise. The common synoptic environment associated with MCC activity 
is characterized by an upper-level trough to the west and an upper-level ridge to the east 
(Maddoxet al., 1979). Owing to the subsequent development of MCC activities, the dxumally-
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varying rainfall is not symmetric to the local midnight but expresses a prolonged trend from 
midnight to early morning. 
b. Water vapor transport and associated flux divergence 
The time averages of moisture transport Q are shown in Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) for both 
seasons. Evidently, the major moisture sources over the Great Plains are from the Gulf of 
Mexico and downside of the Rockies. On the other hand, the major outflow is through the 
eastern boundary. Following the seasonal migration, contribution from the middle-tropospheric 
westerly diminishes when the extratropical jet streams retreat to the northwest (not shown). 
The associated budget analyses [Figure 2.3 (a) and (b)] are somewhat misleading. The larger 
amount in the western boundary of JAS is actually caused by the returning flow of southerly 
current. Nevertheless, total transport from the west is comparable to that from the south 
in the mean states. With regard to the seasonal contrast, a notable feature appears in the 
Gulf of Mexico where the moisture is transported further inland by the westward extension 
of the Bermuda-subtropic high during the summer, which is consistent with the geographical 
distribution of LLJ occurrence discussed in Chen et al. (1999b). 
While the moisture transport mainly reflects the low-level atmospheric circulation pattern, 
only a small portion, the divergent component QD , actively participates in the hydrological 
process [Figure 2.2 (c) and (d)]. During the springtime, the QD still resembles the winter 
circulation over the continental United States. Baroclinic wave disturbances associated with 
the extratropical jet streams and the lower landmass temperature as against the higher sea 
surface temperature result in the net moisture sink over the Great Plains [V • Q = — 0.4 mm • 
day~^ in Figure 2.3 (a)]. On the other hand, precipitation and evaporation nearly balance each 
other over the entire United States. Hence, the continental-scale moisture budget is mainly 
modulated by that over the Midwest. Pronounced seasonal changes occur after migrating into 
the summer season, when the entire continent becomes the net moisture source. For the Great 
Plains domain, V-Q = -1-0.9 MM-DAY~^ figure 2.3 (b)], which is dose to the continental budget 
1.0 mm • day~^ (cf. Roads et al., 1994). It has been shown in previous studies (Chen, 1985) 
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Figure 2.3 Budget analyses over the Great Plains (GP) and continental United States (US) 
associated with Figure 2.2. The solid (open) arrow represents the moisture flux 
crossing the border of the Great Pluns (United States) domain. Results of 
area-integrated precipitation and flux divergence < V -(? > are shown as 
a pair in the middle of the domain with [F] overhead. Unit: mm • day~^ . 
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that V • Q can be further decomposed into transient and stationary components. Both terms 
tend to compensate each other. While the former carries out the moisture from the source 
region toward the poles (i.e., dovmgradient), the latter tries to maintain the high water vapor 
content over the source region (i.e., upgradient). That sign of V - Q changes from the negative 
(moisture sink) in AMJ to the positive (moisture source) in JAS indicates the dominate role 
played by the transient-scale waves is replaced by the stationary circulation from AMJ to JAS. 
This switch from the baroclinically-controUed circulation in spring to monsoonal environment 
in summer has important consequences in the regional hydrologic processes related to the LLJ 
activity. 
While the daily-mean moisture transport from the west is comparable to that from the 
south, the associated diurnally-varying transport is strongly modulated by the southerly winds 
[Figure 2.4(a) and (b)]. In the continental perspective, this diurnal circulation, which is a part 
of global-scale diurnally-varying moisture transport (Chen et al., 1999a), works as a giant 
seabreeze/landbreeze system caused by the diiferent heat capacities between land and ocean. 
The significant diurnal land-to-sea temperature contrast over the Gulf of Mexico and the west 
Coast is evident in the continental budget analysis [Figure 2.5(a) and (b)]. Seasonality not 
only enhances the amplitude of diurnally-varying circulation, but also drives it into the upper 
Mississippi States. Budget analyses over the Great Plains indicate that night-to-day contrast 
of moisture convergence increases 50% from spring to summer, mainly due to the enhanced 
southerly winds [Figure 2.4 (a) and (b)]. This is associated with a proportional amount increase 
in the precipitation contrast. However, this is not the case for the continental budget analysis 
where the amount of < V • Q >JV-D is twice as large in the summer compared to that in the 
spring. The prevailing daytime rainfall activity, particularly over the Southeast, implies that 
the continental-scale diurnal circulation becomes more thermodynamic-controlled rather than 
the dominant role of the nocturnal LLJ, which is more dynamic-controlled in the springtime. 
Although the diurnal amplitude of moisture flux is about one order smaller than that of 
the daily-mean value, the corresponding divergent components are nearly equal in both mean 
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basic state and diurnaily-varying quantities. It is of interest to further note that the diurnal 
circulation of moisture flux divergence \XQIQD]N-D expresses an out-of-phase couplet between 
the Great Plains and Gulf States-Peninsular State regions. During the nighttime, strong water 
vapor flux convergence extends from the northern Mexican Plateau towards the northeast and 
reaches Iowa and Wisconsin. This is closely associated with enhanced rainfall activity along 
the eastern slope of the Sierra Madre and the Rockies. Simultaneously, rainfall is suppressed 
over the southern-to-southeastern part of this country. The scenario is reversed during the 
daytime. Following the diurnal evolution, the pattern of moisture flux potential rotates clock­
wise which represents the regional response to the westward propagation diurnal tide in the 
globe (Chen et al., 1999a), This large-scale coherent response between the moisture flux con­
vergence/divergence and the enhanced/suppressed convection is demonstrated by utilizing the 
synoptic-forcing approach in the current study. 
4. Impact of LLJs on the Great Plains Hydrologic Process 
In this section, impacts of LLJs, SSW, and N-jet events on the regional hydrological cycle 
are illustrated by their anomalies from the mean basic states. The simple compositing technique 
is applied to a variety of hydrologic variables. In the following, the anomalies are first presented 
in the daily-mean field^ to highlight the effect of the interaction between different events and 
the upper-level synoptic-scale disturbances. After that, the anomalies of sub-dajr^ composites 
are examined in an attempt to illustrate how the regular diurnal circulation is affected by the 
occurrence of different events. 
a. Daily-mean anomalies during the springtime (AMJ) 
Figure 2.6 (a)-(c) displays the Axg anomalies for different events occurring in AMJ. Re­
sults are superimposed with the AQD and rainfall departure. The perturbed total moisture 
transports AQ are also given in Figure 2.6 (d)-(f). 
'Symbolized with a A ahead of the composite field 
^Symbolized with a D ahead of the composites 
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Figure 2.6 Duly-mean anomalies of compositing flux potential, flux divergence, and predp-
itation , (a)-(c); and compositing total moisture transport , 
(d)-(f) in a LLJ, SSW, and ^^-Jet event during AMJ period. Positive rainfall 
anomalies with values larger than 0.5 (1.5) mm • day~^ are light (heavy) shaded. 
Negative precipitation anomalies with values smaller than -0.5 (~1.0) mm-day"^ 
are hatched (cross-hatched). Contour interval of AXQ is 2 X 10®M' -
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1). AQ fields 
The dominance of the LLJ event in affecting the moisture transport over the Great Plains 
is recognized by its enhanced circulation pattern, which is coherent with the seasonal climate 
shown in Figure 2.2. This can be perceived further when noting that the LLJ occurrence only 
occupies one-third of the total number of days. For an LLJ day, intensified southerly transport 
is mainly occurred between 106° W and 92.5® W, which increases 68% of its seasonal-mean 
value [Figure 2.7 (a)]. This quite narrow influx was recently used by Schubert et al. (1998) 
as the moisture flux index, while studying the subseasonal variation of moisture transport. 
The enhanced southerly transport is accompanied by the modest increase to the west and the 
strong outflow flux to the eastern and northern borders. In the continental budget analysis, 
the enhanced amount of the southerly transport exceeds 43% of its seasonal-mean value, which 
demonstrates the important role of the LLJ in the continental-scale water vapor budget. It 
is of interest to note that a salient wave train pattern emerges from the northeastern Pacific, 
forming an arc structure over this continent, and moving down to the Atlantic Ocean. The 
coincidence of the intensified southerly moisture transport over the leeside of the Rockies at 
which cyclogenesis is often observed indicates that LLJ activity is tied to the development of 
the synoptic-scale wave disturbances as revealed by previous studies (e.g., Newton, 1967). 
The anomalous circulation pattern associated with SSWs shifts to the east of 90° W. More 
or less, the pattern is in an out-of-phase relation with that associated with the LLJs event, 
although the intensity is much weaker. Enhanced moisture flux mainly concentrates on the 
leeside of Blue Ridge-Appalachian Mountains and extends from Alabama-Georgia to the East­
ern States. At the same time, the moisture flux pumping into the Great Plains from the south 
is suppressed along the Mississippi River Basin. The reduced amount is about 24% of the 
seasonal mean value [Figure 2.7 (b)]. This result must be interpreted with caution, however. 
First, the SSW does supply a significant amount of moisture into the southern part of the 
Great Plains in its total transport. The anomalous composite presented here also implies that 
the seasonal-mean field ^Figure 2.2 (a)] mainly contains the LLJs signature. Second, it turns 
out that the weaker SSW event has a faster eastward-moving speed compared with the LLJ 
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Figure 2.7 Budget analyses corresponding to Figure 2.6. Unit; mm-day - 1  
event. As a result, impact of the SSW event mainly focuses on the lower Mississippi River 
Basin. 
In the N-jet composite, the moisture transport along the Gulf Coast is entirely blocked. 
Although the decreased amount is about the same as the SSW over the Great Plains, it is much 
larger in the continental budget. A notable feature is the appearence of a gyre anticyclonic 
cell setting over two-thirds of this country, which resembles the upper tropospheric circula­
tion pattern during the summer season (not shown). Regardless of the fact that moisture 
transport mainly reflects the low tropospheric circulation, this similarity indicates the absence 
of baroclinicity when the N-jets event occurs. This, indirectly, implies that the activity of 
LLJ is coupled with the development of synoptic-scale wave disturbances prevailing over the 
Great Pluns during the springtime. In summary, the above observations confirm that the 
Great Plains water vapor cycle plays the leading role in shaping the continental-scale hydro-
climatology, and GPLLJ functions as the atmospheric artery in feeding the moisture into this 
heartland. 
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As demonstrated by previous studies (e.g., Schubert et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1999b), the 
synoptic-scale environment associated with GPLLJs is reminiscent of the developing baroclinic 
wave with low-Jevel (upper-level) convergence (divergence) ahead of the upper-level synop­
tic trough (LLJ). Effect of this dynamic coupling on the hydrologic process is illustrated in 
Figure 2.6 (a) and the associated divergent component budget analysis [Figure 2.7 (a)] which 
quantifies the direct exchange between the moisture source (evaporation) and sink (precipi­
tation). A continental-scale moisture flux converges toward the Great Plains with the center 
sitting over the eastern Iowa. Heavy rainfall mainly occurs in its lower-left quadrant. Com­
pared to the seasonal-mean estimates, budget analysis shows (1) the enhanced moisture flux 
convergence is twice as large and (2) the precipitation anomaly increases 28%. Simultaneously, 
the strong convergence over the Midwest is compensated by two divergent centers - one over 
Baja California and the other over the East Coast. In these regions, rainfall activities are sup­
pressed. Comparing with the corresponding AQ on the right panel, the convergent (divergent) 
center is located in the decelerated influx (accelerated outflux) regions ahead of the anomalous 
cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation pattern, which illustrates that the low-level moisture flux is 
coupled with the upper-level developing baroclinic wave through its upward motion over the 
convergent center. 
Two intriguing features are worth noting. First, the enhanced precipitation anomaly tends 
to appear in the southwest-to-west of the convergent center. This observation is in contrast to 
the recent finding that the enhanced rainfall is located to the east of the convergent center when 
using the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Arritt, personal communication) Second, there appears 
a moisture convergent zone extending from the center to the northwest corner in addition 
to the strong convergence from the Gulf Coast. Based on the kinetic energy budget of an 
LLJ case occurring in the period of the First Atmospheric Variability Experiment-Severe 
Environmental Storms and Mesoscale Experiment (AVE-SESAME I), Fuelberg and Buechler 
(1989) demonstrated that LLJ appears to be muntained by convective activity to its west. 
Nicolini et al. (1993) also showed that LLJ is strongly impacted by the presence or absence 
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of precipitation. A strong feedback interaction is thus likely generated by the released latent 
heating associated with rainfall activity. Furthermore, Djuric and Damiani (1980) showed 
the episode of the LLJ event usually lasts for several days. Since the divergent circulation 
is primarily maintained by the diabatic heating associated with latent heat released from 
condensation, it is convincing that the relative orientation among the enhanced convection, 
the convergent flow, and the LLJ itself favors a long-lasting LLJ event (beyond the diurnal 
timescale) having the strong feedback interaction with its surrounding environment. 
In their case study, Uccellini and Johnson (1979) demonstrated that the low-level isallobaric 
wind over the exit region of the upper-level jet (ULJ) induces two-layer mass adjustments to 
form LLJ. On the other hand, Chen et al. (1988) showed that ULJ can be accelerated by 
the direct cross-jet circulation in the upstream side and decelerated by the indirect cross-jet 
circulation in its downstream side. As illustrated in Chen et al. (1999b), upper-level divergent 
circulation forms a part of direct (indirect) cross-jet circulation in the upstream (downstream) 
side of the ULJ. In the lower troposphere, convergent flow which compensates the divergence 
aloft is a part of the direct cross-jet circulation in the downstream side. Its function, in a 
way similar to the isallobaric wind, is to accelerate the moist air toward the convergent center 
(Chen and Kpaeyeh, 1993). While the spatial structure of seasonal-mean XQ resembles the 
lower tropospheric divergent circulation, the appearance of enhanced moisture flux convergent 
zone in the northwestern quadrature indicates that the aforementioned coupling mechanism 
can be applied to the cyclonic side of ULJ in its entrance region as well. The ageostrophic 
motion for the developing baroclinic waves is mainly zonally-oriented at the upper level and 
mainly meridionally-oriented in the lower troposphere (Hoiton, 1992). Although the divergent 
circulation alone cannot constitute the total ageostrophic flow, the adopted synoptic-forcing 
approach is shown to be useful in illustrating how the dynamic coupling between the ULJ and 
LLJ can affect the regional hydrologic processes. 
Contrary to the LLJs event, the anomalous [xQ^QoiP] Add of SSWs event expresses a 
moderate moisture flux divergence over the central United States. This is complemented by two 
convergent centers over the East Coast and Baja California. While the latter is relatively weak, 
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associated enhanced rainfall over the Eastern States cannot be neglected. Budget analysis 
shows that the perturbed QD flux from the Great Plains is quite large. Relative position 
between the moisture flux convergent/divergent centers and cyclonic (anticyclonic) flows also 
indicates the associated anomalous circulation still ties to the baroclinic wave model, although 
becoming more diffusive compared to that of the LLJ event. 
The [X Q I Q D ^P ] anomaly associated with the N-jets event shifts further to the northeast 
[Figure 2.6 (c)]. The direction of the mositure exchange becomes northeast-to-southwest direc­
tion in response to the shifting of the moisture source and sink regions. Although the Great 
Pldns still remains as the moisture sink, this is accompanied by the suppressed rainfall activ­
ity over a vast area [Figure 2.7 (c)]. This is in contrast to the situation of the LLJs event in 
which the moisture flux convergence is highly correlated with the enhanced precipitation over 
the Great Plains. The interpretation here is either other processes are involved such as the 
tendency of the precipitable water, or the analyzed domain is not appropriate. Indeed, the 
continental budget result shows that the moisture divergence is associated with the decreased 
rainfall, indicating that the N-jets event is only a transient episode over the central United 
States during the AMJ period. 
b. Daily-mean anomalies during the summertime (JAS) 
Although the wave train pattern associated with the summertime LLJ occurrence is still a 
pronounced feature in the AQ field, some intriguing changes are noted. First, the anticyclonic 
cell over the Pacific Ocean diminishes and migrates to the Aleutian Islands which is associated 
with the retrogression of storm track as well as the polar jet stream. Second, as GPLLJ 
occurs, moisture is sucked into the Great Plains from the Gulf of Mexico, as well as from the 
Southwest(not shown) which is opposite to the seasonal-mean circulation. Finally, the refined 
southerly transport in AMJ spreads out and has a larger intensity. Budget analysis (not shown) 
shows that the increased amount can be as large as 108% (55%) of the JAS seasonal mean 
in the Great Plains (continental) domain. In response to this widespread southerly transport, 
therefore, the associated Axq also expresses a more wideranging convergence with the center 
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shifting to the Wisconsin-Illinois regions (not shown). This is probably due to the fact that 
summertime GPLLJ's occurrence geographically becomes more sporadic. Presumably, it is 
likely that the thermodynamic condition for the formation of LLJ can be satisfied over a 
vast area during the JAS period. Although budget analysis (not shown) indicates that flux 
convergence is largely balanced by the precipitation over the Great Plains, it is not the case 
over the entire continent where only one-sixth of the converged moisture flux produces the 
rainfall, indicating that different hydrologic processes exist over different weather regimes. 
While the patterns associated with SSW are similar for both seasons, the amount of 
decreased southerly transport over the Great Plains in JAS is twice as large as that during 
the springtime (54% vs. 24% of the corresponding seasonal averages), indicating that the 
contribution of the SSW event to the Great Plains moisture supply is only minor during the 
summertime. Meanwhile, budget analysis of the N-jets event (not shown) shows that the 
reduced southerly transport has the similar scenario, too (50% in JAS vs. 24% in AMJ). 
However, the results are compared with the seasonal mean values. The mean moisture flux 
convergence in JAS shows that the Great Plains is a moisture source region [Figure 2.3 (b)]. 
Hence the most important event in affecting the seasonal pattern comes from the LLJ with 
its enhanced southerly transport reversing the tendency of moisture flux divergence. As an 
inference, changes in the year-to-year LLJ occurrence would have subsequent impacts on the 
regional hydrological cycle, which will be demonstrated in section 6. 
As revealed from the moisture budget analyses and previous studies (Roads et al., 1994, and 
many others), the best correlation among different terms in the water budget equation (Eq. 2.1) 
is between the precipitation and moisture flux convergence. Evaporation is less well correlated 
with precipitation. Roads et al. (1994) pointed out that it is the instaneous distribution of 
the moisture transport that decides whether rsunfall occurs. The ratio between the enhanced 
precipitation and moisture flux convergence therefore serves as the efficiency index for the 
event involved in the hydrologic process. According to this argument, the efficiency index can 
reach 80% when LLJ occurs in the Great Plains, whereas this drops to 30% for the SSW event. 
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c. Modulation of the diurnal circulation associated with GPLLJ 
Previous studies demonstrated that the moisture transport associated with GPLLJs under­
goes a distinct diurnal variation (e.g., Wang and Paegle, 1996). Several studies (e.g., Astling 
et al., 1985) also displayed observational evidences that pronounced diurnally varying of con­
vection may exist in the presence of synoptic-scale disturbances that produce heavy rainfall 
both day and night. Using the wind profiler network data, Mitchell et al. (1995) also observed 
the stronger LLJs tend to have the larger diurnal amplitude. Therefore, the effect of diur­
nally varying characteristics of GPLLJ on the regional hydrologic process needs to be explored 
further. 
I ) .  D i u m a l  m o i s t u r e  f l u x  a n o m a l i e s  
The springtime DQ fields for different events are shown on the right panels of Figure 2.8. 
The corresponding budget analyses are shown on the right panels of Figure 2.9. As the GPLLJ 
occurs, seasonal-averaged diurnal circulation over the Great Plains is modulated to strengthen 
(weaken) its night- (day-) time southerly transport to the west of the central Plains. To the 
east, however, it tends to enhance (reduce) northerly transport during the night- (day-) time. 
A peculiar short-wave pattern with a smaller spatial scale, compared to , is thus emerged 
in the anomalous moisture flux field [Figure 2.8 (d)]. Compared to the daily-mean anomaly, 
budget analysis [Figure 2.9 (d)] shows the enhanced diurnal amplitude of southerly transport 
is one order smaller than the corresponding daily-mean anomaly. However, the flows crossing 
other borders are about the same as AQ . This is caused by the smaller extension of celluar 
structure over the Great Plains, reflecting the fact that total moisture transport pattern shifts 
to the west (east) during the night (day) period except the region of the central Great Plains. 
It is over this domain where a phase-locking relation exists between the AQ and that 
largely enhances the nocturnal moisture transport. 
While the LLJ strengthens the diurnal contrast of moisture flux primarily over the northern 
Great Plains, the effect of the SSWs is mainly restricted in the southeastern portion of the Mis­
sissippi River Basin [Figure 2.9 (d) vs. (e)]. After adding the DQ to the daily-mean anomaly 
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Figure 2.8 Anomalies of diurnally-varying moisture transports during the AMJ period. 
Anomalous rainfall contrast is superimposed with the anomalous flux divergence. 
Positive precipitation anomalies with values larger than 0.5 (1.5) mm • day~^ 
are light (heavy) shaded. Negative rainfall anomalies with values smaller than 
-0.5 (—1.0) mm • are hatched (cross-hatched). Contour interval of DXQ is 
2 X lO'm' • see~^ • g • kg~^. 
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Figure 2.9 Budget analyses corresponding to Figure 2.8. 
AQ, it implies that the SSW-related moisture flux shifts from the Appalachian Mountain re­
gions to the lower-right quadrant of the Great Plains in the nighttime. The above results reflect 
the fact that the stronger LLJs (satisfying Bonner's criterion 2) can further penetrate into the 
northern plains. Therefore, it has more chances to interact with the upper-level synoptic-scale 
waves while moving toward the north. The weaker SSW event, however, is trapped in the 
southern corner of the Great Plains during the nighttime and moves out of the Great Plains 
during the daytime. The distinct imbalance of the budget analysis between precipitation and 
flux convergence indicates the proper domain suitable for the budget of SSW event is not cen­
tered over the central plains. It also implies there exists an event selection mechanism, which 
only allows a part of the southerly winds to penetrate further. One possibility is evidently 
based on whether the event can couple with the upper level baroclinic disturbances in accel­
erating the low-level flows toward the north (section 5). Nevertheless, while the Great Plains 
moisture budget is dictated by the LLJ occurrence, the contribution of the SSW cannot be 
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neglected, particularly during the AMJ period. The occurrence of the N-jet event, however, 
reverses the seasonal-averaged diurnally-varying moisture transport. The reduction of noctur­
nal southerly transport is more significant, as moving toward the south [Figure 2.9 (f)]. As a 
result, the real northward transport is only restricted within the coastal zone (not shown). 
During the JAS period, while the DQ associated with the GPLLJ still expresses a short 
wave train pattern over the higher latitudes, anomalous flow patterns of the SSWs and N-
jets, however, are less organized and more diffuse compared to their counterparts in AMJ 
(not shown). It indicates the diurnally-varying moisture transport is strongly regulated by the 
diurnal solar heating after summer. Consequently, the impact caused by the occurrence of the 
LLJ event appears over the northern plains where the air temperature is cooler. 
2). Anomaiiea of diumal moiature flux convergence 
In response to the DQ, the compositing D[XQ, QD', P] field of LLJs [Figure 2.8 (a)] displays 
two salient features. First, comparing with the DQ on the right panel, the enhanced moisture 
flux convergent (divergent) center is located in front of the cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation 
pattern. Positive (negative) precipitation anomaly occurs ahead of the intensified southerly 
(northerly) transport, indicating that the baroclinic wave model still works at the sub-day 
timescale. Second, a northwest-to-southeast tilting of convergence/divergence seesaw pattern 
with more emphasis placed on its downstream side appears over the North American continent. 
The tilting becomes less significant in the SSW event and further changes into the southwest-
to-northeast direction in the N-jet composite in response to the change of associated large-
scale environment. As LLJs occur, the low-level North Atlantic anticyclone tends to intrude 
westward and thus enhances its western boundary current to faciliate the formation of LLJs 
(Wexler, 1961). This shifting increases the thermal contrast between land and ocean over the 
Southeast, which is reflected at the sub-day timescale. With its less intensity, induced diurnal 
contrast by the SSW is less significant, however. Without this contrast, the associated anomaly 
in the N-jet event is more restricted over the land surface figure 2.9 (c)]. 
While the daily-mean anomaly AQ is largely attributed to the rotational component AQR, 
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the diurnally-varying DQ is mainly composed of the divergent component DQD in response 
to the diurnal solar heating (Figure 2.9). The occurrence of the GPLLJ event, which enhances 
nocturnal rainfall over the central plains, is simultaneously compensated by the reduced rainfall 
over the Gulf Coast and enhancement over the Florida Peninsula. Hence, the appearance of 
LLJs tends to increase the diurnal seabreeze/landbreeze circulation over the South Coast, 
but decrease over the Florida. This is consistent with the tendency of westward-intensified 
subtropic high circulation, in particular when the A-type LLJs occur (next section). In the 
SSW event, the increased nighttime rainfall activity over the southern Plains results from the 
mobile DQ pattern mentioned previously. In the N-jet event, timing of the rainfall activity is 
reversed such that mid-afternoon thunderstorms prevail over the Great Plains. Budget analysis 
reveals that the rainfall anomaly is highly correlated with the flux divergence in the N-jets 
event, indicating that the dismissals of LLJs and SSWs result in a purely thermal-controlled 
weather regime over the Great Plains. 
Besides the latitudinal shifting, the anomalous flux divergence in JAS (not shown) has the 
following features different from its counterpart in AMJ. 
1. The anomaly becomes more restricted over the landmass after monsoonal circulation is 
established. The GPLLJ activity thus interacts more closely with the intensified land 
surface processes. 
2. Although the increased moisture flux convergence is larger (40% compared to AMJ), the 
LLJ event in JAS does not produce a corresponding amount of enhanced rainfall, indi­
cating that the thermal conditions in JAS have been changed at the sub-day timescale. 
3. The contribution of the SSW event to the diurnally varying rainfall activity is reduced 
from AMJ to JAS, mainly due to the weaker intensity rather than the frequency of 
occurrence (Appendix A). This is likely because when the diurnal oscillation of LLJ 
activity becomes more regular in response to the thermal forcing after summer, criteria 
used to identify the LLJ cases tend to filter out most cases from the population of the 
southerly wind. This would leave weaker SSWs behind. 
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Seasonality, therefore, not only changes the upper-level environment, but also the surface 
characteristics on which the regional hydrologic processes rely. Obviously, the seasonal change 
is easier to perceive at the sub-day timescale, due to the enlarged night-to-day contrast between 
land and ocean. In the daily-mean anomalies, however, impact of seasonality becomes clearer 
after the GPLLJs are further classified into C-type and A-type as discussed in the following 
section. 
5. C-type vs. A-type GPLLJ 
A previous study (Chen et al., 1999b) showed that the C-type GPLLJ has a distinction 
without much difference in the jet-core speed from the A-type GPLLJ. The occurrence fre­
quency, however, displays seasonal preference for C-type LLJ prevailing in spring, but becoming 
comparable with the A-type LLJ during the summer season. Effects of the different coupling 
mechanisms between the LLJs and the upper-level environment on the Great Plains hydrologic 
process are the subjects of this section. 
a. AMJ period 
After separating the C-type and A-type LLJs from the total LLJ population, the resulting 
daily-mean anomalous AQ composite of C-type LLJ (not shown) bears the resemblance to that 
of the total LLJ event [Figure 2.6(d)], but displays much stronger intensity, particularly over 
the southern border of the Great Plains. Budget analysis (not shown) indicates the intensity 
of northward transport is twice as large as that in the unclassified LLJ event. On the other 
hand, the A-type event, with its westward shifting of continental-scale flow pattern, displays 
a much weaker moisture flux anomaly, indicating the dominance of the C-type LLJ event in 
constituting the pattern of total LLJs event. This distinction is not merely caused by the 
intensity but mainly by the contrast of occurrence frequency between these two types. The 
superiority of the LLJ event over the SSW and N-jet events in forming the seasonal climate 
has been illustrated. Therefore, the occurrence of the C-type LLJs, which couples with the 
approaching ULJ streams, is the controlling factor in shaping the seasonal climate of moisture 
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transport. 
Impacts of the C-type LLJ occurrence on the regional hydrological cycle are further ex­
plored in Figure 2.10, where the consequence of synoptic-scale forcing is demonstrated by the 
associated budget analyses. Similar to the pattern of the total LLJs event [Figure 2.6(a)], but 
with a much stronger magnitude, it evidently demonstrates the C-type LLJ event is the leading 
factor in constructing the pattern of the total LLJ event. Budget analysis [Figure 2.10(c)] 
also indicates the moisture flux convergence over the Great Plains (continental United States) 
amplifies 55% (100%), resulting in 3 (5) times of the rainfall enhancement when the C-type 
LLJ occurs. It is of interest to further note that the amount of enhanced precipitation ( 
+2.0 mm * day~^ ) surpasses the increased moisture flux divergence ( —1.4 mm • day~^ ) over 
the Great Plains. This is not the case in the continental budget, however. Although the GEOS-
1 reanalysis tends to underestimate the moisture flux (Higgins et al., 1996b), the observed rain 
gauge dataset also suffers the low bias problem - underestimates the true precipitation when 
the wind becomes stronger (Groisman and Legates, 1994). Therefore, the surplus rainfall over 
the converged moisture flux seems realistic. It then implies there exists the feedback inter­
action between the enhanced rainfall activity and either the local boundary layer condition 
(Astling et al., 1985) or enhanced LLJ (Fuelberg and Buechler, 1989) similar to the tropical 
CISK (Conditional Instability of the Second Kind) mechanism. 
While the occurrence of C-type LLJ largely enhances the precipitation over the Great 
Plains, occurrence of the A-type LLJ displays the reduction of rainfall activity. However, this 
is associated with an increased flux convergence from the southeast [Figure 2.10(b)]. Budget 
analysis [Figure 2.10 (d)] indicates its amount is twice as large as the seasonal mean value. Since 
the C-type LLJs event is the major contributor to construct the seasonal hydrologic climate, 
the above comparison does not deny the function of individual A-type LLJ in producing the 
precipitation event when examining the total fleld. Nevertheless, the conclusion drawn from 
the budget analysis reinforces the importance of upper-level synoptic-scale forcing in producing 
the heavy rainfall event. This down-scaling^ process - from the change of the large scale 
^Information of the large scale can be obtained from obaervmg the behavior of the small scale. 
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environment to tlie localized precipitation event - is thus accomplished through the catalytic 
role of the C-type LLJ. In other words, the LLJ provides a scale interaction mechanism that 
couples the regional hydrologic cycle with the upper-level synoptic-scale circulation (Mitchell 
et al., 1995). 
C-tTpaLLB 
Figure 2.10 (a) and (b) are the d^y-mean anomalies of ^ composites for C-type 
and A-typr LLJ events in AMJ period. Positive precipitation anomalies with 
values larger than 1.0 (3.0) mm • dat/~^ are light (heavy) shaded. Negative 
precipitation anomalies with values smaller than —1.0 (—2.0) mm • dat/~^ are 
hatched (cross-hatched). Contour interval of AXQ is 2 X lO'M' • sec~^ - g- kg~^ . 
(c) and (d) are the budget analyses corresponding to (a) and (b). 
At the sut>-day timescale, enhanced diurnally varying moisture fluxes associated with both 
C-type and A-type LLJs (not shown) express similar features to the total LLJ event [Fig­
ure 2.8 (d)] with increased night-to-day contrast mainly occurring around the edge of seasonal-
averaged diurnal circulation. Nevertheless, two features are notable. First, the C-type LLJ 
expresses a stronger diurnal amplitude of moisture flux than the A-t]rpe LLJ, due to the en­
hanced low-level wind. This is consistent with the observations from the wind profiler network 
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(Mitchell et al., 1995) and other studies (e.g., Astling et al., 1985). Second, while the C-type is 
more prevailing over the northern Plains, the influence of the A-type increases when approach­
ing the southwestern portion of this country. This is caused by the westward intrusion of the 
subtropic (or Bermuda) high system associated with the A-type LLJ occurrence. 
Figures 2.11 (a) and (b) show the changes of diurnally varying moisture flux divergence 
caused by the C-type and A-type LLJ events. Results lead to the following illustrations. 
Figure 2.11 (a) and (b) are the diurnally varying anomalies of D^XQ^QD'I'^ composites for 
C-type and A-typr LLJ events in AMJ period. The figure's notations are the 
same as the ones in Figure 2.8. The budget analyses are shown on the right 
panels, respectively. 
1. While the impact of the C-type LLJ dominates the central United States, the A-type 
LLJs event expresses itself in a more westward location, which is mainly responded to 
the westward intrusion of the Atlantic-Bermuda High (not shown) associated with the 
occurrence of the later. 
2. Over the central part of the Great Plains, the enhanced night-to-day rainfall contrast 
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coincides with the enhanced moisture flux convergence in the C-type LLJs event. This 
is the domain where both synoptic and diurnal timescales express a phase-locking re­
lationship to largely increase the rainfall amount. Therefore, the synoptic-scale forcing 
seems to precondition a time window (one or two days) in which diurnally varying LLJ 
intensifies the hydrologic processes at the sub-day timescale. 
3. Without the support from the upper-level synoptic-scale forcing, the A-type LLJs pro­
duce lesser rainfall, although the moisture flux still largely converges. Therefore, the 
dominant role of the C-type LLJ in forming the seasonal climate is not only synoptic, 
but also at the sub-day timescale. 
The efficiency of moisture convergence in generating the precipitation, however, is different 
from the synoptic to the sub-day timescale. Compared with the budget of the daily-mean 
anomaly, the contrast of night-to-day rainfall amount increases 25% of the daily-mean anomaly, 
whereas the intensified flux convergence doubles from day to night. Therefore, it is mainly the 
precipitation event lasting day and night that constitutes the hydrologic picture of the C-type 
LLJs, which, in turn, modulates the springtime hydrologic climate over the Great Plains. 
b. J AS period 
After the build-up of the upper-level anticyclonic circulation in early July, the occurrence 
frequency of the A-type LLJs increases and is comparable with that of the C-type LLJs. In the 
daily-mean moisture flux anomalies (not shown), while the flow associated with C-type LLJ 
disperses toward the north as compared to its counterpart in AMJ, the A-type LLJ displays 
its enhanced impact over two regions, the northern Great Plains and the Southwest monsoon 
region, due to the intensified summertime boundary layer forcing and the westward penetration 
of sub-tropic high. Since both types constitute the majority of the total LLJ population in 
addition to the unclassified T-type (see Appendix A), similarity between the C-type and total 
LLJ composites indicates again the dominate role of the C-type LLJ. 
The compositing moisture flux potential and divergent circulation (not shown) not only 
share a similarity, but also a distinction with its counterpart in the AMJ period. First, a 
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strong but widened moisture flux converges into the northern Plains with similar budget re­
sults to those in the AMJ can be found in the C-type LLJ composite. Continentally, an 
out-of-phase relationship of moisture source and sink exists between the central United States 
and the southeastern coast-to-Baja California regions (not shown), with an enhanced mois­
ture exchange mainly in the Southwest in JAS rather than in the Southeast during the AMJ 
period. This phase reversal of the rainfall pattern also exists between the Southwest and the 
Great Plains interannually (Mo et al., 1997). The configuration associated with the C-type 
LLJs is consistent with the previous finding. Second, while the occurrence of the A-type LLJ 
mildly increases the rainfall amount (23% of C-type LLJ's) over the Great Plains with the 
complemental moisture from the Southeast, it tends to enhance the moisture exchange be­
tween the Gulf Coast (moisture source) and Baja California (moisture sink) as well. At the 
same time, upper-level synoptic disturbances blocked by the anomalous anticyclonic high over 
the central United States are restricted to the northwestern corner (not shown). Although 
not well depicted due to the data quality over this region (Higgins et al., 1996a), enhanced 
rainfall activity accompanied by the anomalous moisture flux convergence is expected. As a 
result, a peculiar wave train pattern of the anomalous flux potential appears on the western 
coastline. Increased moisture flux convergence over Baja California is compensated by the flux 
divergence over California and convergence over Vancouver Island. 
Seasonality also affects the LLJ-related hydrologic process at the sub-day timescale, due to 
the formation of a climatic anticyclone at the upper level. This large-scale environment change 
results in different consequences to the hydrologic process illustrated in the following. 
1. After summer, night-to-day rainfall contrast, compared to the result in AMJ, is enlarged 
in the C-type LLJ's anomalous composite. Budget analysis indicates this contrast is 
two times larger in both moisture flux convergence and precipitation. The increased 
influx, however, is mainly from the western boundary, rather than the southeast that 
appeared in spring. Two factors may be responsible for causing this enhancement. One 
is evidently from the synoptic forcing mechanism as described previously. The other is 
from the different response between the mountunous regions and the Great Plains to the 
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diurnal thermal forcing, which is largely amplified during the summer season. Since the 
spatial scale of the summertime stationary wave is smaller (primarily due to the reduced 
north-south gradient of zonal wind), the migration of the upper level trough and ridge 
may have a better chance to coexist over the central Plains and over the Rockies. This 
would further increase the thermal contrast between these regions from day to night. As 
a result, the dynamic factor of synoptic forcing is aided by the thermodynamic response 
induced by the local forcing during the mid-summer to generate the observed contrast. 
2. On the contrary, the diurnal amplitude of moisture flux convergence in the A-type LLJ 
is only one-half of that in the C-type LLJ. Especially, the increased night-to-day rainfall 
contrast is very limited and tends to be sporadic over the Great Plains. Nevertheless, the 
amomalous pattern of flux potential in the A-type LLJ composite is still similar to that of 
the total LLJ event (not shown). That is, the enhanced diurnal contrast is restricted to 
the landmass. In the continental-scale perspective, while the moisture flux convergence 
is strongly modulated by the diurnally-varying thermal forcing from the boundary layer, 
nocturnal rainfall activity over a vast area is mainly decided by the existence of dynamic 
coupling. 
As a summary. Figure 2.12 shows the budget results of precipitation and moisture flux 
divergence for each event, including the seasonal mean over the Great Plains domain. This is 
to summarize the compositing intensity associated with individual events. Several features are 
noteworthy. 
• Combined with the LLJ occurrence frequency (see Appendix A), LLJ-related rainfall 
amount can reach 45% of the total seasonal accumulation in both AMJ and JAS periods, 
although the jet occurrence only occupies one-third of the total number of days. 
• Among this 45%, 75% (55%) is produced by the C-type LLJ, which is coupled with the 
upper-level synoptic wave disturbances during the AMJ (JAS) period. 
• The contribution of SSW plays the secondary role in the hydrologic process, particularly 
during the springtime. The imbalance between [P\II4W and [V • Q]MW indicates the 
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analyzed domain suitable for the LLJ budget analysis is not proper to catch the action 
center of SSWs discussed previously. 
6. Interannual Variation of Great Plains Hydrologic Cycle 
Previous studies have pointed out that the changes of large-scale atmospheric circulation 
have profound impacts on the regional hydrological cycle such as flooding (e.g., Mo et al., 1997) 
and drought (e.g., Trenberth et al., 1988). A coherent relationship between the anomalous 
circulation changes and the GPLLJ activity was found by Chen et al. (1999b). Impacts of this 
coherence on the year-to-year rainfall fluctuation are further examined in this section. 
a. Wet/dry index over the Great Plains 
First, the seasonal average of gridded precipitation data over the Great Plains is adopted 
as the wet-dry index. Here, the authors prevent focusing on the extreme flooding and drought 
episodes, since the former is characterized by having a short-term duration and tends to occur 
locally, whereas the latter does not occur frequently over the Great Plains during the 1980-to-
1995 period. To fit our purpose in the description of the LLJ-related hydrologic impact and 
take the factor of statistic significance into account, the more general wet and dry events are 
thus considered in this work. 
The results for both AMJ and JAS seasons are displayed as the histograms in Figure 2.13 (a) 
and (e), respectively. The wet (dry) seasons are selected when the seasonal deviation is larger 
(smaller) than 1.0 s.t.d. of the climatological mean. The result, however, does not include 
the dry 1980 and 1987 AMJ events. Upon further examination of the distribution of rainfall 
anomalies for these two seasons(not shown), it is found that the dry event of 1980 did occur 
in the central-to-northern Pl^ns, but was compensated by the enhanced rainfall over the 
southern Plains. And, the dry event of 1987 primarily occurred over the eastern half of the 
Great Plains and southeastern states, but was accompanied by above-normal rainfall over the 
western Plains. After examining the associated upper-level environments, they are common to 
other dry seasons. Therefore, these two seasons are included in the sample space of dry events. 
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Figure 2.13 Histograms of seasonal-mean precipitation over the Great-Plains {\P\MW) 
given in (a) and (e). Percentages of seasonal rainfall accumulation explained by 
the occurrences of LLJ, SSW, and N-jet events are displayed in (b)-(d) [(f)-(h)] 
for AMJ (JAS), respectively. Those seasons identified as wet (dry) period are 
heavy (light) shaded. 
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The rainfall amount of each day is then accumulated, based on the attribution of that day 
being either the LLJ-, SSW-, or N-jet related rainfall. The contributions of different events 
are presented as the ratio of total seasonal accumulation in Figure 2.13. The results of the 
nighttime period (not shown) are also examined, but no significant difference exists. The 
dominance of the LLJ-related rainfall on the Great Plains water budget is readily recognized -
it occupies 45% of the total seasonal amount. However, the secondary role of the SSW-related 
precipitation cannot be neglected, particularly during the wet episodes of AMJ (occupies 26% 
of total amount). Although the majority is occupied by the N-jet event during the dry period, 
using the percentage here is somewhat misleading because the dry episode, per se, means 
the suppressed rainfall activity and therefore high percentage of N-jet occurrence loses its 
physical sense. Interannually, the correlation coefficient (corr.) between the wet/dry index and 
GPLLJ occurrence frequency reaches 0.57(0.45) in AMJ (JAS). Consequently, the interannual 
variability of rainfall over the Great Plains is strongly affected by the occurrence of GPLLJs. 
After isolating the C-type LLJs from the entire LLJs' population and computing its corr. 
with the wet/dry index, the value reaches 0.81 (0.69) in AMJ (JAS). Therefore, it shows the 
interannual variation of rainfall activity over the Great Plains is closely related to the fiuctation 
of the C-type LLJ's occurrence, particularly during the AMJ season. 
The ratios between the accumulation of individual events and the climatic seasonal amount 
(not the corresponding wet/dry season as it does in Figure 2.13) are also computed for both wet 
and dry episodes in the daily-mean, nighttime, and daytime durations. The purpose of doing 
so is to highlight the contrast between wet and dry periods contributed by individual events. 
Results (not shown) indicate two factors. First, the largest contrast between the wet and dry 
seasons comes from the impact of the GPLLJ, which is, in turn, from the C-type event. This 
contrast is further enlarged after summer. It implies 1) the dynamic coupling between the ULJ 
and LLJ is important in causing the year-to-year variability of rainfall activity over the Great 
Plains, and 2) the threshold of the extreme conditions is easier to reach in AMJ than in JAS. 
Second, the contributions of the LLJ events to both wet and dry conditions occurring in AMJ 
show little changes between the nighttime and daytime. After summer, however, this diurnal 
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contrast is amplified when the wet episode occurs. The implication of these observations is that 
while the impact of the LLJ during the springtime is directed toward the synoptic timescale 
(i.e., day and night), it occurs at a more sub-day timescale in summers (see below for further 
discussion). 
In the following subsections, the above features in the formation of wet/dry episodes will 
be further examined in terms of the compositing anomaly. Here, the anomaly means that the 
average of all cases belonging to the particular event has been subtracted. Meanwhile, the 
resulting amomalies will be illustrated at both synoptic (i.e., daily-mean) and sub-day (i.e., 
night-to-day diflFerence) timescales. To prevent redundancy, however, only the decisive events 
are shown. 
b. Wet episodes over the Great Plains 
t ) .  Wet AMJ 
The resulting AQ anomalies are shown in Figure 2.14. When the wet condition forms, 
intensified moisture transport comes from the Gulf of Mexico which is mainly induced by the 
enhancement of the GPLLJ activity [(a) vs.(b)]. Furthermore, the anomaly in Figure 2.14 (b) is 
dictated by the C-type LLJ (not shown). The southward shifting of the upper-level jet stream 
has been shown by previous studies to be one of the triggering mechanisms of the Midwest 
floods (e.g.. Mo et al., 1995). It is thus convincing that GPLLJ activity is vivid not only in 
its frequency of occurrence but also in the intensity due to the interaction with the upper-level 
jet stream during the wet episode. Although less strengthened, the contribution of the SSW 
event cannot be ignored over the southern Plains [Figure 2.14 (c)]. It is probably easier for the 
enhanced southerly wind to meet Bonner's criteria and be classified as LLJ instead of SSW 
during the wet episode. 
Anomalous flux convergences associated with wet episode, LLJ, and SSW events are dis­
played in the left panels of Figure 2.15 with the budget analyses in the right panels. Evidently, 
the enhanced rainfall mainly focuses on the central Great Pljuns to the lower Mississippi River 
Basin figure 2.15(a)]. While the former region is mainly caused by the LLJ activity, contri-
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Figure 2.14 The anomalous moisture flux composites for the entire wet period, LLJ, and SSW 
events during the wet episodes of AMI season. 
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Figure 2.15 The composites of anomalous moisture flux convergence corresponding to Fig­
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bution of SSWs is equally important as the LLJs over the latter region [Figures 2.15 (b) and 
(c)]. The less consistency between the enhanced rainfall and the moisture flux convergence in 
the SSW event, however, raises the suspicion concerning the timing of rainfall. It might relate 
to the consecutive MCC development after the weaker SSWs, which is not well captured by 
the 3-hr data, move quickly from the target domain. It also implies that a stronger jet has a 
slower movement of jetcore (Mitchell et al., 1995). 
Figure 2.16 shows the enhanced moisture convergence of C-type LLJ during the wet AMJ. 
The similiarity between Figure 2.15 (b) and Figure 2.16 (a) verifies that the enhancement of 
LLJs is mainly due to the C-type event. Two features in Figure 2.16 (a) are further identified. 
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Figure 2.16 The daily-mean of anomalous moisture flux convergence composite for the C-type 
LLJ occurring during the wet AMJ. Figure notations are the same as Figure 2.15. 
• As the C-type LLJ occurs, there exists an out-of-phase relation of the rainfall pattern 
between the Great Plains and the Gulf States-Baja California regions [Figure 2.10 (a)]. 
This contrast is more amplified over Baja California, but is reduced between the Gulf 
States and central Plains. In other words, the active center associated with the C-t]rpe 
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LLJs appearing in the wet AMJ moves toward the southern Plains. 
• Simultaneously, a secondary convergent center with enhanced rainfall activity appears 
over the North Dakota-Montana regions. That is, the occurrence of C-type LLJs extends 
their impact to the north during the wet AMJ. 
Since the occurrence of C-type LLJ, by definition, is coupled with the synoptic-scale wave 
aloft, it implies that the intensified rainfall to the south and north of the Great Plains is either 
induced by the doubled jet streak or the meridional fluctuation of ULJ during the wet AMJ. 
The upper level jet-split is a typical feature frequently observed during the warm phase of the 
ENSO cycle. After examining the 7 wet episodes, however, only three of them ('83, '93, and 
'95, based on the NIN03.4 SST index) are related to the past warm winters ('89 even succeeds 
the La Niiia winter). The fact that a one-to-one relationship does not exist between the rainfall 
anomalies and remote SST forcing indicates that 1) changes of the upper-level circulation can 
be excited by the internal dynamics irrelevant to the external SST forcing, and 2) local factors 
such as the condition of soil moisture may be involved. 
Not only the synoptic, but also at the sub-day timescale that the anomlies associated with 
the C-type LLJ in wet AMJ display interesting features. Peculiar two-track wave patterns 
with a smaller spatial scale are accompanied by the scattered rainfall anomalies over the Great 
Plains (not shown). One track emerging from Central America propagates northward along the 
Mexican Highland, up the leeside of the Rockies, and meets the other track traveling from the 
Northwest over the central Plains. Combined with the daily-mean anomalies [Figure 2.16 (a)], 
this diurnally varying rainfall contrast enhances (suppresses) the northern (southern) center 
during the nighttime. The opposite scenario occurs during the daytime, however. In other 
words, when the wet episode forms in the AMJ, the enhanced rainfall occurs in the Gulf States 
during the daytime and then reappears over the northern Plains in the nighttime. This is 
probably due to the diurnal oscillation of the latitudinal position between two split jets that 
tends to move toward (away from) each other during the nighttime (daytime) in association 
with the nighttime intrusion (daytime retrogression) of the C-type LLJ event. However, owing 
to the smaller scale of this wave pattern imbedded within the target domaun, the resulting 
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budget analysis does not show this north-south alternation of rainfall activity (not shown). 
2).  WetJAS 
Contrary to the situation during the AMJ season in which the formation of the wet episode 
reinforces the climatic circulation, the hydrologic setting of JAS (section 3) is reversed when 
the wet episode occurs over the Great Plains [Figure 2.17 (a)]. The intensified rainfall with a 
sink-like shape of moisture flux converging into the Great Plains is juxtaposed by two divergent 
ridges located on the east and west coasts. Although the budget analyses indicate that both 
LLJ and SSW events exhibit similar impacts on the rainfall anomaly [Figures 2.17 (e) and (f)], 
the LLJ mainly enhances the anomaly over the upper Great Plains, whereas the effects of SSW 
are restricted within the lower Great Plains [Figures 2.17 (b) and (c)]. Moreover, the decreased 
SSW occurrence is mainly compensated by the increased C-type LLJ activity, indicating that 
some strong southerly wind events get promotion and are classified as the LLJs. As a result, 
the role of SSW in the formation of summertime wet conditions is less important than it is 
during the AMJ season. Therefore, it is the interannual variation of GPLLJ activity, which 
is mainly induced by the increase of C-type, that is responsible for the formation of a wet 
summer. 
Compared with the AMJ season, there are distinctive aspects in the formation of wet JAS. 
First, although both increased frequency and intensity of the C-type LLJ are essential to the 
wet seasons, frequency seems to be more crucial during the JAS, whereas intensity dominates 
in the AMJ season. It implies that the effect of dynamic coupling between the LLJ and ULJ on 
the Great Plains hydrologic process is also affected by the seasonal cycle. Other factors such as 
the wind shear of background flow at upper-level (dynamic factor), capping inversion inside the 
diurnal boundary layer (thermal factor), and subsidence caused by downslope drainage (terrain 
factor) must be considered as well. Second, the enhanced rainfall tends to be organized in the 
meridional direction during the wet AMJ (Figure 2.16), but turns into the more zonal direction 
in wet JAS figure 2.17 (b)]. This may be interpreted as the effect of somewhat stagnant and 
steady ULJ during the AMJ against the mobile transient scale waves during the JAS (likely 
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Figure 2.17 The compoeites of anomalous moisture flux convergence for the wet episode, 
LLJs, and SSWs events during the wet period of JAS season [(a)-(c)]. The 
associated budget analyses are shown in (d)-(f) accordingly. Figure notations 
are the same as those described in Figure 2.15. 
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with a shallow troughing). Therefore, the low-level divergent circulation which mainly prevails 
in the meridional wind (Holton, 1992) can actively couple with the eastward propagating ULJ 
streaks by a larger intersection angle during the AMJ season. However, the effect of the 
dynamic coupling might be reduced after summer, due to 1) the weaker ULJ itself, and 2) the 
vital information of the individual case is lost in the compositing process because of the mobile 
location of the ULJ. 
Although the C-type LLJ-related rainfall is the major controlling factor at the synoptic 
timescale, the diurnal amplitudes of moisture flux convergence for both C-type and A-type 
LLJs are comparable with those in the daily-mean anomaly. While the C-type LLJ mainly 
concentrates over the central Plains, the A-type LLJ shifts its focus to the Western States, 
however. Consequently, the anomaly over the Great Plains reinforces the nocturnal rainfall 
activity, but suppresses it during the daytime. With the aid of the A-type LLJ occurring in 
the nighttime, the wet JAS appears to be more nocturnal. After adding the diurnal change 
to the daily-mean anomaly, it is found that the area most likely to have a severe nocturnal 
rainfall ranges from the northern Kansas and Missouri to the southern Iowa (not shown). 
c. Dry episodes over the Great Plains 
1).  Dry AMJ 
In light of the change of occurrence frequency, the controlling factor of a dry AMJ is the 
reduced C-type LLJ occurrence (29% of seasonal mean). This is remedied by the increase of 
the A-type LLJs, which show less impact on the hydrologic process. Therefore, the occurrence 
of a dry AMJ in a way mirrors the wet episode, but in the opposite direction. However, 
when the SSW event plays the secondary role in aiding the formation of a wet AMJ over the 
southern plains, it has little function in the formation of a dry AMJ. This is demonstrated by 
the similarities of anomalous flux patterns associated with the dry episode and C-type LLJs 
event (not shown). 
Effects of moisture cutoff due to the reduction of the C-type LLJ activity are further 
illustrated by the associated flux divergence anomalies as shown in Figure 2.18. The result 
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Figure 2.18 The composites of anomalous moisture flux potential and flux divergence super­
imposed with precipitation anomaly for the dry, total LLJs, and C-type LLJs 
events occurring in the dry episode of AMJ. Associated budget anal}rses are 
shown on the right panels. Figure notations are the same as Figure 2.15. 
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resembles the composite of the dry season and provides us the evidence of a causal factor in 
forming the dry episode. Interestingly, the impact of the C-type LLJ activity during the wet 
and dry episodes is not merely the mirror reflection. In the wet AMJ, enhanced rainfall tends 
to be regional. On the other hand, suppressed rainfall occurs over a vast area spreading from 
the Gulf States to the northern Plains in the dry AMJ. This is also indicated by the budget 
analyses, which show a more balanced magnitude between flux divergence and suppressed 
rainfall activity than that between flux convergence and enhanced rainfall during the wet AMJ 
(cf. Figure 2.16). Inference from these observations is while the formation of wet AMJ largely 
relies on the enhanced dynamic coupling and modest increased occurrence, it is the reduction 
of transient-scale wave activity (probably deviated from its climatic position) that is responsible 
for the formation of the dry episode in AMJ. 
The cause behind the suppression of the C-type LLJs event, equivalent to the suppression 
of the transient-scale waves, is more subtle than the impact it has, however. Previous studies 
(e.g.. Palmer and Brankovic, 1989; Trenberth et al., 1988) suggested that the drought of 1988 
over the continental United States was linked to the past El Nino winter. After examining the 
five dry AMJ seasons, four of them (except '85) can be linked to the remote SST anomaly over 
the tropical central Pacific. The strong anticyclonic flow pattern and the northward displaced 
jet stream in the upper troposphere are common features during El Nino winters. Lack of the 
dynamic coupling between LLJ and ULJ may result in below-normal C-type LLJ occurrence 
and a weaker intensity from which dry conditions are formed. Recall from the previous section, 
however, that wet AMJ did occur in some years ('83, '93, and '95), which succeeds the El Nino 
winter. This controversy indicates that the remote SST forcing is not the unique physical 
process in affecting the transient activity. The fact that extreme events may occur in years 
irrelevant to the remote SST anomaly also implies the existence of other physical mechanisms 
in aiding the formation of extreme events. 
Change of night-to-day flux divergence contrast caused by the C-type LLJ is shown in 
Figure 2.19. Two features are worth noting. First, while the amplitude of the flux divergence 
at sub-day timescale is much smaller as compared with its daily-mean anomaly during the 
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wet AMJ, both are comparable during the dry AMJ. Second, a much stronger sub-synoptic 
scale wave pattern is so displaced over the northern Plains that it has the opposite effect in 
compensating the diurnal cycle of rainfall anomalies over the Great Plains. The nocturnal 
rainfall is enhanced (suppressed) over the northern Plains, but suppressed (enhanced) over 
the southern Plains during the wet (dry) episodes. The opposite scenario occurs during the 
daytime. As a result, the nocturnal rainfall caused by the LLJ in amending the dry condition 
can only reach the southern Plains. The increased moisture flux converged into the northern 
Plains nocturnally does not result in the enhanced precipitation but the rainfall deficiency. 
It indicates other thermodynamic processes such as the increased water vapor content due to 
the increased air temperature become important in breaking the coherent relationship between 
moisture flux convergence and precipitation. 
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Figure 2.19 The anomalous night-to-day flux divergence and precipitation caused by the 
C-type LLJ during the dry AMJ. Figure notations are the same as Figure 2.15. 
2).  Dry JAS 
During the JAS, it is of interest to note that while the wet episode tends to occur in the 
consecutive year ('85 is followed by '86, '92 is followed by '93), dry episodes are stagnant from 
'82 to '84. Combined with the dry episodes which occurred in the AMJ, except '83 following 
the El Nino winter, there was a long duration of the dry period in early SOs. After examining 
the composite fields of diflferent events, it is found that the reduced occurrence frequency and 
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weakened intensity of C-type LLJs are the primary factors to form a dry J AS. As a consequence, 
a continental-scale anticyclonic moisture flux anomaly is situated over the United States that 
results in the cutoff of moisture transport from the Gulf (not shown). 
The associated rainfall deficiency is further illustrated by Figure 2.20. The dry condition 
appears in the eastern two-thirds of the United States with the most severe area over the 
central Plains. This is simultaneously accompanied by the accentuated flux convergence over 
the Southeast. An out-of-phase rainfall anomaly between the Great Plains and Southwest 
monsoon region is thus established by the demise of the C-type LLJ activity. Compared with 
the wet JAS, it is of interest to note that while the appearence of a wet condition is largely 
caused by the increased frequency as well as the enhanced intensity of the C-type, the weakened 
intensity of moisture flux convergence is the primary factor in controlling the dry condition 
during the summertime. It implies that the large-scale environment has been preconditioned 
before the extreme event occurred. 
Figure 2.20 The composites of anomalous moisture flux potential and flux divergence super­
imposed with precipitation anomaly for the dry and C-type LLJs events occurring 
in the dry episode of JAS. Associated budget analyses are shown on the right 
panels. Figure notations are the same as Figure 2.15. 
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The modulation to the flux divergence at sub-day timescale due to the reduction of the 
C-type LLJ (not shown) resembles the results in the dry AMJ with the following exceptions. 
(1) There is a seesaw wave train pattern from the Carribean Sea to the tropical eastern Pacific 
with strong nocturnal flux convergence occurring in Baja California. (2) The wave train 
identified previously in the dry AMJ shifts northward. The vast area over the Great Plains is 
surrounded by these two sub-synoptic scale wave patterns and experiences rainfall deficiency 
during the nighttime period. (3) In contrast, the afternoon thunderstorm activity over the 
Florida Peninsula and the Gulf Coast becomes vivid when the dry summer occurs over the 
Great Plains. Hence, the reduction of the C-type LLJ activity as well as the enhanced upper-
level anticyclonic circulation results in a giant seabreeze/landbreeze type circulation situated 
over the United States. 
7. Summary and Discussion 
The 3-hr temporal resolution of the moisture flux field generated by NASA/DAO reanalysis 
(Schubert et al., 1993) and hourly gridded U.S. station precipitation dataset complied by Big­
gins et al. (1996a) at NCEP/CPC were used to evaluate the impacts of GPLLJ, SSW, as well 
as the N-jet events on the hydrologic processes over the Great Plains during the warm seasons. 
The conventional and modified water vapor budgets were utilized to quantify the moisture flux 
and the direct exchange of moisture between source and sink regions. To explore the effect of 
dynamic coupling between the ULJ and LLJ on the hydrologic process, the 'synoptic-forcing 
approach' (Chen and Kpaeyeh, 1993) was adopted and applied to the moisture flux diver­
gences associated with different events in an attempt to illustrate how the continental-scale 
flux convergence/divergence is established. 
It is found that the moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great Plains is 
strongly affected by the GPLLJ activity. Although its occurrence frequency only occupies 
about one-third of total number of days during the warm-season, the associated daily-mean 
moisture transport can be twice as large as the seasonal-mean average. Moreover, two-thirds of 
this amount is transported during the nighttime period from a quite narrow channel (so-called 
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Texas corridor, see Schubert et al., 1998). The moisture transport from the entire southern 
border of the United States also increases 50% of its seasonal-mean average on a specific LLJ 
day, indicating the scale of the LLJ's impact should be thought as a continental-scale. 
The significant contrast of the enhanced rainfall between the C-type and the A-type LLJs 
(see below) illustrates that the moisture transport only acts as the necessary condition to 
provide the ingredient needed for driving the regional hydrological cycle. Notwithstanding, 
the rainfall amount, in association with the LLJ activity, occupies 45% of the total seasonal 
accumulation for both AMJ and JAS seasons. Consequently, the result of the water vapor 
budget analysis demonstrates that the Mississippi River Basin plays a leading role in the 
formation of hydroclimatology over the continental United States, and the GPLLJ acts as the 
atmospheric artery in supplying the profound moisture into the American heartland. 
Effects of the dynamic coupling between the LLJ and ULJ on the Great Plains hydrologic 
cycle is further revealed by the distinctive contributions between the C-type and A-type LLJs. 
Without having too much difference in their ability to transport the moisture, impact of the C-
type LLJ on the rainfall production can be 3.0 (1.7) times larger than the amount produced by 
the A-type LLJ for one event occurring in AMJ (JAS) season. Taking the occurrence frequency 
into account, 75% (10%) of the LLJ-related rainfall amount comes from the C-type( A-type) 
in AMJ. This percentage drops to 55% (30%) in JAS, largely due to the more comparable 
frequency between these two types. 
In light of the implementation of the synoptic-forcing approach (section 2.2.c.) to the C-
type LLJ composite, it shows that the generated precipitation located ahead of the low-level 
jet core almost coincides with the moisture flux convergent center. The synoptic analysis 
also shows this convergent center is positioned ahead of the upper-level trough (Chen et al., 
1999b), indicating that the maintenance of the enhanced rainfall is established by the coupling 
mechanism between the developing baroclinic wave in the upper troposphere and the LLJ, 
which provides the warm moisture from the south. In other words, the GPLLJ activity can 
be thought as an agent to down-scaling the influences of the upper-level sjrnoptic-scale forcing 
to the basically local hydrologic processes. In this respect, while the forcing provided by the 
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propagating ULJ is down-scaled through the C-type LLJ (that is the definition) to largely 
enhance the rainfall production, function of the A-type LLJ can be treated as another kind of 
dynamic coupling that transmits the effect of the downward motion caused by the upper-level 
anticyclonic circulation to suppress the rainfall activity. 
At the sub-day timescale, the C-type LLJs also display a larger impact than the A-type 
LLJs in producing precipitation. This is consistent with the previous study (Mitchell et al., 
1995; Chen et al., 1999b) that stronger LLJs tend to have the larger diurnal amplitude as well. 
As shown previously (section 2.5), the C-type LLJ expresses a stronger diurnal amplitude of 
moisture flux than the A-type LLJ, mainly due to the enhanced wind field (Chen et al., 1999b). 
Since 1) the diurnal circulation of the moisture flux primarily projects onto its divergent 
component (Chen et al., 1999a) and 2) the divergent circulation is maintained by the diabatic 
heating associated with the latent heat released from the condensation of moisture. It is, 
therefore, convincing to conclude that the larger diurnal amplitude of the precipitation is 
caused by the development of the upper-level baroclinic wave that preconditions a time window 
in which diurnally varying LLJ intensifies the rainfall activity at the sub-day timescale. 
Interannually, it is found that the rainfall anomaly over the Great Plains is highly correlated 
with the variations of the C-type LLJ in both frequency and intensity. During the wet (dry) 
period, the C-type LLJ's occurrence is higher (lower) than normal. In AMJ, the extreme 
wet and dry episodes are more likely to occur over the central Great Plains-lower Mississippi 
River Basin. The region shifts towards the central-northern Great Plains in JAS. Specifically, 
the required increment of the C-type occurrence frequency to form the wet condition varies 
from 27% in the spring to 83% in the summer. Therefore, the long lasting moisture flux 
convergence associated with the intensified C-type LLJ is responsible for the formation of wet 
episodes in AMJ. Over the southeastern portion of the Great Plains, the contribution from the 
SSW cannot be neglected, however. On the other hand, the consecutive C-type LLJ events 
with amplified diurnal amplitude are necessary to the formation of the wet condition in JAS. 
During the dry episode, it needs only a 29% reduction of the C-type LLJ occurrence to form 
the necessary condition in AMJ. Contrary to its counterpart of a wet summer, only a modest 
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33% decrease occurrence frequency is enough to cause the dry summer. As a consequence, the 
major factor in causing the extreme events during the spring is a more dynamically controlled 
process, whereas the thermodynamic factor must be considered during the summer. 
The large amount of uniform reanalysis output provides a better opportunity to examine 
other aspects of the GPLLJ activity. For example, we have seen that different types of GPLLJ 
express distinctive impacts on the total rainfall production, due to the different effects of the 
upper-level settings. However, the precipitation characteristics associated with different types 
of GPLLJ are not stressed by the current study. There exist two basic dynamic processes that 
control the formation of precipitation - convection and large-scale uplift of the airmass (San-
som and Thomson, 1992). While the former is largely attributed to the local thermodynamic 
instability and is characterized by the short duration of a high precipitation rate, the latter 
is associated with the large-scale circulation changes that result in a longer period of rainfall 
event. Since different types of LLJ correspond, by definition, to different environmental set­
tings provided by the upper-level synoptic-scale forcing. It is therefore hypothesized that the 
formation of rainfall associated with different types of LLJ might have distinctions in their 
spatial distribution and local intensity, which is an important issue to the weather forecast­
ing. Since the characteristic of rainfall is closely related to the formation of cloud, data from 
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, see Schiffer and Rossow, 1983), 
which provide the sufficient temporal resolution of cloud information such as cloud altitude, 
cloud type, and cloud top temperature, etc., might be utilized to indirectly examine the above 
hypothesis. One of the uncertainties in the current generation of the assimilation system is 
the interaction between cloud and radiation, which is a fundamental problem for the model's 
physical parameterization. The schemes of physical parameterization used in the assimilation 
system are crucial to the hydrologic variables. One of the unsatisfactory features in GEOS-1 
is the assimilated precipitation in the model produces too much rainfall during the daytime 
and too little during the nighttime over the Midwest. As a result, the diurnal rainfall activ­
ity cannot be depicted well. The information provided by the ISCCP and related hydrologic 
variables during the above task, therefore, could also shed some light in improving the current 
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version of the assimilation system. 
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3 INFLUENCE OF ANDEAN LOW-LEVEL JETS ON THE 
HYDROLOGIC PROCESS OVER THE SUBTROPICAL 
PLAINS OF SOUTH AMERICA DURING THE 
AUSTRAL WARM-SEASON 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research 
Shu-Ping Weng and Tsing-Chang Chen 
Abstract 
Impacts of the Andean low-level jet (LLJ) and the strong northerly wind (SNW) events 
on the hydrological cycle of South American sector during the austral warm-season are inves­
tigated by using the GEOS-1 reanalysis and Goddard precipitation index (GPI) datasets. In 
addition to the conventional water vapor budget analysis, the 'synoptic forcing approach'(Chen 
et al.,1996), which combines the localized hydrologic process in the lower troposphere with the 
upper-level circulation changes through the 3-D divergent circulation, is adopted to exam­
ine the importance of synoptic-scale forcing generated from the propagating transient waves 
in driving the regional hydrological cycle through the down-scale process of LLJ and SNW 
events. 
Results show that the occurrence of the Andean LLJ at the synoptic timescale represents 
a transient episode that detours the convection storms along the South American Convergent 
Zone (SACZ) to both the subtropical Plains of Argentina-Paraguay region in its southwestern 
flank and the Brazilian Nordeste in its northeastern flank. A salient seesaw anomalous rainfall 
pattern, which reflects the effect of northeastward propagating transient disturbances aloft, 
thus appears along the southeastern coastline of South America. However, its impact becomes 
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restricted within the higher latitudes after summer. This is primarily due to the reduction 
of the synoptic-scale forcing in response to the retreat of the upper-level jet streaks from the 
subtropical zone to the high latitudes. 
At the sub-day timescale, the impact of LLJ on the rainfall activity displays a west-to-east 
alternation pattern from nighttime to daytime. Meanwhile, a north-to-south diurnally-varying 
circulation is found in the SNW-related rainfall composite. The compensation effect between 
the LLJ and SNW activities thus prolongs the rainfall event night-to-day by alternatively 
intensifying the moisture flux convergence over the subtropical Plains of South America. 
The interannual variation of rainfall activity over the subtropical Plains of Argentina, 
Paraguay, and Uruguay, is found to be opposite to the tendency over northeastern Brazil and 
central Andes, which is in agreement with previous studies. Moreover, the wet (dry) episode 
occurring over the subtropical Plains is closely related to the increase (decrease) of those 
Andean LLJs that couple with the approaching upper-level jet streams (the C-type LLJ). 
During the wet season, the convection storms normally along the SACZ are deviated to the 
subtropical Plains by the increased occurrence frequency as well as the enhanced intensity 
of C-type LLJ events. This is in response to the more active synoptic-scale waves at upper 
level caused by the remote sea surface temperature change- El Nino warm event. In contrast, 
the formation of the dry episode over the subtropical Plains is found to be closely related 
to the reduction of the C-type LLJ occurrence. Although the occurrence of the A-type LLJ, 
which lacks the support of upper-level synoptic-scale forcing, does increase, its impact on the 
subtropical Plains rainfall activity has no function due to 1) the perturbed flux convergence 
located over the domain far from the landmass, and 2) the coupled mechanism provided by 
the upper-level anticyclone further prohibits the formation of rainfall. 
1. Introduction 
Besides the Great Plains of North America, the other primary agricultural belt in the west­
ern hemisphere comprises the subtropical Plains of ITruguay, northern and central Argentina, 
and Paraguay in South America. Rainfall and its variability, particularly during the growing 
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season, undoubtedly raise great concerns from the local farmers and policy-makers of these 
countries. 
The subtropical Plains of South America normally has a sufficient water supply maintained 
by the constant passage of weather systems. Using a simple biserial correlation between 500-
mb height field and daily precipitation, Vargas and Ruiz (1997) reported that the probability 
of at least one rainy day occurring within one week is as high as 78% over this region. Velasco 
and Fritsch (1987) traced two-year (1981-83) hourly satellite imagery and found that the Meso-
scale Convective Complexes (MCC) initiated in the foothills of central Andes occurs frequently 
over a vast area during the warm seasons (their Figure 9). Most of these MCC systems are 
distinctly nighttime phenomenon and are responsible for the nocturnal thunderstorms observed 
by other researchers (e.g., Bleeker and Andre, 1951; Paegle et al., 1978). 
Nevertheless, one of the challenges in forecasting rainfall activity is probably due to the 
fact that precipitation variability over this region occupies a broad spectrum with a timescale 
ranging from the diurnally-varying circulation(Figueroa et al., 1995), transient with a lifetime 
of 3-5 days (Kousky, 1979; Lau and Crane, 1995; Garreaud and Wallace, 1998), intraseasonal 
(Kousky and Kayano, 1994; Nogues-Paegle and Mo, 1997), to the year-to-year fluctuations 
(Buchmann et al., 1990; Kousky and Kayano, 1994; Lenters and Cook, 1999). Evidently, 
different atmospheric processes are involved in the formation of regional hydrological cycle 
such as the nocturnal low-level jets (LLJ) activity, which is the central theme of this study. 
The importance of the LLJ phenomenon in supplying the moisture and affecting the regional 
hydrologic processes over the Great Plains of the United States has been comprehensively 
investigated by many researchers (e.g., Higgins et aj,, 1997 and references therein). Effect of 
the dynamic coupling, due to the interaction between the LLJ and upper level synoptic-scale 
waves, on the rainfall production was recently analyzed by Weng and Chen (1999) from the 
viewpoint of continental-scale water vapor budget. In contrast, since Virji (1981) identified 
the occurrence of the nocturnal LLJ on the leeside of the Andes from the cloud wind data, 
less published articles in English concerning the associated hydrologic impacts can be found. 
Berri and Inzunza (1993) analyzed data collected from a few rawinsonde and pilot balloons, 
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and showed that a strong northerly moisture inflow does occur over northern Argentina. Using 
an idealized global model, Paegle and Nogues-Paegle (1997) simulated the seasonal transitions 
of the Andean LLJ activity and showed that the LLJs can exist over a vast area of South 
America. Recently, the ability of assimilated products in depicting the moisture flux by the 
Andean LLJ was assessed by Wang and Paegle (1996). Nevertheless, a comprehensive picture 
concerning the impact of the LLJ on the hydrologic process is still absent in the literature. 
In spite of the nocturnal LLJ signature over the leeside of the mountain barrier which is 
a common feature to LLJ's environment, the geographic background and climatic circulation 
of South America have their unique features that aifect the subsequent hydrologic process 
associated with the occurrence of the LLJ. First, the upper-level baroclinic wave disturbances, 
which is important to LLJ's development (Chen et aJ., 1999c), is characteristically mobile, 
probably due to the narrow but long extension of the Andes in the meridional direction. The 
relative orientation between the Andean LLJ and the approaching upper-level jet streak thus 
changes rapidly. Second, the landmass ahead of the environment of the LLJ is quite narrow 
in the east-west direction. Hence, the interaction between the LLJ and land surface process 
is further tangled by the surrounding oceanic environment. Third, the predecessor moisture 
inflow of the Andean LLJs is originated from the tropical Amazon River Basin, which is under 
the influence of the tropical atmospheric circulation (Nogues-Paegle and Mo, 1997; Chen et 
al., 1999d). These inherent factors are suspected to affect the subsequent hydrologic processes 
after the Andean LLJ forms. That suspicion bears the first purpose of this study - a thorough 
evaluation which concerns the impact of the Andean LLJ on the regional water vapor budget, 
is urgent to fill the gap in the literature. 
One of the low-level climatic features over the South American sector is the appearance 
of a subtropical frontal zone - South America Convergence Zone (SACZ), which extends from 
southeastern Brazil to the South Atlantic Ocean during the warm-season. The formation 
and maintenance of the SACZ is closely tied to the interaction between the poleward flank 
of the moist tropical airmass driven by the subtropical Atlantic high (Kodama, 1992) and 
the equatorward incursion of the cold airmass from the high latitudes (Kousky, 1979). An 
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intraseasonal fluctuation of moisture convergence witli a period of 14-30 days was found to 
result in a wet/dry seesaw rainfall pattern in the vicinity of the SACZ, including northeast 
Brazil and aforementioned subtropical Plains (Kousky and Kayano, 1994; Nogues-Paegle and 
Mo, 1997). However, the inter-relation of the rainfall anomalies caused by the LLJ activity 
between the SACZ domain and the subtropical Plains is not fully explored yet. Therefore, the 
second purpose of this paper is to evaluate the impact of the Andean LLJ on the transition of 
rainfall anomalies between the subtropical Plains and SACZ. 
Not only the subseasonal oscillation, but also the interannual variation of precipitation, 
is evident over the subtropical Plains of South America. Its cause was thought to be linked 
to the anomalous sea surface temperature (SST) in the tropical central Pacific - ENSO phe­
nomenon (El Nino, Southern Oscillation). For example, Ropelewski and Halpert (1987, 1989) 
and Aceituno (1988) found that rainfall is lower (higher) than normal during the high (low) 
index phase of Southern Oscillation (SO). Changes of the atmospheric circulation during the 
extreme phases of ENSO cycle has been proven by numerous studies to have the profound 
impacts on the hydrologic processes worldwide. The motivation to investigating the impact 
of the interannual variation of the Andean LLJ's activity on the regional hydrologic cycle is 
encouraged by the coherent tendency of LLJ's occurrence frequency with the high/low phase 
of SO. This is further indirectly supported by the study done by Mechoso and Iribarren (1992), 
who measured the long-term streamflow data (1909-1989) from the Uruguay and Negro rivers 
and found a broad agreement between the streamflow's fluctuation and ENSO cycle. The 
drainage basin of these rivers constitute the southeastern part of the subtropical Plains. On 
the meteorologic side, southern Brazil and northern Argentina usually experience increased 
frontal activity and cyclogenesis during the warm phases of the ENSO cycle (Rao and Hada, 
1990; Gan and Rao, 1991). Therefore, it is convincing to suggest that the interannual variation 
of Andean LLJ activity could be caused by the changes of atmospheric circulation in response 
to the remote SST forcing and is one of the major contributors to the interannual variation of 
rainfall events over the subtropical Pluns. It is the third purpose of this paper to demonstrate 
this hypothesis. 
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The present paper begins in section 2 by describing the data and methodology. Background 
circulations over the South American sector are included in section 3. Results of the composit­
ing anomalies associated with the Andean LLJ as well as other events (see section 2.b.) at 
synoptic timescale are shown in section 4. This is followed by the results at sub-day timescale 
portrayed by the night-to-day contrast in section 5. Interannual variation of the atmospheric 
branch of the hydrologic process caused by the different type of Andean LLJ (Chen et al., 
1999c, Appendix B) is illustrated in section 6. However, only the variability during the austral 
summer is discussed simply because of the existence of the strong Andean LLJ interannual 
signal at that time. Section 7 summarizes the results. 
2. Data and Methodology 
a. Data 
The vertically-integrated moisture flux field Q produced by the data assimilation system 
(DAS) at NASA/DAO with version 1 of the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS-1) 
serves as the primary data source in this study. The complete GEOS-1 document with the 
technical details is described by Schubert et al. (1993). Data quality and its validity are 
reported by Schubert and Rood (1995) and by Min and Schubert (1997). This reanalysis 
in our database covers the period from February 1980 to November 1995 and is sampled in 
the 3-hr time intervals. Therefore, data has the sufficient temporal resolution to analyze the 
detailed diurnally-varying circulations. Moreover, the Q is actually pre-computed in the model 
coordinate and is accumulated on the fly at every model time step to eliminate any potential 
time sampling problems (Min and Schubert, 1997). 
However, deficiencies in reanalysis data are found tied to the biases in the humidity vari­
ables, particularly the assimilated precipitation (Schubert and Rood, 1995). Uncertainties are 
more severe over the data sparse regions such as South America. On the other hand, the mois­
ture flux Q seems realistic because (1) the more controlling role played by the wind field rather 
than the specific humidity (Min and Schubert, 1997), and (2) the underestimated low-level 
wind speed is, in general, compensated by the overestimated specific humidity field (Higgins et 
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al., 1996). In order to ensure that the employed Q field depicts the signal in interest, the precip­
itation estimate from TIROS (Television Infrared Observation Satellite) Operational Vertical 
Sounder (TOVS) Pathfinder Path A dataset is employed in this study. The TOVS Pathfinder 
Path A product in our database is a beta version with 1° x 1° latitude-longitude gridded pre­
cipitation. This is performed by averaging the fly-by pixel observations along every orbital 
track from the contemporary group of available satellites (see below). The data spans from 
1985 to 1999 and thus has a 11-yr period overlapped with GEOS-1 reanalysis. Characteristics 
of the TOVS Pathfinder Path A dataset are described in Susskind et al. (1997). Preliminary 
tests found that the best-fitted time interval is 6-hr over the South American sector, which 
is sufficient for analyzing diurnal circulation. The above statement, however, only holds for 
periods with at least two satellites flying simultaneously. During the periods of Feb. 1985-Nov. 
1986, and Jan. 1987-Oct. 1988 only one satellite was available. This severely created a data 
void over our analyzed domain, even in the 6-hr time interval. As a result, when depicting 
the diurnally-varying circulation, the data period used in the sub-day composites is shorter. 
Nevertheless, all the 11-yr data are used in the daily-mean composites. Through this study, 
the precipitation estimate is referred to as GPI (Goddard Precipitation Index) because the 
data source is released by Joel Susskind at the GSFC (Goddard Space Flight Center). 
b. Methodology 
The identification of the Andean LLJs, SNWs (strong northerly wind), and N-jets (weak 
northerly or wind from other directions) and the procedure based on the upper-level synoptic 
environment to classify the C-type and A-type LLJ events are described in Appendix B. The 
tools used in this paper to analyze the impacts of LLJs on the regional hydrological cycle include 
(1) the conventional budget approach based on the water vapor balance equation (Chen, 1985), 
and (2) the synoptic-forcing approach (Chen and Kpaeyeh, 1993; Chen et al., 1996), which 
links the localized hydrologic process in the lower troposphere with large-scale environment 
at the upper-level through the function of the 3-D divergent circulation. E)quations and their 
derivations can be referred to in Weng and Chen (1999). 
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To perform the water vapor budget analysis associated with the LLJ's occurrence, the 
South American sector Is further divided into four analyzed domains: (I) Argentina basin ( 
20° - 44° 5,67.5° - 55° ), (II) SACZ basin ( 20° - 44° S, 55° - 30° ), (III) BrazU basin ( 
0° - 20° S, 55° - 30° »^ ), and (IV) Amazon basin ( 0° - 20° 5,75° - 55° ). Mountainous 
Peru-Bolivia regions with altitudes higher than 1,000-meter are excluded. Boundaries between 
diiferent domains are based on the following considerations: 1) the seasonal-mean circula­
tion patterns and rainfall distribution, 2) the surrounding physiography and geography, and 
3) r.m.s. (root-mean square) of precipitation distribution for daily and diurnal variations. In 
general, the western borders are more sensitive in their longitudinal locations than the corre­
sponding eastern borders, whereas the northern borders are more sensitive in their latitudinal 
locations than the corresponding southern borders. The authors note the usage of fixed do­
mains cannot satisfy every aspect of such mobile weather disturbances. Hence, interpretations 
from the following sections of budget analysis cannot be fully objective. 
Meanwhile, the composites based on the selected cases for different event (LLJ, SNW, N-jet) 
are represented by the anomalous field. The 'anomalous' means the corresponding monthly-
mean value was removed before averaging over the entire cases of the specific event. The same 
approach is used in the precipitation whenever a data period is available and the results are 
superimposed on the flux potential anomalies. Before presenting the anomalous composites, 
however, the features of the seasonal-mean climate over the South American sector are briefly 
described in the following section. 
3. Background: Mean Basic States 
a. Seasonal*mean moisture transport 
Shown in Fig. 3.1 are the seasonal-averaged total moisture transport Q-p and flux potential 
XQ with flux divergence and precipitation P superimposed for the austral spring [(a) and 
(c)] and summer [(b) and (d)]. Although only occupies a small portion of the Qj- , the flux 
divergence Qx) , is actively linked to the hydrologic process. On the other hand, the Q-p fleld 
mimics the low-level atmospheric circulation in which the LLJ is imbedded. In the time-mean 
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Figure 3.1 Austral spring (SON) and summer (DJF) seasonal means of total water vapor 
transports Qx superimposed with mean sea-level pres8ure( SLP) in (a)-(b), and 
associated flux divergence {"^CQIQD) precipitation 7 superimposed in (c)-(d). 
Values of SLP smaller than 1,010 mb over the landmass are shaded. Values of 
precipitation larger than 3.5 (4.5) mm-day'^ are light (heavy) shaded, respectively. 
The contour interval of xq is 0.75 x 10® m' • sec~^ • g • kg~^. 
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flow field, the South American continent is sandwiched between the northeasterly/easterly 
influx, driven by the trade winds and the South Atlantic high to its east coast, and the 
southwesterly/westerly influx steered by the South Pacific high to its west [Fig. 3.1 (a) or (b)]. 
At the lower latitudes, the moisture converges into the tropical Central America and Ecuador-
Colombian coastline, the part of ITCZ over the tropical eastern Pacific [Fig. 3.1 (c)]. Over this 
region, a cold Peruvian oceanic current merges with the warm north equator current. To the 
southeastern coastline, the semi-permanent SACZ forms along the poleward flank of the South 
Atlantic high [Fig. 3.1 (c)]. After the monsoon circulation becomes stronger during the austral 
summer, this subtropic frontal zone frequently penetrates inland and attaches to the Amazon 
rainfall over the central part of Brazil [Fig. 3.1 (d)]. Meanwhile, the Atlantic ITCZ north of 
equator moves equatorward. 
Observing the divergent component of moisture transports [Figs. 3.1(c)-(d)], this seasonal 
march causes (1) the moisture source (i.e., divergence) over the Atlantic Ocean shifts from 
south of the equator to north of the equator, and (2) the active center of the cumulus convec­
tion moves toward central Brazil. Enhanced westward moisture flux thus penetrates into the 
Amazon River Basin from the northeastern part of Brazil. This influx turns to the south-to-
southeast direction after impinging on the mountain barrier over Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivian 
regions. A strong northerly transport is often observed on the leeside of central Andes (Wang 
and Paegle, 1996). Before moving out of the landmass, the flow pattern often forms a cyclonic 
vortex (Chaco low, see Satyamurty et al., 1990) in the Gran Chaco region of Paraguay and 
northern Argentina [Fig. 3.1 (b)]. These cyclone activities, portrayed by the low pressure zone, 
are not simply the leeside troughing (or cyclogenesis) due to the adiabatic warming of downs-
lope westerly, but the result of interaction between the incursion of midlatitude transient waves 
and the aforementioned tropic/subtropic moist airmass (Lenters, 1997; Garreaud and Wallace, 
1998). 
Budget analyses corresponding to Fig. 3.1 are displayed in Fig. 3.2. The results of Qf 
indicate the following features. 
• The primary moisture source over the Argentine Basin (I) climatically comes from the 
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Figure 3.2 Budget analyses of Fig. 3.1. Moisture transports crossing the border are in unit: 
kg • day~^ . They are scaled in terms of the ruler on the comer. Results of 
area-integrated precipitation and line integration of flux around each domain 
§CQT §CQD ' in unit: mm • day~^ and are shown as a pair in the 
middle of the corresponding domain with [P] overhead. 
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west with the secondary role played by the northerly. The flux mainly outflows into the 
SACZ Basin (II). From spring to summer, the northerly transport reduces 28%, whereas 
the transports in other directions show little changes. 
• Unlike the Argentine Basin (I), the precipitation and flux convergence are coherent over 
the SACZ Basin (II). The northerly transport from the Brazil Basin (III) increases 72% 
from spring to summer, with little changes in other borders. Combined with the previ­
ous item, it indicates the eastward enhancement of the northerly transport crossing the 
subtropical latitude during the seasonal transition. 
• Evidently, the moisture transport by the easterly trade wind Is crucial for both the Brazil 
(III) and Amazon (IV) Basins. The clear tendency in the southward turning of moisture 
transport from spring to summer is illustrated by the reduction on the western border 
and enhancement on the southern border of the Brazil Basin. 
The above observation evidently shows that the enhancement of the easterly transport during 
the summertime mainly strengthens the inflow of SACZ. This strengthened moisture flux from 
the Tropics actually does not arrive at the subtropical Plains. This is also demonstrated in the 
budgets o{Q[} shown in Figs. 3.2(c) and (d). Direct moisture exchange between the Argentina 
and SACZ Basins changes direction from spring to summer to accentuate the convective activity 
over the SACZ Basin (II). To the northern borders of Brazil (III) and Amazon (IV) Basins, 
significant flux convergence also indicates the southward shifting of rainfall activity during the 
austral summer. As a result, using the budget of Qj;) is more illustrative than the conventional 
Qf in 1) identifying the major moisture source and sink in the formation of the rainfall event, 
and 2) describing graphically the water budget equation. In the perspective of the regional 
hydrological cycle, the most significant feature of the low-level circulation over the South 
American sector is therefore the enhancement of the SACZ, due to the enhanced northerly 
transport from the deep Tropics. 
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b. Diurnally-varying flux convergence 
The long-term mean of diurnal circulation in the divergent component of the moisture flux, 
which is portrayed by the difference between nighttime (03Z-09Z) and daytime (15Z-21Z) is 
displayed in Fig. 3.3. A giant seabreeze/landbreeze circulation is evident for both the SON 
and DJF seasons. First, the active center during the nighttime is primarily located in the 
western Amazon. Besides the activity over the tropics of Central America, two moisture flux 
convergent zones with preferred nighttime rainfall radiate out of the center: one along the 
leeside of the Andes directly toward the south, and the other along the diagonal line directly 
toward the SACZ. While the former displays the nighttime rainfall mainly over the water, 
the latter has a tendency to be limited over the landmass and continental shelf, particularly 
during the summertime. This out-of-phase convection activity between land and ocean in 
fact represents the regional response to the westward propagation of global diurnal circulation 
(Chen et al., 1999f). Second, enhanced summertime diurnally-varying convective activity is 
evident in the region of the Atlantic trade wind and the southern part of South America. A 
seesaw rainfall pattern thus appears along the Atlantic coastline. Third, the above results 
generated from the assimilated product are proven realistic after comparing with the spatial 
distribution of diurnally-varying rainfall observed by the satellites. This is also supported by 
the work done by Velasco and Fritsch (1987), who documented the nocturnal MCC activity 
over South America by tracing the hourly satellite imagery. The enhanced nighttime rainfall 
distribution is coherent with their results over the subtropical Plains and the western tropical 
Amazon (their Figs. 9 and 17). 
Budget analyses [Figs. 3.3 (c)-(d)] reveal a general out-of-phase relation of diurnal circula­
tion exists between the SACZ and Argentina domains. However, while the amplitude of the 
diurnal cycle (i.e., one-half of the difference between nighttime and daytime) is on the same 
order as the seasonal-mean XQI the resulting rsunfall contrast is at least one order smaller 
than the seasonal-mean value [Figs. 3.1 (c)-(d)]. A similar observation is also found in the 
case of the GPLLJ over North America. The credibility of GEOS-1 reanalysis in depicting 
the diurnally-varying moisture flux in data-densed regions such as the Great Plains has been 
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Figure 3.3 (a) and (b) are the diumaUy-varying flux potential and divergence D\XQ, QDI 
precipitation 7 superimposed during the SON and DJF seasons, respectively. Val­
ues of precipitation larger (smaller) than 0.25 (-0.25) mm-day'^ are light (heavy) 
shaded, respectively. The contour interval of Dxq is 0.75 x 10® m' • sec"^ • g • kg~^ 
. The corresponding budget analyses are shown in (c) and (d). 
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proven by many investigators who either use the same data (Weng and Chen, 1999; Chen et 
ai., 1999b) or different data (Higgins et al., 1996). In data-sparse regions such as South Amer­
ica, however, uncertainty exists in the assimilated data. Using twice daily UKMO (United 
Kingdom Meteorological Office) and former NMC (National Meteorological Center) data for 
January 1992 (during the El Nino winter), Wang and Paegle (1996) showed the existence of 
the nocturnal northerly transport in the northern border of the subtropical Plains (cf. their 
Fig. 7). This is in contrast to the results shown in Fig. 3.3 (d) which display the prevailed 
southerly transport during the nighttime. The disagreement could be either caused by the 
inherited difference among assimilated systems or by the interannual variations (see section 6). 
Indeed, the DQQ vector directed toward the equator is opposite to that of low-level nocturnal 
northerlies in the foothills of the Andes as shown in Figs. 3.4(c) and (f). From the low-level 
to the upper-level, however, wind field expresses a clockwise rotation [Figs. 3.4 (c) (a) , or 
(/) ] consistent with the results of Chen et al. (1999c). Meanwhile, distinct behaviors 
in the vicinity of mountainous terrain and the border between land and ocean, indicative of 
topographical influences on the regular diurnal circulation, are evidently shown in the middle 
troposphere [Figs. 3.4 (b) and (e)]. Physical interpretation of such a complicated diurnal wind 
circulation is related to the so-called Hering-Borden oscillation (Hering and Borden, 1962) and 
is beyond the scope of the current study. 
Data uncertainties not only exist in the assimilated moisture flux, but also in the precipita­
tion estimate. The GPI data are archived and generated from the polar-orbital NOAA-series 
satellites, which may have difficulty in depicting episodically heavy rainfall events, particularly 
over the tropical regions (Susskind et al., 1997). Hence, it is likely to underestimate the real 
diurnally-varying precipitation contrast. As a consequence, the spatial distribution of the GPI 
data is more reliable than its magnitude. These uncertainties must be kept in mind when 
interpreting the results in the subsequent sections. 
The impacts of the Andean LLJs may take a couple of days to affect the hydrologic processes 
over the subtropical Plains, after being initiated in the foothills of the Andes (Velasco and 
Fritsch, 1987). The period used in the compositing procedure is therefore extended to cover 
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Figure 3.4 Diurnally-varying wind fields at different levels. 
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a 5-ciay window with Day+O being the onset day of the specific event. This also allows 
the propagating upper-level synoptic-scale disturbance cross the South American continent. 
During this 5-day window, however, only compositing Day 0 is averaged by means of the 
nonoverlapping occurrence among different events and possible overlapping cannot be excluded 
otherwise. However, the noise from other events can be greatly diminished as long as the 
sample size is large enough and the resulting composite should be treated as an independent 
signal. Results at different timescales are our scenarios in the following sections. 
4. Effects of Synoptic-scale Forcing 
This section begins the discussion of the deviations of the hydrologic process from the 
seasonal-mean climate caused by the occurrences of the Andean LLJ, SNW, and N-jet events 
in terms of daily-mean anomalous composites. Procedures to classify these events are given 
in Appendix B. There are two reasons to separate the warm months into SON and DJF 
seasons: (1) the abrupt shifting of 200-mb westerly jet from 30®5 to 45°S occurs at the end 
of November [Fig. B.l (a) vs. (b)] when the monsoonal circulations are established over this 
continent (Chen et al., 1999a), and (2) the seasonal development of synoptic circulations in 
the Southern Hemisphere (TaJjaard, 1967). Hence, it is expected that some distinctions should 
exist in the impacts of the Andean LLJ from SON to DJF. In addition, the LLJs which occur 
over the SACZ Basin (see Appendix B) are excluded during the compositing procedure because 
they are located in the downstream side of the subtropical Plains. 
a. Austral spring (September-November) 
1) .  Anomalous composi tes  of  the Andean LLJ 
The AQT composite of the Andean LLJ is shown in Fig. 3.5. The pre-LLJ (Day-2 to Day-1) 
environment is characterized by (1) the approaching extratropical cyclone from the southwest, 
and (2) the reversed seasonal-mean moisture transport to the eastern half of South America, 
indicative of the decreased northeasterly trade wind and the suppressed convection along the 
SACZ. There exists the indication in Day-1 that the approaching cyclonic flow triggers the 
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transport directed south over southern Argentina. In DayO, the impinged westerly transport 
thus couples with the induced northerly on the leeside of the Argentine Andes and creates the 
maximal outflow near the area of Rio de la Plata. This downstream amplification results from 
the combination of the baroclinic mechanism, leeside troughing, and intensified anticyclonic 
transport over the SACZ domain. 
After DayO, the intensity of the cyclonic circulation is abruptly reduced as the whole 
wave package continues to migrate northeastward. Meanwhile, leeside cyclogensis appears 
over western Argentina in Day +1. After propagating into the central subtropical Plains of 
Paraguay-Argentina, the initiated anticyclonic perturbation attaches to the moist tropical 
airmass and greatly enhances the northerly transport over the subtropical Plains. In Day+2, 
the northerly transport gradually turns to the northwest-southeast direction due to the Coriolis 
effect, indicating that the flow field starts to adjust toward the quasigeostrophic balance. While 
the perturbed anticyclonic circulation starts to cease over the landmass, the portion over the 
water surface tends to be stagnant and remains its identity. After Day+2, the anomalous 
flux field gradually diffuses its intensity and finally vanishes, while moving into the climatic 
position of SACZ (not shown). Evidently, the above episode represents a transient process of 
the SACZ activity as the Andean LLJ occurs. 
Having the moisture flux only provides the necessary ingredient, the formation of rainfall 
must go through certain convergent processes. The anomalous flux convergence induced by 
the Andean LLJ is shown in Fig. 3.6. First, the AQr and AXQ fields display a 90° out-of-
phase spatial relation: the enhanced gradient of AQj coincides with the convergent centers, 
particularly after the onset stage in DayO [Figs. 3.6 (c)-(e)]. This Implies the approaching 
cyclone systems, in association with the upper-level transient disturbances, strengthens the 
meridional transport in the warm sector through the function of the baroclinic mechanism. 
Development of the circulation anomaly perturbed by the LLJ's occurrence (at least during 
the earlier stages) is therefore consistent with the classic cyclone model. Second, the abrupt 
weakening of the cyclone system after the onset of the Andean LLJ results in a near-stagnant 
seesaw convergent/divergent pattern over southeastern Argentina. It seems that the upper-
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Figure 3.6 The divergent components of Fig. 3.5 and the anomalous flux potential Axq 
is superimposed with anomalous precipitation AP . Values of AP larger than 
0.5 (1.0) mm • day~^ are light (heavy) shaded and are hatched (cross-hatched) 
if smaller than —0.5 (—1.0) mm • day'^. Gridded points of AQd with speed 
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level transient-scale waves play a more crucial role in triggering the onset of the LLJs during 
the early stage than in the subsequent enhancement of the rainfall events during the mature 
stage. The other reason for this perplexing difference is probably due to the rather wideranging 
distribution of the LLJ cases that disperses the compositing result [Fig. B.l (a)]. This will be 
discussed in more detail when we proceed to the SNWs. Third, the enhanced precipitation does 
not readily respond to the accentuated westerly in DayO, but appears in Days+1 and +2. This 
is coherent with the timing of the warm and moist airmass invaded from the tropical Amazon 
(cf. Fig. 3.5). Fourth, although directed toward northeastern Brazil, the AXQ composite does 
not penetrate into the deep Tropics, but vanishes over the southern Nordeste of Brazil. 
Figure 3.7 displays the quantified measurements of the hydrologic impact corresponding 
to Fig. 3.6. During the 5-day period, the rainfall anomaly over the subtropical Plains is, in 
general, in an out-of-phase relation with the anomaly over the SACZ and the Bolivian Altiplano 
Highland domains, but is in-phase with the anomaly over the Nordeste of Brazil. Moreover, the 
increased flux convergence clearly leads the rainfall anomaly over the subtropical Plains. After 
reaching the maximum in Day +2, the rainfall increases 39% of the seasonal-mean value. A 
similar delayed response of rainfall anomaly to the flux convergence is also found over the SACZ 
domain. The results illustrate that 1) the anomaly perturbed by the Andean LLJ represents a 
trainsent episode that deviates the climatic rainfall activity from the SACZ to the subtropical 
Plains, and 2) only after migrating into the subtropical Plains and combining with the moist 
airmass from the Tropics can the rainfall be greatly enhanced. 
2) .  Anomalous composHea of  the SNWa event  
The AQt and ^[XQIQD^P] composites for the SNW event from Day-1 to Day-1-1 are 
shown in Fig. 3.8. First, the enhanced northerly has appeared in Day-1 with the invading 
airmass being more tropical-origin - western Amazon. This is associated with the westward 
expansion of the Atlantic High that increases the east-west gradient of the meridional transport. 
As a result, an enhanced moisture flux convergence has been preconditioned over the central 
plains in Day-1. Second, the associated wavy disturbance has the faster propagation speed as 
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Figure 3.8 Same as Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, but for the SNWs composite from Day-1 to +1 during 
the SON season. 
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compared with the Andean LLJ. Significant leeside cyclogenesis with intensified convection is 
evident in DayO, which is directed toward the SACZ region. There also exists the signature of 
MCC development with the anticyclonic perturbation appearing in the equatorward flank of the 
upper-level jet at this stage. Budget analysis shows that the rainfall amount over the Argentina 
Basin (not shown) increases 67% of the seasonal mean value, even larger than those of the LLJ. 
Third, after the perturbed cyclonic vortex moves out of the landmass in Day+1, the anomalous 
moisture transport over the open ocean tends to detach from the subsequent MCC development 
over southern Brazil. This is probably steered by the fast-moving frontal system in response 
to the upper-level jet streak during this period [cf. Fig. B.l (c)]. The induced convective 
activity mainly occurs over the SACZ domain with an increased rainfall amount reaching 40% 
of seasonal-mean value at this stage. Finally, once the cyclonic circulation detaches from 
the South American continent, the perturbed flux field ceases from further development (not 
shown). Dynamically, it implies the dismissal of ageostrophic motion after the direction of the 
low-level flow becomes parallel with that of the upper-level jet stream. Hence, the genesis of 
the SNW event partially illustrates the formation of SACZ and demonstrates the importance 
of moisture transport from the deep Tropics in maintaining the convection activity along this 
subtropical frontal zone. 
The contrasts between the Andean LLJ and SNW composites are mainly due to (1) the 
different geographic distribution of their occurrence, and (2) their relative orientation to the 
upper-level jet stream [Fig. B.l]. The first situation allows the SNWs a larger east-west exten­
sion of the landmass and thus has a better chance to interact with the diurnal boundary layer 
forcing. However, the shrinking landmass extension, in which a large portion of the LLJs oc­
cur, implies that the conditions of regional circulations such as the local seabreeze/landbreeze 
circulation could be crucial. Moreover, the advection of circumpolar cold air can act to reduce 
the instability of the nocturnal inversion layer associated with the appearance of northerly jets. 
In the second situation, the majority of the SNWs is climatically located over the entrance 
region of the anticyclonic (equatorward) side of upper-level jet stream, whereas a large portion 
of the LLJ occurrences is situated over the entrance region of cyclonic (poleward) side. Hence, 
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the synoptic-scale forcing inherently prohibits the earlier development of the LLJ-related hy-
drologic process based on the quasigeostrophic theory (Holton, 1992) in that the ageostrophic 
motion of air parcels at the upper-level of the southern hemisphere is directed toward the right 
(left) of the geostrophic acceleration (deceleration) following the geostrophic motion. The 
induced direct cross-jet circulation at the entrance region of the upper-level jet streams will 
generate the poleward ageostrophic flow. In the lower troposphere, the compensated equator-
ward ageostrophic motion and subsidence would hinder the development of convection over 
the left-lower quadrature. Consequently, both the large-scale environment in which a large 
portion of Andean LLJs are imbedded and the dynamic constraint are not favorable for the 
development of convective storms during the initial stage. 
3). Anomalous composites of the N-jets event 
The AQT and A[XQ, <3DI P] composites for the N-jets event in Day 0 are shown in Fig.3.9. 
Here, the enhanced northerly transport mainly shifts to the east and coincides with the cli­
matic circulation over the SACZ. The increased flux convergence and rainfall activity are also 
along the axis of this subtropic frontal zone that results from the more moist airmass being 
transported from the western Amazon, which interacts with the invading cold airmass from 
the higher latitudes over this region. 
It has been illustrated that the Great-Plains LLJs of the central United States strongly 
aflect the regional hydroclimatology in terms of their frequency and intensity (Weng and Chen, 
1999). The occurrence of the N-jets event over the Great Plains merely represents the deviation 
from the climatic mean state in that the polarity of the its anomalous composite is opposite to 
that of the climatic circulation. However, the anomalous composite of the N-jets event over the 
South American sector coincides with the pattern of the mean basic state. Furthermore, the 
occurrence frequency of N-jets event occupies the major portion of the total number of days 
(see Appendix B), which indirectly suggests that the impact of the Andean LLJ in regional 
hydrological process is in its intensity and the potential to faciliate the subsequent severe storm 
development rather than in the mdntenance of climatic circulation. 
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Figure 3.9 Same as Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 but for the N-jets composites in DayO during the SON 
season. 
b. Austral summer (December-February) 
The compositing AQT A[xq,Qd)^] fields for the LLJ, SNW, and N-jet events in 
Day +1, when the rainfall anomaly expresses the maximal amplitude, are shown in Fig. 3.10. 
1). Andean LLJs event 
In addition to the less impact on the regional hydrologic process caused by the reduced 
occurrence of the LLJ in DJF, distinctive features emerge from the AQj and A[xq,Qoi^] 
composites after comparing them with the counterparts in SON. 
1. Little perturbation can be found in the Tropics, suggesting that the occurrence of the 
Andean LLJ has no interaction with the hydrological cycle in the deep Tropics. This is 
largely due to the demise of the C-type LLJs after summer (see section 4c). 
2. Besides the pre-LLJ period (not shown), influence of the midlatitudinal disturbances is 
insignificant in its subsequent evolution. This is due to the retreat of the upper-level jet 
stream from 30®5 in SON to 45°S in DJF. 
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Figure 3.10 The counterparts of Fig. 3.5 to Fig. 3.9 in Day+1 during the DJF season. 
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3. While the anomalous wave pattern propagates northeastward in SON, it is detoured to 
the southern part of the South Atlantic Ocean during the DJF period. The fast dismissal 
of the perturbed flux convergence from the landmass is again due to the retreat of the 
upper-level jet stream from the subtropics. 
Budget analysis (not shown) also reveals both the delayed rainfall maximum in response to 
the enhanced flux convergence and an out-of-phase relation between the Argentine and SACZ 
domains. The rainfall abundance (deficiency) over the subtropical Plains (SACZ) displays 
a 21% increment (16% reduction) of the seasonal mean value, which is only one-half of its 
counterpart in SON. Since the summer rainfall over the subtropical Plains (SACZ) is smaller 
(larger) than its amount during the springtime, this demonstrates that the impact of the 
Andean LLJ is not crucial to the regional hydrological cycle during the summer season. 
2). SNWs event 
While the AQt composite in SON is largely under the influence of the western Amazon 
and eastern tropical Pacific (Fig. 3.8), the AQj composite in DJF is mainly aifected by the 
westward incursion of the enhanced tropical easterly over the Atlantic Ocean. From spring to 
summer, the geographical preference of the Andean LLJs shifts toward the higher latitude. In 
contrast, the occurrence of the SNWs is directed toward the lower latitude [Fig. B.l (d)]. The 
classifications of the LLJs and SNWs are based on Bonner's criteria (Appendix B), which is 
more or less artifical. Certainly, they all represent the strong northerly winds. As a consequence 
of this understanding, it is realized that the geographical preference of these strong northerly 
wind events, including the LLJ and SNW, tends to favor the occurrence over the two ends of 
the South American Andes from spring to summer. Obviously, this is in response to the large-
scale circulation settings during the austral summer. In the lower troposphere, the southward 
migration of the tropical easterly wind would enhance the westward moisture transport that 
increases the occurrence of the SNWs in the lower latitude. On the other hand, the enhanced 
latent heating over the Amazon River Basin is the major heat source to maintain the upper-
level anticyclonic circulation (Lenters, 1997; Chen et al., 1999a). The associated subsidence, 
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therefore, will suppress the hydrologic impact of the Andean LLJs occurred over the leeside 
of the central Andes except those cases developed over higher latitudes where the extension 
of landmass is quite narrow. In terms of budget analysis (not shown), the increased rainfall 
amount over the subtropical Plains generated from the occurrence of the SNWs event reaches 
21% of the seasonal mean, which is only one-third of its counterpart in SON. Simultaneously, 
the rainfall deficiency in the SACZ domain displays a 13% reduction of the seasonal mean, 
which is only one-half of its counterpart in SON. With the similar occurrence frequencies and 
moisture flux convergence patterns between SON and DJF, the less hydrologic impact of the 
summertime SNWs event implies the importance of the synoptic-scale forcing provided by the 
upper-level synoptic-scale waves. 
3). N-jeta event 
Contrary to the configurations of the LLJs and SNWs, the anomalous moisture transport 
over the subtropical Plains and southern part of the South American sector is dominated by 
the northward incursion of cold air from the extratropics studied by Kousky (1979) and Gar-
reaud and Wallace (1998), more recently. The anomalous moisture flux convergence displays 
insignificant deviations outside the SACZ domain, indicative of the transient characteristics of 
the LLJs and SNWs. 
c. Impacts of dynamic coupling between the LLJ and ULJ 
The effect of dynamic coupling between the LLJ and ULJ on the hydrologic processes 
over the Great Plains of central United States was comprehensively evaluated in previous 
studies (e.g., Weng and Chen, 1999). Results showed that the anomalous circulations in 
response to the upper-level synoptic-scale waves disturbances are reminiscent of the classic 
extratropical cyclonic model with moisture flux convergence (divergence) centers ahead of the 
cyclonic (anticycionic) moisture transport. The (north-)eastward propagation of the frontal 
systems and the associated leeside cyclogenesis are the distinctive characteristic of synoptic 
climatology over South America (Kousky, 1979; Garreaud and Wallace, 1998). The less impact 
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of the Andean LLJ on the hydrologic process may be caused by mingling the different types of 
Andean LLJ associated with the different synoptic forcings at the upper level. It is the purpose 
of this subsection to further examine the hydrologic aspects from the individual C-type and 
A-type Andean LLJs events. 
1). Springtime 
The anomalous AQj and ^{X Q I QD I P] composites for both the C-type and A-type LLJ 
events are shown in Fig. 3.11. Only the anomalies in Day 4-1 are given, although the following 
discussion is not restricted to the most significant instance. 
1. Compared with the result of A-type, the configuration of moisture transport associated 
with the C-type event expresses a more mobile characteristic as moving toward the 
northeast. Corresponding to the AQT field, a well-defined seesaw convergent-divergent 
couplet appears along the southeast coastline. The resemblance between the C-type and 
the Andean LLJ's composite demonstrates the importance of the upper-level synoptic-
scale forcing in affecting the local hydrologic process during the springtime. 
2. Without the dynamic coupling provided by the upper-level jet streams, the A-type LLJ's 
composite tends to be stagnant over the subtropical Plains for a couple of days. This 
is probably caused by the blocking effect of the upper-level ridge with a weak westerly 
passing overhead and, in turn, faciliating the diurnal boundary layer forcing that further 
enhances the terrain-bounded A-type LLJs event. 
3. Concerning the moisture source, the enhanced northerly transport is more tropical in 
the C-type than in the A-type LLJ. Budget analysis further reveals that the increased 
amount over the subtropical Plains is 4 times larger in the C-type than in the A-type 
event, which creates a 3 times larger rainfall accumulation. Considering the comparable 
occurrences between the C-type and A-type events, it again shows that the impact of the 
Andean LLJs is dictated by the occurrence of the C-type event and therefore reinforces 
the important role of the synoptic-scale forcing aloft in driving the regional hydrological 
cycle. 
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4. Detailed inspection of Fig. 3.11 reveals that the centers of convection and rainfall activity 
have a tendency to occur along the land-sea border with heavy rainfall located in the 
lower-left quadrant of the convective center. It is thus inferred that, in addition to the 
upper-level synoptic-scale forcing, the mechanism of shallow baroclinicity induced by the 
horizontal contrast between the land and ocean in their sensible and latent heat fluxes 
within the boundary layer may also get involved in the production of precipitation. 
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Figure 3.11 The AQr on the left-hand side and A[xQ,QDf P] on the right-hand side for both 
the C-type and A-type LLJ events occurring during the SON season. Gridded 
values of AQr smaller than 1.0 ff • kg~^ • aec"^ are omitted. Values of AP larger 
than 0.5 (1.0) mm-day'^ are light (heavy) shaded, respectively. And are hatched 
(cross-hatched) if smaller than -0.5 (—1.0) mni'day'^. Gridded points of 
with speed smaller than 0.3^ • kg"^ • sec"^ are omitted. The coatour interval of 
Axg is 5.0 X 10® m' • 5ec~^ • g • kg~^. 
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Two reasons may cause, say the lagged or less response of rainfall to the converged moisture 
flux in the A-type LLJ. (1) The interaction between the LLJ-laiden moist air and the surround­
ing cold ocean is less efficient than over the landmass, due to the heat capacity contrast. This 
is supported by the tendency of A-type LLJ occurring over the higher latitude in which the 
landmass is quite small. (2) While the C-type LLJ is assisted in the production of heavy 
rainfall by coupling with the upper-level jet stream through the upward branch of divergent 
circulation over the decelerated region of northerly transport, the upper-level anticyclone as­
sociated with the A-type LLJ configuration, on the other hand, may introduce extra resistence 
from the mid-tropospheric downward motion to the development of the convective storm in 
the lower troposphere. Only after the constraint from the upper troposphere is removed or 
after the interaction between air and ocean is large enough, can the large-scale rainfall event 
occur. 
2). Summertime 
Among others, three major factors may affect the conclusions obtained from the previous 
assessment of the impacts of the C-type and A-type LLJs events during the springtime. The 
first is the large reduction of the C-type LLJ occurrence from spring to summer after the 
upper-level anticyclonic circulation (i.e., Bolivian High) is established, whereas the occurrence 
of the A-type LLJ roughly remains the same. As a result, the ratio between the C-type and 
A-type LLJs occurrence frequency drops from 1.1 in SON to 0.6 in DJF. The second factor is 
due to the abrupt shifting of the upper-level jet streams to the 45*^5 and the accompanying 
weakening of the zonal wind gradient over the South American sector that results in the weaker 
dynamic coupling in the C-type LLJ's environment during the summertime. This is further 
affected by the reduced diurnal boundary layer forcing due to the shrinking landmass as the 
geographic distribution of LLJ's occurrence moves toward the higher latitudes in the summer. 
As a consequence, the anomalous compositing moisture flux and flux divergence of the Andean 
LLJs event shown previously is closer to that of the A-type LLJs event (not shown), as the 
contribution of the C-type LLJs event becomes less important in affecting the summertime 
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climatic circulation. Based on the compositing budget analysis, however, it indicates that 
the increased (decreased) rainfall over the subtropical Plains (SACZ) associated with the C-
type LLJ is still larger than (3 times) the amount produced by the A-type LLJ event. While 
the AQT composite for the A-type LLJ event has less connection with the deep Tropics, the 
moisture transport associated with the C-type is largely enhanced by the northeasterly trade 
wind from the tropic Atlantic Ocean. It suggests that the configuration of the C-type LLJ has 
a higher degree of interaction with the tropical circulation during the austral summer. 
5. Impacts on the Diurnally-varying Moisture Transport 
The global-scale, diurnally-varying moisture transport was recently reported by Chen et 
al. (1999f). In that study, the response of the hydrologic process over the globe to the 
regular tidal motions, including the diurnal and semi-diurnal tides, is well-depicted by the 
GEOS-1 reanalysis and GPI data in that the evolution of the flux convergence is found to be 
coherent with that of the indepentent GPI data. In particular, it was found that the regional 
response of the moisture transport to the westward propagating diurnal cycle expresses an 
intriguing clockwise (counterclockwise) rotation around North (South) America. In this study, 
the impact of the Andean LLJ on the regional hydrological cycle is further investigated at sub-
day timescaJe. To serve this purpose but save space, the average of the night-to-day contrast 
for the moisture flux and flux divergence (i.e., Fig. 3.3) are subtracted from the composites 
of the specific event. A symbol 'D' is given to represent this procedure. Here, the nighttime 
(daytime) composite for the QJ , XQ i QD averages for the period from 03Z (15Z) to 09Z 
(21Z). For the GPI data, the 06Z and 18Z are used to represent the night- and day-time hours, 
respectively. 
a. Diurnal modulation by the Andean LLJs 
Figure 3.12 shows the DQT on the left-hand side, and D\XQ,QD'TP] on the right-hand 
side for the Andean (upper panels), C-type (middle panels), and A-type (lower panels) LLJs 
occurring in SON. Features in Fig.3.12 are illustrated as follows. 
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Figure 3.12 DiurnaUy-varying compodtes of the DQT fields on the left-hand side and 
^[XQT QOI P] fields on the right-hand side for the Andean (upper panels), C-type 
(middle panels), and A-type (lower panels) LLJs in SON. Values of precipitation 
larger (smaller) than 0.4 (-0.4) mm-day~^ are heavy (light) shaded, respectively. 
The contour interval of DXQ is 4 X 10® • sec"^ • g • kg~^. 
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1. Little distinction between the C-type and A-type events can be found in the DQT, in 
addition to the tendency for the A-type composite being moved more southwestward. 
2. Compared with the A(^r i the intensified northerly transport DQT , with the 90° in 
quadrature spatially, migrates from the leeside of the Andes during the nighttime to the 
subtropical Plains during the daytime. 
3. While the amplitude of DQT is much smaller than that of , their divergent compo­
nents, DQD and AQD > a-re comparable due to the fact that anomaly in DQT is largely 
attributed to the anomaly in DQD • 
4. At the middle latitudes, the 90° quadrature relation between DQT and DQD reveals that 
the baroclinic mechanism still holds at sub-day timescale. At the lower latitudes, however, 
the DQT is largely explained by its divergent component, indicative of the superior role 
of the divergent circulation in response to the diurnally-varying solar forcing. 
5. The resulting rainfall anomalies for both C-type and A-type LLJs are similar. However, 
both are smaller than their counterparts in the daily-mean composites. Therefore, the 
efficiency of synoptic-scale forcing on producing the rainfall is still directed toward the 
synoptic timescale. 
Compared with the climatology [Fig. 3.3 (a)], the occurrence of the Andean LLJ reduces 
(enhances) the diurnal amplitude of flux convergence and the associated rainfall over the 
northern subtropical Plains (southern Argentina). On the other hand, the diurnal amplitude of 
the convection along SACZ is largely enhanced. As a result, the occurrence of the Andean LLJ 
is accompanied by the strengthened seabreeze-landbreeze circulation over the SACZ domain. 
A suppressed nighttime convection zone in the vicinity of Uruguay offshore is thus sandwiched 
between the enhanced rainfall over southern Argentina and southeastern Brazil. Combined 
with the result of daily-mean composites, an east-west seesaw convection pattern alternating 
from the dajrtime to the nighttime is readily recognized. 
After migrating into the summer season, the DQT and D\XQ,Q D I P ] composites (not 
shown) are found to be more restricted toward the high latitudes, indicating that the ef-
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feet of the Andean LLJ becomes more regional after the diurnal circulation is regulated by 
the diurnally-varying cumulus convection in the Tropics. Moreover, the A-type LLJ surpasses 
the C-type LLJ in constituting the Andean LLJ composite at the sub-day timescaie, due to 
the resemblance in their anomalous composites. Therefore, the impact of the A-type LLJ on 
the regional hydrological process increases from SON to DJF at both synoptic and sub-day 
timescales in response to the change of large-scale environments at the upper-level. 
b. Diurnal modulation by the SNWs 
The resulting night-to-day contrast in the DQT (left-hand side), and D[XQ,QD] P] (right-
hand side) anomalies caused by the SNWs are displayed in the upper and lower panels of 
Fig. 3.13 for the SON and DJF, respectively. The location of the enhanced nocturnal northerly 
fluxes, which introduces moist air from the deep Tropics in both seasons, passes through the 
northern Argentina-Paraguay plains. This is in an opposite orientation to the result of the 
Andean LLJ composites. Combined with the flux anomalies at the synoptic timescaie, it is 
found that the northerly transport extends and strengthens poleward during the nighttime 
hours. During the daytime hours, it retreats equatorward. This diurnally-varying north-to-
south oscillation in the SNWs, which combines with the east-to-west alternation in the Andean 
LLJs composite, thus has a compensating effect in favoring the long-lasting convection and 
rainfall events over the subtropical Plains. 
In the spring, the nighttime enhancement of the flux convergence over the subtropical 
Plains is accompanied by the suppression in the southern flank of SACZ. Meanwhile, the 
spatial distribution of flux convergence and rainfall in SNWs is roughly 90° in quadrature 
with the result of the Andean LLJs. Unlike the Andean LLJ, however, which expresses a 
seesaw rainfall pattern along the southeastern coastline, the perturbed field caused by SNWs 
is restricted to higher latitudes. In the summer, the distribution of the anomalous field is nearly 
opposite to that generated by the LUs. This is mainly because of the southward (northward) 
movement of LLJ's (SNWs) occurrence tendency mentioned previously. The consequence of 
this movement is that the associated airmass of SNW becomes more tropical. In the case of 
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the Andean LLJs, however, nocturnal intrusion of the oceanic airmass stabilizes the thermal 
condition in the lower troposphere and inhibits the occurrence of convective storms over the 
subtropical Plains. As a result, the diurnally-varying circulation is climatologically modulated 
by this compensating effect between the Andean LLJ and SNWs. 
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Figure 3.13 Night-to-day contrast in the DQj (left-hand side), and DIXQ, Qoi -P] (right-hand 
side) anomalies of the SNWs. Figure notations are the same as Fig. 3.12. 
c. Comments on the impact of the N-jets event 
After the summer drculation establishes, the diurnally-varying drculatioa is strongly reg­
ulated by the diurnal solar heating. Therefore, without the strong deviations of the wind 
field caused by the Andean LLJs and SNWs, the resulting anomaly caused by the N-jets (not 
shown) displays little changes since it becomes very difficult to perturb that regularity. Dur-
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ing the springtime, however, the anomalous composite of the N-jets event displays a similar 
diurnally-varying circulation to that of the SNWs, in spite of the weaker transport from the 
Tropics. The subsequent rainfall anomaly over the subtropical Plains is also smaller. 
6. Interannual Anomalous Circulation Forcing During Austral Summer 
Efforts have been devoted in the past to studying the causes of the interannual variation 
of the large-scale circulation over the South American sector. For example, Buchmann et al. 
(1990) used the general circulation model to simulate the effect of tropical Atlantic heating on 
the 1986 and 1988 droughts occurring over the Americas. Other studies, however, tended to 
favor and emphasize the influence of the ENSO phenomenon (e.g., Paegle et al., 1987; Kousky 
et al., 1984). In the hydrologic aspects, numerous studies have showed that the rainfall anomaly 
over the subtropical Plains of South America is closely related to the occurrence of ENSO (e.g., 
Aceituno, 1988; Nobre and Oliveira, 1986). The large-scale circulation setting caused by the 
sea surface temperature change in faciliating (suppressing) the formation of short-wave train 
crossing the South American sector was further revealed by Chen et al.(1999e), who found 
that the buildup of the planetary-scale divergent circulation aids the midlatitudinal synoptic-
scale disturbance in propagating toward the SACZ during the El Nino years and prohibiting it 
during the La Niiia years. Impact of the year-to-year variability of the Andean LLJ's activity 
on the seasonal rainfall and its linkage to the remote SST forcing are the primary issues of this 
section. 
a. Wet vs. dry episode 
To obtain the wet/dry index, we first decided the covered domain by examining the hor­
izontal variations of the GPI data in terms of the seasonal mean anomalies. Based on the 
variance distribution, the most pronounced seasonal rainfall variability covers two basins: (1) 
- 20°S ; 50°IV - over northeastern Brazil (BR basin) and (2) 20°5 - 40°5 ; 65°W^ -
over the subtropical pluns (AG basin). The areal integration of rainfall amount obtjuned 
from the GPI data over the AG basin thus serves as the wet/dry index shown in Fig. 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14 Aieal integrations of the GPI over the (a) Brazil Basin and (b) Argentina Basin 
are shown in histograms with dark (light) shading representing wet (dry) sea­
sons. The Nino 3.4 ASST is also displayed in (c), but with dark (light) shading 
representing El Nino (La Nina) DJFs. 
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The SST anomaly represented by the Nino 3.4 index over the tropical central Pacific (5°iV -
5°5; 120°!^ - 170°Vr) is displayed as well. The wet and dry seasons are determined from the 
0.8 s.t.d. threshold with an exceptional 87-88 DJF included in the wet season based on the 
report from previous study (Kousky, 1988). There is a general tendency that the dry condition 
occurs in the BR basin when the AG basin is in the wet condition, and vice versa. 
It is worthwhile to examine the degree of coherence among differnt indices, including the 
LLJ occurrence frequency. The calculated correlation coefficients shown in Table 3.1 indicate 
the following factors: 1) GPI (AG) index is negatively correlated with the GPI (BR) index 
and positively correlated with the Niiio3.4 index; 2) the C-type LLJ occurrence frequency 
expresses a higher correlation with the Niiio3.4 index than the A-type. This supports the 
previous inferrence that while the formation of the A-type LLJ is mainly caused by the 'in-
situ' thermal and terrain forcings, the formation of the C-type LLJ is more dynamically related 
to the changes of large-scale environment; 3) the C-type LLJ occurrence frequency is highly 
correlated with the GPI(AG) [GPI(BR)] index in the positive (negative) sense. This agrees 
with previous studies (e.g., Lenters and Cook, 1999) that the increased frontal activity and 
strengthened subtropical upper-level jet stream are the common features when the wet (dry) 
condition forms in the subtropical Plains (northeastern Brazil); and 4) conversely, the A-
type LLJ occurrence frequency is highly correlated with the GPI(BR) [GPI(AG)] index in 
the positive (negative) sense. Apparently, the frequency of the C-type LLJ occurrence is a 
good indicator to represent the extreme conditions over the subtropical Plains in addition to 
the Nino 3.4 index. In terms of these results and in order to increase the sample space, the 
wet/dry seasons during the period of 1981-to-1985 are further selected based on 3 factors: (1) 
A GPCP (not shown), (2) Nino3.4, and (3) the contrast between the C-type and A-type LLJ 
occurrence. Whenever one season satisfies 1.0 s.t.d. threshold in any two conditions, then it 
will be included. The 82/83 and 83/84 DJFs are thus selected as the wet seasons, while the 
80/81 and 81/82 DJFs are the dry seasons. 
The AQt A(xq, Qd, P] composites for the wet and dry episodes are shown in Fig. 3.15. 
First, in the wet composite, the accentuated (north-)westerly moisture transport directed to-
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Table 3.1 Correlation coefficients among different indices. 
Event LLJ C-type LLJ A-type LLJ Nino 3.4 GPI(AG) 
C-type LLJ 0.67 1.00 -0.32 0.59 0.76 
A-type LLJ 0.49 -0.32 1.00 0.10 -0.74 
Nino 3.4 0.61 0.59 0.10 1.00 0.59 
GPI(AG) 0.46 0.76 -0.74 0.59 1.00 
GPI(BR) -0.63 -0.82 0.63 -0.60 -0.66 
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ward the subtropical Plains is accompanied by the moisture outflow from the Equator to the 
Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. This divergent outflow is associated with a rainfall deficit 
over a vast area of tropical South America. Over the Argentina Basin, however, the influx 
from the north meets the westerly transport from the eastern Pacific Ocean and creates a flux 
convergence over northeastern Argentina-Uruguay regions. Enhanced rainfall activity is found 
to increase 18% of the seasonal-mean value. A secondary flux convergent region is found over 
the eastward flank of the SACZ. In the composite of the total field (not shown), the enhanced 
monsoonal circulation is associated with the westward shifting of SACZ. However, this shift­
ing mainly appears over the continent. Therefore, a detachment of convection occurs In the 
poleward flank of the SACZ from its eastward flank. When the Argentina Basin is in the wet 
condition, the central Andes, including the Altiplano Plateau, is in the dry condition (Aceituno 
and Garreaud, 1995; Thompson et al., 1984). 
Second, a nearly opposite polarity to the wet composite is found in the dry composite. Par­
ticularly, a blocking anticyclonic circulation is situated over northern Argentina-Paraguay in 
which rainfall deficit occurs. This is compensated by the enhanced rainfall over the .\ltiplano 
plateau. Meanwhile, moisture is transported from both hemispheres toward the tropical Ama^ 
zon and northeastern Brazil. Hence, increased rainfall activity is well-extended from tropical 
Central America to the Nordeste region of Brazil. 
b. Influence of the Andean LLJ during the wet period 
Besides the change of occurrence frequency during the extreme wet and dry events, in order 
to probe the hydrologic impact due to the intensity change of the LLJ during the extreme 
episodes, or more specifically, the effect due to the change of the large-scale environment 
projected on the cataljrtic role of LLJ in down-scaling that changes to the local hydrologic 
process, the AQT and A[XQ,QDIP] composites are presented as the deviations from the 
corresponding climatology associated with the specific event. 
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1). C-type LLJs 
The resulting A^r and A[xg,QD» composites for the C-type LLJs are displayed in the 
left and right panels of Fig. 3.16, respectively. Salient features are illustrated as follows. 
1. Evidently, the incursion of cold air from the high latitudes caused by the enhanced 
midlatitudinal transient activities merges with the enhanced northerly flux right over 
the subtropical Plains. A wave train pattern forms near the southeastern coastline of 
South America. The general tendency during this period is the equatorward shifting of 
anomalous weather disturbances in response to the strengthened upper-level jet streaks. 
2. Increased rainfall over the subtropical Plains is accompanied by the decreased rainfall over 
southern Brazil and increased over the northeastern portion of Brazil. Dry conditions 
over the northeastern tip of Brazil are more or less released when the C-type LLJ occurs 
in the wet episode. The opposite polarity is also found over the central Andes, although 
the amount is statistically insignificant. 
3. After DayO, the northerly transport continues to increase and expand directed toward 
the equator, whereas the cyclonic vortex in the south propagates eastward and detaches 
from the landmass. As a result, the flux pattern over the landmass in Day-h2 is quite 
similar to the composite of the wet episode. 
4. The seesaw rsunfall contrast established by the C-type LLJ between the subtropical Plains 
and SACZ is reinforced during the wet period with emphasis mainly on the former region. 
Compared with the wet composite in Fig. 3.15, the above observations suggest that the 
accompanied large-scale circulation anomaly is strongly perturbed by the sequential transient 
scale wave activities originating from the SPCZ (Southern Pacific Convergence Zone) region. 
This perturbation is manifested by the increased C-type LLJ activity over the subtropical 
Plains. In other words, the large-scale environment in which the LLJ is imbedded has been 
preconditioned to favor the occurrence of the C-type LLJ during the wet period. The eastward 
shifting of the SPCZ, which functions as a vibrator to enhance the transient activity, is a 
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Figure 3.16 Anomalous AQt and A[xq, i'] composites for the C-type LLJs occurring 
the wet episodes. Figure notations are the same as Fig.3.15. 
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common feature during the El Nino year (Kalnay et al., 1986). This suggests the occurrence 
of wet conditions over the subtropical Plains is closely tied to the El Nino event. 
2). A-type LLJs 
Contrary to the largely increased occurrence frequency of the C-type LLJ, the A-type LLJ 
only expresses a slight reduction during the wet episode. Hence, the results of composites 
should be treated as the characteristic feature. The AQj and A\xQ,QDtP] for the A-type 
LLJs are shown in Fig. 3.17. Observations obtained from Fig. 3.17 include the following fea­
tures. 1) A medium-scale anticyclonic circulation situates over the southern part of South 
America which blocks the westerly flow from the Pacific Ocean. This is associated with the 
reduced northerly over the subtropical Plains and the enhanced northwesterly flow along the 
diagonal axis over the SACZ. The net result is the appearance of a closed cyclonic low over 
southeastern Brazil in Day 0. 2) In response to the AQT , the decreased (increased) flux con­
vergence is accompanied by below-normal (above-normal) rainfall over the subtropical Plains 
(SACZ). Consequently, while the role played by the C-type LLJ is to maintain the wet condi­
tion over the subtropical Plains, the role of the A-type LLJ is to reduce it in response to the 
development of the upper-level anticyclonic circulation. 
The above anomalies are compared with climatology of the C-type and A-type LLJs. In the 
real world, however, the adjustment of the wet condition by the A-type LLJ is not crucial, due 
to the superior role of the C-type LLJ with its enhanced intensity and increased occurrence 
frequency during the wet season. On the other hand, the anomalous composite over the 
Argentina basin, which shows a similar pattern with the wet episode (Fig. 3.15). and the 
associated budget analysis (not shown), which increases 24% of the rainfall amount with a 
50% increment of occurrence frequency from C-types' average, showed that the wet episode 
over the subtropical Plains is largely explained by the occurrence of the C-type LLJ and is 
therefore due to the change of large-scale circulations. 
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Figure 3.17 Anomalous A<5t and A[x<3, <5d. P] composites for the A-type LUs occurring 
the wet episodes. Figure notations are the same as Fig. 3.15. 
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c. Influence of the Andean LLJ during the dry period 
1). C-type LLJ 
In addition to the large reduction of occurrence (36%), the anomalous composites of the 
C-type LLJ (left-hand side of Fig. 3.18) during the dry period are in a way opposite to those 
in the wet episode. Two intriguing features, however, express the variations of atmospheric 
circulation. 1) While the enhanced northerly flux in the wet condition continues to develop 
from DayO to Day-f-2, the suppressed northerly transport in the dry condition is quickly 
released after DayO. In other words, the C-type LLJ in the wet period may prolong its 
influence by generating a conducive environment in which heavy rainfall can persist. In the 
dry period, however, the large-scale environment has been preconditioned that is nonconducive 
to the occurrence of the C-type LLJ. This also implies that the reduction of the C-type LLJ 
activity is not the only factor in forming the dry condition. 2) When the convection in DayO 
is suppressed over the subtropical Plains, rainfall activity is enhanced over the SACZ domain. 
The fact that the increased convection along the SACZ is not coherent with the dry composite 
shown in Fig. 3.15, also points out the more transient attribution of the C-type LLJ during the 
dry seasons. Therefore, the formation of a dry episode over the subtropical Plains is partially 
explained by the weaker C-type LLJ, which results from the unfavored large-scale setting (Chen 
et al., 1999c). 
2). A-type LLJ 
The anomalous composites of £^\X Q I Q D I P ] for the A-type LLJs are shown on the right 
panels of Fig. 3.18. First, an induced anticyclonic circulation similar to the dry composite (cf. 
Fig. 3.15) is recognized from DayO to Day-|-2 (not shown). The spatial scale of the corre­
sponding flux divergence over northern Argentina and Paraguay regions, however, expresses a 
more regional scale features. Second, contrary to its role in the wet episode, the results show 
the reduced convection along the SACZ as the A-type LLJ occurs. The region with enhanced 
rainfall activity, due to the strengthened northerly transport, however, is directed toward the 
ocean to the south and far away from the subtropical Plains. The distribution of the rainfall 
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Figure 3.18 Anomalous A[xQt<^Di^] composites for the C-type (left panels) and A-type 
(right panels) LLJ occurring during the dry episode. Figure notations are the 
same as Figure. 3.15. 
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anomaly is fairly in agreement with the dry composite (Fig. 3.15). 
In summary, during the dry episode, the increased A-type LLJ occurrence does not com­
pensate for the rainfall shortage caused by the demise of the C-type LLJ over the subtropical 
Plains. However, the mutual adjustment between the impacts of the C-type and A-type LLJ 
does occur in the vicinity of the SACZ, with the latter being superior to the former. During the 
wet episode, the increased intensity and occurrence frequency of the C-type LLJ dominate the 
rainfall activity over the subtropical Plains. The simultaneous rainfall deficit over the SACZ 
domain, however, is more or less released by the occurrence of the A-type LLJ. In reality, this 
year-to-year meridional seesaw shifting of convective activity merely reflects the large-scale 
circulation setting. During the wet seasons, intensified upper-level jet stream systems and in­
creased transient disturbances indicate the increase of baroclinicity. This is in response to the 
increased north-south temperature gradient, presumably caused by the change of SST over the 
central tropical Pacific. The enhanced meridional moisture transports in the lower troposphere 
(mainly in the wind field) in an attempt to remedy the thermal wind relation, increase the 
chance in the C-type LLJ's formation. The opposite scenario occurs in the dry seasons. 
7. Summary and Suggestion 
a. Summary 
Using the assimilated data and satellite-based precipitation estimate, this study tried to 
provide a different aspect of the Andean LLJs' hydrologic impacts over the South American 
sector and evaluate the effects of synoptic-scale setting at different timescales. The major 
findings are summarized as follows. 
• The occurrence of Andean LLJs represents a transient episode that detours the convective 
activity over the SACZ to the subtropical Plains in its southwestern flank and Brazilian 
Nordeste in its northeastern flank. The resulting seesaw rainfall pattern reflects the 
synoptic forcing provided by the propagating short-wave train at the upper-level (Chen 
et al., 1999c; Kousky and Kayano, 1994). 
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• The occurrence of SNWs, which partially explains the formation and maintenance of 
convective activity along the SACZ, displays an even larger impact than the Andean 
LLJ over the eastern plains during the onset stage. Two of the possible reasons are: 1) 
the SNW-laiden moisture is more tropical because of the lower latitudinal preference, 
and 2) the apropriate angle and relative orientation with the ULJ at the intersection is 
more crucial than the magnitude of low-level wind speed. 
• The coherent patterns of the moisture transport and rainfall between the N-jets composite 
and warm-season climate indirectly indicate the transient characteristic of the Andean 
LLJ. 
• The synoptic forcing generated from the upper-level jet streams results in the enhanced 
northerly transport which is 4 (3) times larger in the C-type LLJ than in the A-type LLJ 
during the SON (DJF) season. The ratio of rainfall surplus over the subtropical Plains 
between the C-type and A-type also reaches 3 times for both seasons, regardless of the 
fact of largely reduced C-type's occurrence frequency from spring to summer. 
• While the amplitude of the moisture transport is much smaller at the sub-day timescale 
than it is at the synoptic timescale, the divergent components associated with the Andean 
LLJs are comparable at both timescales, indicating that the effect of diurnal solar forcing 
is mainly reflected at the divergent circulation. In addition, the diurnal amplitude of 
rainfall amount in the C-type event is much larger than in the A-type event in spite of 
the comparable flux convergence, indicative of the extended application of the baroclinic 
mechanism into the sub-day timescale. 
Contrary to the strong dynamic coupling between the ULJ and LLJ over the North American 
Great Plains (Weng and Chen, 1999), the effect of synoptic-scale forcing expresses less efficiency 
in producing the heavy rainfall over the subtropical Plains of South America during the onset 
stage of the Andean LLJ. This reflects in both intensity and lagged response of precipitation to 
the enhanced flux convergence. One explanation is due to the unique geographic background 
over the subtropical Plains of South America, such as the position of the upper-level jet streams, 
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the blocking effect of the mountain barrier, narrow east-west landmass extension, diurnal 
seabreeze-land breeze circulation, and the surrounding oceanic circulation, may all interact 
with the moist airmass from the Tropics. Another reason is that the compositing anomaly is 
'contaminated' by its broad spatial distribution. The vital information of individual case is 
lost in the process. The above questions cannot be answered until numerical simulations are 
conducted to examine these factors. 
Interannually, the large-scale setting of the anomalous circulation was also found to have 
the following effects in the formation of extreme episodes over the subtropical Plains. 
1. The activity of the C-type LLJ's related rainfall increases in both occurrence frequency 
and intensity when the wet condition occurs in the subtropical Plains. However, when 
the dry condition forms, its activity reduces. Furthermore, there exists a tendency in the 
hydrologicaJ impact of the C-type LLJ to prolong (shorten) the duration during the wet 
(dry) period. 
2. Although the occurrence frequency of the A-type LLJ changes little, its intensity reduces 
when the wet condition forms. This is compensated by the increased northwesterly 
transport along the SACZ. While the occurrence frequency does increase during the dry 
period, the resulting convection center and rainfall associated with the A-type LLJ are 
far from the subtropical Plains. 
Therefore, while the C-type LLJ tries to maintain the extreme conditions over the subtropical 
Plains, the role of A-type is to reduce these conditions. All of these changes in the hydro-
logic processes primarily reflect the variations of large-scale circulation which are down-scaled 
through the LLJs. 
b. Suggestion 
One question arises from this work which concerns the variation of the moisture source 
of the northerly transport over the Amazon River Basin. This variability presumably affects 
the ability of the strong northerly winds in carrying the water vapor towards the subtropical 
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Plains and SACZ. Besides the well-known 30-60-day oscillation [MJO, see Madden and Julian 
(1994) for a review], the other low-frequency (beyond the synoptic timescale) variability of the 
tropical circulation was recently identified to have a 12-24-day period (Chen et al., 1999d). The 
subseasonal variations of the SACZ have also been noted by Casarin and Kousky (1986), and 
Kousky and Kayano (1994). These variations were thought to be related to the tropical MJO 
mode. Similar variations over the SACZ with a shorter 20-day period were identified recently 
by Nogues-Paegle and Mo (1997), who relate them to the convective activity over the central 
Pacific Ocean. The contributions of these low-frequency variations to the hydrologic processes 
over the South American sector and potential linkage with LLJ activity are of interest in our 
future work. 
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4 GENERAL CONCLUSION 
Conclusions 
In previous studies (Chen et al., 1999b, c), the dynamic coupling mechanism between the 
upper-level baroclinic waves and the LLJ has been illustrated in terms of three-dimensional 
divergent circulation and streamfunction budget analysis (Chen and Chen, 1990). Results 
showed the upward branch of the divergent circulation associated with the different types of 
LLJ (see Appendices A and B) is spatially in quadrature with the upper-level trough-ridge 
system. The subsequent vortex stretching or contraction either intensifies or suppresses the 
low-level meridional circulation, which is determined by whether the upper-level jet streams 
exist or not. Can the synoptic environment setting at the upper level have any implication in 
regional hydrological cycle? This question, not fully stressed in previous studies, is answered 
by the current study that investigates the LLJ-related impact on the regional hydrologic pro­
cesses over the Great Plains of the United States (chapter 2) and the subtropical Plains of 
Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay in South America (chapters). Impacts brought by the 
different types of LLJ are illustrated in terms of the conventional budget analysis and com­
positing technique applied to the moisture flux fields at synoptic and sub-day timescales. The 
interannual variations of LLJ-related hydrologic impact are also estimated during the warm 
seasons. 
In chapter 2 of this study, it is found that the moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico 
to the Great Plains is strongly affected by the occurrence of GPLLJ. However, the moisture 
transport associated with the GPLLJ only provides the necessary condition in the formation of 
nocturnal rainfall over the Great Plains. Only after coupling with the upper-level propagating 
jet streams can the GPLLJ (this is the C-type LLJ by definition) result in the wide-ranging 
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rainfall event. The generated precipitation and accompanied moisture flux convergence are 
easily perceived by adopting the 'synoptic-forcing approach' (Chen and Kpaeyeh, 1993; Chen 
et al., 1996) which has been used previously to illustrate the continental-scale water vapor 
flux convergence associated with the developing baroclinic waves (Chen et al., 1996). It shows 
that the convective precipitation, which locates ahead of the low-level jet core, coincides with 
the moisture flux convergent center. The synoptic analysis also shows this convergent center is 
positioned ahead of the upper-level trough (Chen et al., 1999c), indicating that the maintenance 
of enhanced rainfall is established by the aforementioned coupling mechanism between the 
upper-level developing baroclinic wave and the LLJ beneath. In this situation, therefore, the 
GPLLJ in a way provides a down-scaling mechanism that couples the upper-level synoptic-
scale wave disturbances with the basically localized precipitation events. On the other hand, 
without the dynamic support of the upper-level jet streams, the GPLLJ (i.e., the A-type event 
by definition) results in a much smaller rainfall enhancement, although it still transports the 
comparable moisture amount as the C-type GPLLJ. 
The importance of the large-scale setting at upper level in association with the occurrence of 
GPLLJ for the regional hydrologic processes is further illustrated by examining the formation 
of wet/dry season over the Great Plains. It is found that the wet/dry condition is highly 
correlated with the season-to-season occurrence frequency of C-type LLJ rather than either 
the A-type event or the entire GPLLJ population. Moreover, these extreme episodes are more 
likely to occur over the central Great Plains-lower Mississippi Basin during the springtime. The 
affected region, however, shifts to the central-northern Great Plains in the summer, reflecting 
the consequence of seasonal migration of the synoptic forcing established by the upper-level 
synoptic-scale wave disturbances. 
In chapters of this work, it is found that the formation of the Andean LLJ, particularly 
the coupling C-type event, represents a transient episode that detours the rainfall activity over 
the SACZ domain to both the subtropical Pluns of Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay in its 
southwestern flank and the Nordeste region of Brazil in its northeastern flank. A seesaw pre­
cipitation anomalous pattern thus appears along the southeastern part of the South American 
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continent. From spring (SON) to summer (DJF), however, impacts of the Andean LLJ occur­
rence on the hydrologic process becomes restricted within the higher latitudes, primarily due 
to the dismissal of the coupling C-type LLJs in response to the retreat of the upper-level jet 
streaks from the subtropical zone to the high latitudes. On the other hand, when the Andean 
LLJ is absent (i.e., the N-jet event), the anomalous composite of moisture transport as well as 
the flux divergence is found to be spatially coherent with the mean basic states of warm-season 
circulation, which indirectly implies the transient characteristics of the Andean LLJs. 
The observed one-to-two day time lag of the large-scale rainfall event over the subtropical 
Plains in response to the perturbed moisture flux convergence associated with the occurrence of 
Andean LLJ is primarily caused by the A-type LLJs event, which contributes a large portion 
of the LLJ's population. The narrow east-west landmass extension, the surrounding ocean 
environment, and the downward motion provided by the upper-level anticyclone (Bolivian 
high), in which the A-type LLJ is imbedded, all suppress the development of a large-scale 
precipitation event over the subtropical Plains. 
Interannually, the extreme rainfall occurrence over the subtropical Plains of South America 
is associated with the opposite tendency over northeastern Brazil and central Andes. When the 
wet season occurs in the subtropical Plains, the activity of the C-type LLJs increases in both 
frequency of occurrence and intensity. Although the occurrence frequency of the A-type LLJ 
roughly remains unchanged, the accompanied intensity of the northerly flux largely reduces 
over the subtropical Plains. This is compensated by the increased northwesterly transport 
along the poleward flank of the SACZ. In other words, while the role of the C-type LLJ is 
important in maintaining the wet condition over the subtropical Plains by detouring the con-
vective activity of the SACZ westward, the role played by the A-type LLJ is to reduce the 
wet condition over the subtropical Plains in response to the development of an upper-level 
anticyclonic circulation. In contrast, the formation of the dry episode over the subtropical 
Plains is found to be closely related to the reduction of the C-type LLJ occurrence. Although 
the occurrence of the A-type LLJ does increase during this period, its impact on the rainfall 
activity has no function over the subtropical Plains, due to 1) the perturbed flux convergence 
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located over the domain far from the subtropical Plains, and 2) the coupled mechanism pro­
vided by the upper-level anticyclone further prohibits the formation of rainfall. Therefore, all 
of these hydrologic processes primarily reflect the changes of large-scale circulation. Compared 
with the impact of LLJ on the regional hydrologic processes over the North American Great 
Plains, the eflect of dynamic coupling associated with the Andean LLJ expresses less eflSciency 
in producing the heavy rainfall over the subtropical Plains of South America. This inefllciency 
reflects in both intensity and aforementioned lagged response of the precipitation to the per­
turbed flux convergence associated with the formation of LLJ, due to the unique geographic 
background and its large-scale circulation over the South American sector. 
Suggestions for Future Works 
In this study, we have estimated the rainfall activities associated with different types of 
LLJ events, which express their noticeable impacts on the regional hydrological cycle, over two 
regions with different geographic background and large-scale circulations. While the impor­
tance of synoptic-scale forcings provided by the upper-level environment has been emphasized 
within the presented scope, there remain questions needed to be addressed in future work. For 
example, the possible feedback interaction between the enhanced precipitation and the LLJ 
is not the focus of the current study, which must be evaluated by conducting the numerical 
simulation. Dynamically, there exist two basic processes that control the formation of rainfall-
convection and large-scale uplift of the airmass (Sansom and Thomson, 1992). The former 
is largely attributed to the local thermodynamic instability and is characterized by the short 
duration of a high precipitation rate. On the other hand, the latter is associated with the large-
scale circulation changes that result in a longer period of rainfall event. Besides the dynamic 
approach presented in this work, it would be of interest to investigate further the spatial and 
temporal variabilities of precipitation types associated with the different types of LLJ. This 
task might help us understand how the essentially boundary layer process of LLJ transfer into 
the large-scale uplift flow under the influence of upper-level propagating synoptic-scale waves. 
Results would therefore provide some merits when initializing the numerical model simulation. 
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The cloud data generated by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, 
see Schiffer and Rossow, 1983) provide a sufficient temporal resolution of cloud information 
including cloud altitude, cloud type, and cloud top temperature, etc., to potentially infer the 
precipitation types associated with the different types of LLJ events. In addition to the LLJ 
impact on the rainfall amount addressed in this study, the proposed task could shed some light 
on the improvement of rainfall intensity and duration forecast. 
The moisture sources of LLJ-related rainfall are from the low latitudes, which are affected 
by the fluctuations of tropical circulations, particularly in the Southern Hemisphere during the 
austral summer. Besides the well-known 30-60-day oscillation [MJO, see Madden and Julian 
(1994) for a review], the other low-frequency (beyond the synoptic timescale) variability of 
tropical circulation was recently identified to have a 12-24-day period (Chen et al., 1999a). 
Contributions of these low-frequency variations to the hydrologic processes, their interactions 
with the midlatitudinal weather systems, and p)otential linkage with the Andean LLJ activity 
over the South American continent are of interest in our future work. 
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APPENDIX A IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE 
GREAT PLAINS LU 
Identification 
The criteria used to identify the GPLLJs are listed as follows. Over the central United 
States (105®Vr - 85°^^, 30°N - 50°N), 
1. the instant meridional wind v must be greater than the instant zonal wind u at the lower 
levels of 1000 mb-to-850 mb; 
2. the meridional wind v at the level of maximum wind must equal or exceed 15 m • 5ec~^ 
and horizontally represents the local maximum. This is done by checking against the 
mean value of the surrounding 4° x 5° box; 
3. the diurnal amplitude of the meridional wind for the selected day must equal or exceed 
the monthly-mean value plus its 0.7 s.t.d. in the occurrence position; and 
4. the selected maximum wind level vertically represents the jet core in the lower tropo­
sphere. This is done by checking the vertical profile of the wind speed. From the maximal 
wind level to the middle troposphere, the wind speed must decrease 10 m • sec~^ . 
Performing the identification of GPLLJ is more or less a subjective procedure. In item (2), 
for example, 15 m • 5ec~^ is used as the threshold rather than 16 m • 5ec~^ in Bonner's (1968) 
criterion 2. This slight modification attempts to take into account the tendency that GEOS-
1 reanalysis underestimates the low-level wind speed as compared to the rawinsonde and 
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Higgins et al., 1996). In item (3), the explicit 0.7 s.t.d. of diur-
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nai meridional wind amplitude tried to incorporate the mechanism of the inertia! boundary 
layer oscillation (Blackadar, 1957). 
However, it is not necessary for the southerly wind to have a vertical jet-profile to transport 
moisture into the Great Plains. Although focusing on the downscaling interaction, which 
occurs between LLJ and ULJ, the contribution of the SSWs cannot be neglected in virture of 
the budget analysis. The identification of SSWs is established by simply releasing criterion (4) 
after the GPLLJs were excluded. 
Classification 
The selected GPLLJs were further classified into C-type and A-type based on the patterns 
of upper-level (200mb) synoptic circulation. Two basic patterns were disclosed in our analyses 
(Chen et al., 1999): 
• C-type LLJs: The synoptic-scale pattern consists of a trough over the Rockies and a 
ridge in the eastern third of United States at 200-mb with the jet streams propagating 
toward the Great-Plains from the Nevada-California and Arizona-New Mexico regions. 
• A-type LLJs: The upper-level synoptic-scale pattern exhibits a strong ridge in the 
foothills of the Rockies, which blocks the way of the upper-level jet streaks into the 
central United States. 
In order to minimize the subjective biases that arise from the exhausting process of pattern 
classification, if any disagreement occurs between the authors in the interpretation of a specific 
event, then this event was grouped as the transient T-type LLJs. The fact that the T-type 
LLJs occur frequently in May and June reflects the complexity of circulation changes during 
the seasonal transition. The simple statistics are given in Tables A.l, A.2, and A.3. The 
selected LLJ cases and their classification are listed in Table A.4 for reference. 
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Table A.l The diurnal timing of GPLLJ displayed by the percentage of 
the total occurrence. 
Loc. Time Percentage 
18L 3.5% 
OOL 70.0% 
06L 24.6% 
12L 1.9% 
Table A.2 Monthly-accumulated occurrence frequencies for different 
events. 
Event Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. 
C-type LLJ 103 127 93 71 66 86 
A-type LLJ 27 34 53 86 89 26 
T-type LLJ 16 35 41 31 41 13 
LLJ 146 196 187 188 196 125 
ssw 156 146 135 154 142 182 
N-jet 178 154 158 154 158 173 
Table A.3 Seasonal-averaged occurrence frequency for different events dur­
ing wet-, dry-periods and climatology. 
AMJ(JAS) Climate Wet Period Dry Period 
C-type LLJ 20.2(13.9) 25.7(25.5) 14.4(9.3) 
A-type LLJ 7.1(12.6) 5.9(9.5) 9.6(13.3) 
T-type LLJ 5.8(5.3) 6.6(3.8) 5.6(5.0) 
Total LLJ 33.1(31.8) 38.1(38.8) 29.6(27.7) 
SSW 29.9(28.4) 27.8(24.4) 28.6(31.8) 
N-jet 28.0(31.8) 25.1(28.9) 32.8(32.5) 
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Table A.4 The selected Great Plains LLJ cases and their classification. 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class jrymmdd class yymmdd class 
800401 C 800406 C 800411 C 800423 A 800510 C 
800511 C 800512 C 800515 C 800516 C 800518 C 
800524 c 800527 C 800529 C 800530 C 800601 c 
800602 c 800603 C 800604 C 800605 C 800607 c 
800614 A 800615 A 800619 A 800620 T 800622 A 
800623 A 800624 A 800625 A 800627 A 800628 C 
800630 A 800701 A 800702 A 800703 A 800704 C 
800705 A 800707 A 800708 A 800709 A 800710 A 
800711 A 800712 A 800713 A 800714 A 800715 A 
800718 A 800719 C 800720 T 800724 T 800731 A 
800802 A 800804 C 800806 A 800807 A 800808 A 
800813 T 800816 C 800819 C 800820 C 800822 T 
800823 A 800825 T 800830 C 800831 C 800901 C 
800903 C 800912 T 800918 C 800919 C 800921 C 
800922 C 800928 A 810402 A 810403 C 810404 C 
810408 C 810410 C 810412 C 810413 C 810418 C 
810419 A 810421 C 810422 C 810502 T 810504 C 
810512 C 810513 C 810515 A 810516 C 810517 C 
810518 C 810527 A 810528 A 810602 C 810605 C 
810608 T 810610 C 810615 C 810617 C 810618 T 
810620 A 810621 A 810622 C 810624 A 810627 A 
810629 C 810713 A 810714 A 810715 A 810716 T 
810717 T 810723 A 810724 A 810726 A 810727 C 
810731 A 810801 A 810802 A 810803 A 810805 A 
810813 T 810814 A 810822 T 810825 T 810830 T 
810831 T 810906 A 810921 T 810923 A 810924 T 
810925 C 810926 C 810930 C 820401 A 820402 C 
820407 C 820412 A 820415 C 820425 C 820503 A 
820504 c 820505 C 820506 C 820508 T 820512 C 
820516 c 820519 C 820520 T 820529 T 820531 C 
820606 c 820607 T 820609 C 820615 C 820629 A 
820701 A 820702 A 820704 T 820705 C 820706 C 
820709 T 820715 T 820716 C 820717 C 820718 T 
820724 A 820725 A 820801 A 820802 A 820803 A 
820804 A 820805 A 820810 T 820812 A 820813 A 
820819 A 820823 A 820824 T 820825 C 820826 C 
820830 A 820831 A 820901 A 820912 C 820913 C 
820914 C 820927 C 820928 C 820929 C 830404 C 
830405 C 830411 A 830412 C 830417 A 830421 A 
830422 T 830425 A 830426 T 830429 C 830430 T 
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Table A.4 (Continued) 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
830501 C 830502 c 830503 C 830505 T 830506 A 
830507 C 830508 T 830510 C 830512 C 830513 C 
830514 c 830515 C 830517 C 830518 C 830520 C 
830531 T 830602 T 830603 C 830609 T 830610 T 
830612 c 830613 C 830614 T 830627 T 830628 C 
830629 c 830630 C 830703 C 830704 C 830707 A 
830708 A 830711 T 830714 C 830716 C 830720 A 
830723 T 830724 A 830727 A 830728 A 830803 A 
830817 A 830818 A 830819 A 830821 A 830822 C 
830825 A 830826 A 830830 A 830904 C 830905 C 
830906 c 830909 A 830917 C 830919 C 830920 C 
830929 A 840402 C 840406 A 840407 C 840408 C 
840410 T 840421 C 840422 C 840425 C 840426 C 
840427 c 840429 C 840501 C 840502 C 840503 C 
840505 c 840506 C 840507 C 840510 T 840511 T 
840517 A 840522 C 840524 A 840525 C 840526 C 
840531 T 840601 A 840602 T 840604 C 840605 C 
840606 c 840607 C 840608 C 840609 c 840611 T 
840612 c 840613 A 840616 A 840621 A 840622 A 
840704 T 840708 A 840719 T 840721 A 840722 A 
840729 A 840730 T 840731 T 840803 A 840815 T 
840817 A 840820 A 840831 T 840902 C 840908 C 
840909 c 840911 T 840912 A 840923 C 840925 C 
850405 c 850410 A 850412 T 850419 C 850420 C 
850421 c 850422 C 850423 C 850426 C 850429 T 
850504 A 850505 A 850507 A 850509 A 850510 C 
850511 c 850512 C 850513 C 850520 C 850526 T 
850527 c 850530 A 850601 C 850602 C 850603 C 
850605 c 850609 T 850614 C 850615 C 850617 C 
850620 T 850622 C 850623 A 850626 C 850630 T 
850707 c 850708 C 850713 A 850714 T 850719 T 
850721 c 850728 T 850730 A 850731 C 850804 C 
850806 A 850809 C 850810 C 850812 C 850813 C 
850814 c 850815 C 850817 C 850818 T 850819 T 
850821 A 850822 A 850827 A 850828 C 850829 C 
850831 A 850905 C 850906 C 850907 C 850908 C 
850916 c 850917 C 850928 C 850929 C 860401 T 
860402 C 860403 C 860404 C 860407 A 860414 C 
860417 A 860418 C 860423 A 860425 C 860426 C 
860427 C 860429 T 860430 C 860504 A 860505 C 
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Table A.4 (Continued) 
yymmdd class jrymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
860506 C 860507 C 860509 C 860512 T 860513 T 
860514 T 860515 C 860517 C 860521 T 860522 T 
860523 T 860610 c 860614 C 860626 C 860627 C 
860628 C 860630 A 860701 A 860703 A 860704 A 
860706 C 860708 A 860709 C 860711 C 860712 C 
860713 C 860714 A 860715 A 860718 C 860719 C 
860723 0 860727 C 860728 C 860729 A 860805 C 
860806 T 860807 C 860808 T 860810 C 860812 T 
860813 C 860814 C 860817 T 860822 A 860825 T 
860826 C 860830 C 860901 T 860903 C 860909 C 
860910 c 860911 C 860914 T 860915 C 860916 C 
860917 c 860918 C 860919 C 860920 C 860921 c 
860922 A 860923 A 860924 T 860926 C 860927 c 
860928 C 860929 C 860930 C 870413 C 870420 c 
870501 A 870503 C 870509 T 870517 A 870518 c 
870521 C 870525 C 870526 C 870527 C 870528 c 
870529 C 870530 C 870601 T 870602 C 870606 A 
870607 A 870610 T 870611 A 870620 T 870621 T 
870622 T 870623 T 870703 T 870704 C 870705 C 
870706 C 870708 C 870709 C 870710 C 870711 C 
870712 C 870716 A 870717 C 870718 C 870719 T 
870720 c 870721 A 870722 A 870723 A 870727 A 
870728 A 870730 A 870731 T 870801 T 870802 T 
870803 T 870807 T 870808 C 870812 C 870815 C 
870816 C 870817 C 870818 T 870820 A 870821 A 
870822 A 870826 C 870829 T 870830 T 870913 T 
870914 C 870915 T 870916 C 870926 T 870927 C 
880402 C 880405 C 880408 C 880409 T 880420 A 
880429 T 880501 C 880503 T 880506 A 880507 C 
880514 A 880515 T 880518 A 880520 T 880523 T 
880524 T 880527 A 880528 A 880601 C 880608 A 
880610 A 880611 A 880612 A 880614 A 880618 A 
880619 A 880620 A 880621 A 880622 A 880624 A 
880625 A 880630 T 880705 A 880714 A 880715 A 
880716 A 880723 T 880724 A 880804 A 880807 C 
880813 A 880814 A 880817 T 880822 C 880827 C 
880830 T 880831 T 880912 C 880917 C 880918 C 
880919 C 880921 T 880922 C 880928 T 890401 T 
890404 C 890412 T 890414 C 890416 C 890418 A 
890422 A 890424 A 890425 A 890427 C 890502 C 
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Table A.4 (Continued) 
yymradd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
890503 C 890504 C 890505 C 890508 A 890509 A 
890512 C 890516 C 890517 C 890518 C 890519 C 
890520 T 890522 T 890523 A 890524 T 890525 C 
890526 C 890528 A 890530 A 890531 C 890601 C 
890603 C 890607 T 890611 C 890612 C 890613 C 
890617 T 890618 T 890620 C 890621 C 890622 C 
890625 C 890626 C 890708 A 890710 C 890727 A 
890730 T 890803 A 890804 A 890805 T 890809 T 
890819 C 890821 C 890822 C 890823 C 890825 C 
890826 C 890827 T 890828 C 890831 C 890901 C 
890908 c 900408 A 900409 C 900413 T 900419 C 
900420 c 900423 C 900424 C 900425 C 900426 C 
900502 c 900503 C 900507 T 900508 C 900509 C 
900511 c 900512 C 900513 C 900514 C 900515 C 
900516 c 900519 C 900523 T 900525 T 900526 T 
900530 T 900601 C 900602 C 900605 T 900606 C 
900607 C 900608 C 900611 T 900612 C 900613 C 
900614 C 900615 A 900616 C 900617 T 900619 T 
900620 T 900628 A 900629 A 900703 A 900704 A 
900709 A 900710 T 900717 C 900719 A 900720 A 
900725 A 900726 A 900727 C 900802 A 900803 A 
900808 T 900809 A 900818 C 900819 C 900820 T 
900824 C 900825 C 900826 A 900831 A 900918 C 
900920 C 900921 C 910402 C 910403 C 910411 C 
910412 C 910414 C 910417 C 910418 C 910424 T 
910426 C 910427 C 910429 C 910502 T 910503 C 
910505 C 910507 C 910508 C 910509 C 910510 C 
910511 c 910512 C 910513 T 910514 C 910523 T 
910526 c 910527 C 910529 C 910530 C 910601 C 
910605 T 910613 T 910614 C 910615 C 910618 T 
910620 T 910625 T 910626 T 910629 A 910630 A 
910701 C 910706 T 910707 T 910709 A 910711 T 
910716 T 910717 T 910718 T 910724 T 910726 A 
910727 T 910802 A 910803 A 910805 T 910806 T 
910807 A 910808 A 910811 T 910812 A 910813 T 
910816 A 910823 T 910824 C 910825 T 910826 A 
910827 A 910829 C 910908 A 910909 A 910913 C 
910914 C 910915 C 920405 T 920406 C 920409 C 
920414 A 920415 A 920419 C 920420 C 920423 C 
920428 A 920429 A 920501 A 920502 A 920509 C 
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Table A.4 (Continued) 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
920511 C 920514 A 920516 T 920519 A 920606 T 
920614 C 920615 C 920616 C 920617 C 920618 C 
920620 T 920625 T 920628 T 920701 C 920703 C 
920704 C 920705 A 920706 A 920707 A 920708 A 
920710 C 920711 C 920712 C 920724 A 920725 A 
920726 A 920729 C 920730 C 920802 C 920805 C 
920807 A 920809 A 920810 A 920823 C 920824 C 
920825 C 920829 C 920830 C 920831 C 920901 A 
920902 C 920905 C 920906 C 920907 C 920909 C 
920914 C 920915 A 920916 A 920920 T 920921 C 
930403 C 930406 C 930407 C 930408 C 930412 A 
930413 C 930414 C 930417 C 930423 C 930424 C 
930427 T 930501 C 930504 C 930505 C 930508 C 
930509 C 930522 A 930523 C 930524 C 930527 A 
930528 A 930601 T 930602 T 930606 C 930607 C 
930608 C 930609 C 930612 C 930613 C 930617 C 
930620 C 930623 C 930624 C 930628 A 930629 C 
930630 C 930701 C 930702 C 930703 C 930704 C 
930705 C 930706 C 930707 C 930709 C 930710 C 
930717 C 930722 c 930727 C 930731 A 930805 C 
930806 C 930808 A 930809 A 930814 C 930816 T 
930817 A 930826 A 930827 C 930829 C 930830 C 
930912 C 930913 C 930914 C 930918 C 930919 C 
930922 A 930923 A 930924 A 930925 C 940402 C 
940404 A 940408 C 940411 C 940412 C 940424 C 
940428 C 940506 C 940507 C 940529 A 940601 A 
940602 C 940607 C 940608 C 940613 C 940620 A 
940626 A 940627 A 940628 A 940630 A 940701 A 
940702 A 940703 A 940706 C 940707 C 940708 C 
940713 C 940716 C 940718 A 940720 A 940731 A 
940801 A 940807 A 940809 A 940810 A 940811 A 
940812 A 940813 A 940817 A 940818 A 940819 A 
940824 A 940825 A 940826 A 940827 A 940828 A 
940830 C 940903 A 940904 C 940908 A 940909 A 
940912 C 940913 C 940914 C 940929 A 940930 A 
950403 C 950405 C 950410 C 950411 C 950413 A 
950414 C 950415 C 950416 C 950418 C 950420 C 
950425 C 950426 C 950429 C 950503 C 950507 C 
950508 C 950509 C 950512 C 950513 C 950514 C 
950515 C 950516 C 950517 C 950518 C 950522 A 
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Table A.4 (Continued) 
yymmdd class yymmdd class jrymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
950523 C 950527 C 950603 C 950604 C 950609 C 
950610 C 950614 A 950615 A 950616 A 950617 A 
950620 A 950703 C 950704 C 950712 A 950713 A 
950714 C 950715 C 950720 A 950722 C 950724 C 
950728 A 950805 A 950808 A 950809 A 950810 A 
950811 A 950813 C 950814 C 950817 A 950829 A 
950830 A 950902 A 950903 A 950906 A 950916 C 
950918 A 950919 C 950929 C 
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APPENDIX B EDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF 
ANDEAN LUs 
Identification 
Although the interest of this study is in the LLJ-related hydroiogic impacts, it is conve­
nient to reiterate the occurrence frequency and spatial distribution of LLJs as well as SNWs 
(strong northerly winds) here. The complete report concerning the synoptic structure and its 
maintenance in association with the Andean LLJ is referred to in Chen et al. (1999). The 
following illustrates the criteria used to identify the Anedean LLJs as well as the SNWs event. 
Inside the South American domain ~ AdPW , 15®5 - 40®S , 
1. the value of the northerly wind v must be greater than the value of the zonal wind u at 
the level of the maximal wind speed inside the lower troposphere; 
2. u at the level of maximal wind speed must be smaller than -18 m • sec~^ in the austral 
spring and —16 m • sec"^ in the austral summer; 
3. the diurnal amplitude of v for a day with LLJ occurring must equal or exceed the monthly-
mean value, plus its 0.7 s.t.d., and 
4. the wind speed must decrease 10 m • sec~^ from the level of maximal wind speed to the 
middle troposphere. This constraint only applies to the Andean LLJ. 
The dedded LU and SNW cases are illustrated in terms of the spatial distributions of the 
occurrence frequency as shown in Figure B.l. The seasonal mean of the upper-level zonal wind 
field is superimposed as well. Figure B.l illustrates the following features. 
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1. There exist two groups of LLJ over the South American sector [Figures B.l(a), (b)]. 
One is the Andean LLJs along the leeside of the Andes. The other group, directly 
connected to the SACZ, appears in the Brazilian Serra do Mar highland, roughly along 
the southeastern coastline. Similar results were found by Paegle and Nogues-Paegle 
(1997). 
2. From austral spring to summer, the activity of Andean LLJs decreases and moves toward 
the higher latitudes in association with the polarward shifting of the upper-level jet 
stream systems. Nevertheless, the activity of SACZ-related LLJ increases when the 
season marches into the summer season, which is coherent with the strengthened flux 
convergence along the SACZ, as shown in Figure 3.1 (d). 
3. Compared with the LLJs, the SNWs mainly occur over the lower latitude, ranging from 
the leeside of the Bolivian Andes to the Gran Chaco region of western Paraguay-northern 
Argentina [Figures B.l(c), (d)]. In spring, a large portion of SNWs interacts with the 
upper-level jet streak. After the summer, activity retreats to the leeside of the Bolivian 
Andes. 
Classification 
The selected Andean LLJs are further classified into the C-type and A-type events based 
on the associated synoptic environment at the upper-level (200-mb). Two basic patterns are 
previously identified (Chen et al., 1999): 
• C-type LLJs: The 200-mb flow pattern expresses an approaching trough line near the 
western coast of South American continent and a ridge line over the Brazilian south­
eastern coastline with the jet axis propagating from the northwest to the southeastern 
direction. 
• A-type LLJs: The flow pattern at 200-mb exhibits a ridge line in the foothills of the 
Andes with weak westerly flow passing the subtropical Plains. 
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Figure B.l Seasonal-mean wind field at 900m6: Fgoo and zonal wind speed at 200m6 :| UI200 
(contour lines) are superimposed with the LLJ's (or SNW's) total occurrence a 
(1980-1995) for SON and DJF seasons. When <y inside the 5° x 5° gridded box 
satisfies <r < 8,8 < <t < 16, and <7 > 16 , the gridded box is light, modest, or 
heavy shaded, respectively. | U [300 larger than 28 (32) m • sec"^ is hatched (cross 
hatched). 
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The related statistic features are summarized in Tables B.l and B.2. The Andean LLJs and 
their classification are also tabulated in Table B.3 for reference. 
Table B.l Monthly-accumulated occurrence frequencies for different 
events. 
Event Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 
C-type LLJ 91 92 71 66 56 48 
A-type LLJ 90 79 65 84 73 81 
LLJ 181 171 136 150 129 129 
SNW 43 36 37 31 36 44 
N-jet 256 289 307 284 300 279 
Table B.2 Seasonal-averaged occurrence frequency for different events dur­
ing wet-, dry-periods and climatology. 
DJF Climate Wet Period Dry Period 
C-type LLJ 11.1 16.7 7.0 
A-type LLJ 15.4 12.7 18.1 
LLJ 26.5 29.3 25.1 
SNW 7.3 7.7 7.4 
N-jet 56.3 53.3 57.6 
Table B.3 The selected Andean LLJ cases and their classification. 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
800907 C 800908 A 800913 C 800914 A 800915 A 
800917 A 800922 A 800923 A 810901 A 810907 C 
810917 A 810918 A 810919 A 810921 A 810922 A 
810923 A 810927 C 810930 A 820904 C 820906 A 
820908 C 820909 C 820917 C 820918 C 820929 A 
830904 A 830912 A 830913 C 830918 C 830920 A 
830921 A 830922 A 830923 C 830926 C 830927 C 
830928 C 830929 C 840906 C 840908 C 840918 C 
840919 C 840920 C 840925 A 840926 C 840929 C 
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Table B.3 (Continued) 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
840930 C 850902 A 850904 A 850906 C 850907 C 
850908 C 850909 C 850910 C 850915 A 850929 C 
850930 c 860901 C 860902 C 860903 C 860906 A 
860908 c 860909 C 860912 C 860915 A 860920 C 
860921 c 870901 A 870902 A 870903 A 870905 A 
870909 c 870912 C 870913 C 870917 A 870922 A 
870926 A 870927 A 870928 A 870929 A 870930 A 
880902 A 880903 A 880905 C 880908 C 880911 A 
880912 A 880920 C 880921 A 880922 A 880923 C 
890902 C 890903 A 890906 A 890908 A 890911 C 
890912 A 890916 C 890917 C 890927 C 890928 C 
890929 A 890930 A 900901 A 900902 A 900907 C 
900911 A 900920 C 900924 A 900925 A 900926 C 
900927 C 900928 C 900929 A 910904 C 910905 C 
910906 C 910908 A 910912 C 910913 C 910914 C 
910921 A 910923 A 910924 A 910926 C 910927 C 
920906 A 920907 A 920911 C 920914 A 920915 A 
920916 A 920921 A 920922 A 920927 A 920929 A 
920930 C 930906 A 930907 A 930911 A 930912 A 
930913 C 930918 C 930919 C 930920 C 930921 C 
930922 A 930924 A 930926 C 930928 A 930930 A 
940901 A 940905 C 940906 A 940909 A 940910 C 
940911 C 940912 C 940913 C 940916 A 940917 A 
940918 C 940919 C 940920 C 940923 C 940927 A 
940928 A 940929 A 950903 C 950905 C 950906 C 
950907 C 950914 A 950916 C 950918 A 950920 A 
950921 A 950922 C 950923 C 950924 C 950927 A 
950930 C 801002 C 801003 A 801006 A 801007 A 
801008 C 801011 A 801014 C 801015 C 801020 C 
801022 C 811001 C 811002 A 811003 A 811009 A 
811019 A 811020 A 811024 C 811025 C 811030 C 
821001 C 821006 A 821009 A 821010 A 821017 C 
821018 C 821020 C 831004 A 831007 A 831010 C 
831012 C 831014 A 831015 C 831016 C 831019 A 
831027 C 831028 C 841003 C 841011 C 841012 C 
841017 C 841019 A 841020 C 841024 C 841028 C 
841029 C 841031 A 851008 A 851011 C 851012 C 
851013 C 851014 C 851017 A 861012 C 861014 C 
861023 A 861025 C 861030 A 871002 A 871003 A 
871010 C 871015 A 871021 A 871023 A 871024 A 
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Table B.3 (Continued) 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
881001 A 881002 A 881003 A 881006 A 881007 A 
881008 A 881010 A 881011 A 881012 A 881017 A 
881018 A 881019 A 881021 A 881025 A 881027 A 
881030 A 881031 A 891001 A 891002 A 891004 A 
891005 C 891011 A 891019 C 891020 C 891024 C 
891025 C 891028 A 891029 A 901001 A 901003 C 
901004 C 901005 C 901008 C 901017 A 901018 A 
901019 C 901025 A 901026 C 901028 C 901029 C 
911002 A 911004 C 911006 A 911009 C 911010 C 
911011 C 911012 C 911013 C 911014 C 911015 C 
911018 A 911019 A 911020 C 911021 C 911022 c 
911027 A 921002 C 921003 A 921004 A 921007 A 
921010 A 921013 A 921019 C 921025 C 921026 c 
931001 C 931006 C 931007 C 931008 C 931010 C 
931013 C 931015 C 931016 C 931017 A 931018 A 
931027 C 931028 C 931029 C 931030 C 931031 C 
941003 A 941007 A 941008 A 941009 A 941010 A 
941012 C 941013 C 941014 C 941015 C 941017 C 
941020 A 941022 A 941031 A 951003 C 951004 C 
951007 C 951008 C 951011 A 951012 A 951022 C 
951023 C 951024 C 951025 C 951026 C 951029 A 
951030 A 951031 C 801101 A 801109 A 801112 A 
801122 C 801124 A 801127 A 801128 A 801129 A 
801130 A 811101 C 811102 C 811103 C 821101 A 
821103 C 821106 A 821109 C 821110 C 821113 A 
821114 A 821117 C 821128 C 831102 C 831116 C 
831117 A 831118 A 831128 C 831130 C 841101 C 
841102 C 841103 C 841106 C 841108 C 841111 A 
841114 A 841115 A 841118 A 841119 A 841120 C 
841121 C 851103 A 851106 c 851107 C 851109 C 
851110 C 851113 C 851114 c 851115 C 851119 A 
861107 C 861111 A 861112 C 861113 C 861114 C 
861115 C 861121 C 871110 A 871111 A 871112 C 
871113 C 871114 C 871115 c 871119 A 871122 A 
881102 A 881104 A 881105 c 881106 C 881107 A 
881110 A 881111 A 881112 A 881114 A 881115 A 
881116 C 881117 C 881123 A 881124 A 891102 C 
891104 A 891107 A 891111 A 891119 A 891122 C 
891130 C 901103 C 901106 A 901111 C 901114 C 
901119 C 901123 A 901124 A 901125 A 901129 A 
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Table B.3 (Continued) 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
911101 C 911117 C 911121 C 911123 C 911125 A 
921101 A 921106 A 921107 A 921109 A 921110 A 
921117 C 921118 C 921120 A 921128 C 921129 C 
921130 C 931102 A 931104 A 931108 A 931109 A 
931111 C 931113 C 931116 C 931120 C 931121 A 
931129 A 941102 C 941103 C 941104 C 941105 C 
941122 A 941124 A 941129 C 951101 C 951102 C 
951103 C 951105 C 951108 A 951113 C 951118 A 
951119 A 951120 A 951125 A 801208 A 801214 A 
801215 A 801217 A 801218 A 801219 A 801220 A 
801223 C 801224 C 801227 C 801230 C 811203 A 
811205 A 811206 A 811209 C 811213 A 811215 A 
811216 C 811217 C 811220 C 811224 A 811226 C 
811227 A 811229 A 821202 C 821203 C 821204 A 
821205 A 821211 C 821213 C 821218 C 821222 A 
821231 C 831202 C 831203 C 831225 A 831226 C 
831227 C 841201 A 841205 A 841209 A 841212 A 
841213 A 841229 C 841230 C 851204 A 851216 C 
861202 A 861204 C 861206 A 861211 A 861212 A 
861216 A 861218 A 861219 C 861220 C 871201 A 
871202 C 871210 A 871214 A 871216 A 871217 A 
871218 A 871219 A 871221 A 871222 A 881211 C 
881212 A 881214 A 881216 A 881217 A 881221 A 
881227 A 881229 C 881230 C 891201 C 891210 C 
891211 C 891213 C 891216 C 891221 A 891228 A 
891229 A 891230 A 891231 A 901201 A 901204 A 
901205 C 901208 A 901209 C 901215 A 901216 A 
901217 A 901220 A 901221 A 901222 A 901226 C 
901229 C 901230 A 901231 A 911201 C 911203 C 
911204 A 911205 A 911212 C 911219 A 911226 A 
911227 A 911229 C 921202 C 921203 C 921204 C 
921212 C 921222 A 921224 C 921226 C 921229 A 
921231 C 931202 A 931203 A 931204 A 931205 A 
931206 A 931211 A 931212 C 931213 C 931217 A 
931219 A 931221 C 931222 C 931225 A 931226 A 
931227 C 941201 A 941202 C 941203 A 941204 C 
941207 A 941208 C 941209 C 941210 C 941211 C 
941212 C 941213 C 941216 C 941226 A 941228 A 
941229 C 941230 C 941231 C 810104 A 810107 A 
810115 A 810118 C 810119 C 810122 A 810123 A 
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Table B.3 (Continued) 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
810124 A 810125 A 810126 C 810127 C 810128 C 
820104 A 820106 A 820107 A 820109 A 820111 C 
820115 A 820118 A 820119 A 820120 A 820121 A 
830101 C 830104 C 830105 C 830106 C 830114 C 
830115 C 830116 C 830117 C 830118 A 830120 C 
830125 C 830127 C 830129 C 830130 C 830131 C 
840106 C 840107 C 840112 C 840120 C 840130 A 
850102 C 850103 C 850105 A 850106 A 850115 A 
850117 A 850120 C 850121 C 850125 A 860114 C 
860117 C 860120 A 860122 A 860123 A 860125 C 
860126 C 870102 A 870103 A 870116 C 870130 A 
880107 A 880109 A 880124 A 880128 A 880130 A 
890103 C 890106 C 890118 A 890119 A 890127 C 
890128 A 890130 A 900105 A 900106 A 900108 A 
900117 A 900118 A 900119 A 900122 A 900124 A 
900126 C 900127 C 900128 C 900129 C 900130 C 
910101 A 910104 A 910105 A 910113 C 910120 C 
910121 C 910127 A 920102 C 920104 C 920105 C 
920113 A 920116 A 920117 A 920118 A 920119 A 
920121 C 920123 C 920124 C 920129 C 920130 C 
930110 A 930112 C 930117 A 930118 A 930119 A 
930120 A 930122 A 930127 A 940109 A 940112 A 
940118 A 940122 A 940123 A 940124 A 940125 A 
940128 A 950106 C 950107 A 950109 A 950113 A 
950122 C 950130 C 800201 A 800202 A 800209 A 
800215 C 800216 C 800217 C 800222 A 800226 A 
800227 A 800229 A 810205 A 810206 A 810208 A 
810209 C 810213 A 810214 A 810217 A 810218 A 
810225 C 820201 C 820202 A 820203 A 820214 A 
820218 A 820219 A 820221 A 820228 C 830201 A 
830202 A 830203 A 830210 A 830211 A 830212 A 
830214 A 830215 A 830219 A 830220 A 830224 C 
840202 A 840204 C 840206 A 840207 A 840211 C 
840213 C 840218 C 840219 A 840221 C 840225 C 
840226 C 840228 C 850207 A 850214 C 850215 A 
850218 A 850219 A 860202 A 860212 A 870208 A 
870210 A 870211 A 870212 A 870213 A 870214 C 
870215 C 870218 A 870223 C 870228 C 880202 A 
880205 A 880208 A 880213 A 880214 A 880221 C 
880224 C 890202 A 890208 A 890209 A 890210 C 
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Table B.3 (Continued) 
yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class yymmdd class 
890211 C 890226 A 890227 A 890228 A 900201 C 
900202 C 900227 C 910223 C 910224 C 910225 A 
910227 A 910228 A 920202 C 920203 C 920207 C 
920208 C 920209 C 920212 C 920215 C 920216 C 
920217 C 920218 C 920219 C 920225 A 920226 A 
920228 A 920229 A 930201 A 930202 A 930204 A 
930206 A 930207 A 930215 C 930222 C 930223 C 
940206 A 940207 A 940208 A 940210 A 940216 A 
940217 A 950201 C 950203 A 950204 A 950206 A 
950207 C 950218 A 950219 A 950226 C 950227 C 
950228 A 
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